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Abstract:
Final goal of COMPU task is to develop a reliable tritium Process Flow Diagram (PFD) modelling tool for 
DEMO tritium cycle. With this aim, the COMPU task is devoted to:

(1) Review of existing available documentation related on confi guration layouts, and systems and tritium 
control process key technologies.

(2) To select those validated and considered relevant as basis for code development.
(3) Implement results from (1), and (2) in the PFD TRICICLO.

This fi rst deliverable focuses on item (1) and is conceived as a managerial tool to: (1) establish and discuss 
the correct inputs, (2) to identify existing lack of basic information and (3) to establish the general demands 
and characteristics for the development of an advanced PFD model.
Thus, in order to discuss and determine the basic information required for future new developments of the 
task, this report presents a review of the documentation of:

(1) The outline of total cycle and system confi guration with the main tritium system design specifi ca-
tions.

(2) The ultimate processing technologies with the associated design of their implementing units.
(3) Key parameters needed to describe processes and modes of operation of the system units.
(4) An overview of the existing models for cycle and units with a general analysis of their performances 

and limitations.
Thus, this report is a direct review of the base information generated previously in the context of tasks of 
the EU FT Programmers (reported in EFDA Green Books) and available results in open fi eld’s literature 
provided by parallel Programmes abroad (JP, US, RF).
Diseño del Ciclo de Tritio para Envolturas Regeneradoras de DEMO refrigeradas por Helio.

Sedano, L.A.
 211 pp.  75 fi gs.   102 refs.

Resumen:
El objetivo fi nal de la Tarea COMPU es desarrollar una herramienta de modelación de Diagrama de Procesos 
de Flujo para tritio para el ciclo de tritio de un reactor de fusión de especifi caciones DEMO. Con este fi n, 
la Tarea COMPU se dirige a:

(1) la revisión de la documentación disponible referida a confi guración de ciclo, sistemas y las tecno-
logias de control clave para el ciclo

(2) seleccionar las que resultan relevantes para el desarrollo de un código de simulación y fi nalmente
(3) la implementación de resultados de (1) y (2) anteriores en el Diagrama de Procesos de FlujoTRICI-

CLO.
Esta primera entrega (Deliv.1) se centra en el aspecto (1). Esta primera entrega se concibe como herramienta 
de gestión de información para: (1) establecer y discutir las entradas de información adecuadas , (2) iden-
tifi car lagunas de información para el diseño del ciclo (3) establecer los requisitos generales, demandas y 
características para el desarrollo de un modelo de procesos de fl ujo PFD .
Así, para prefi jar y discutir la información de base para nuevos desarrollos de la tarea, este Informe revisa 
información básica sobre:

1. la confi guración total de ciclo y sistemas con sus especifi caciones pricipales para los sistemas de 
tritio,

2. las tecnologías ultimadas de procesamiento con los diseños asociados a las unidades junto con
3. los parámetros clave necesarios para describir los procesos y modos de operación de las unidades y
4. una revisión de capacidades y limitaciones de soluciones de modelización existentes en simulación 

del ciclo y/o subsistemas.
Así pues, este Informe es una revisión bibliográfi ca directa de la información de base generada en el contexto 
de las tareas del Programa Europeo de Fusión (que aparecen en EFDA ‘Green Books”) y otros resultados 
disponibles en la literatura del campo de Programas paralelos en Japón, USA, Fed. Rusa.
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BAT:    Best Available Technologies 
BU:       Breeding Units 
CCGT:  Closed Cycle Gas Turbine 
COE:     Cost of Electricity  
CP:        Cooling Plates 
CPS:     Coolant Purification Systems 
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TPR: Tritium Permeation Rates 
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TRS: Tritium Recovery Syst.  
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WDS: Water Detritiation System 
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1. Introduction   

 
  The development of tritium cycle for DEMO fusion reactors is at its first stages and significant 

effort on conceptual design activities, modelling and experimental appear as compulsory. The 

activity in COMPU Task starts with a review of existing available documentation related with:  

(1) Key tritium analyses in the Tritium Cycle (TC) source term (breeding blanket 

concepts), 

(2) Actual reference configuration lay-outs for the total cycle and integrating systems 

and  

(3) Selection of relevant tritium processing key technologies for code development.  

The final goal of this EFDA Task is to develop a reliable tritium Process Flow Diagram (PFD) 

modelling tool for DEMO TC. This tool is, at present, being conceived to provide dynamically 

global quantitative evaluation of tritium paths from source unit (breeding blanket structures) into 

the main TC systems.  

In our context DEMO TC means, the inner breeding tritium cycle (IB-TC) including: Breeding 

Blanket, Tritium Recovery System (TRS) from highly tritiated lines (breeding alloy for HCLL 

concept, purge line for HCPB), the Coolant Purification System (CPS), the primary Helium 

Cooling System itself and the Power Conversion Systems (depending on type of conversion 

technology: Steam Generator SG o Direct Gas Turbines DGT). 

Diverse design criteria could be considered as priority for the conceptual design of a reliable 

fusion reactor IB-TC.  Well above cost-related aspects (TC will certainly contribute in a modest 

fraction to the future COE), the top criteria to conceive and develop today the TC guaranteeing 

DEMO fusion reactor flexible operation, is TO MINIMIZE THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF 

SISTEMS PROCESSING VERY LARGE AMOUNTS OF TRITIUM WITH VERY STREAMING 

REQUIREMENTS IN TERMS OF CONTROL.  The ratio between the theoretical production rates 

and environmental release rate limits about is easily justified to be about five orders of magnitude. 

The Tritium economy as well as the robustness of TC control process and components playing in 

the same sense than environmental demands. 

This report is conceived as a managerial tool serving as base for discussion to establish:  

(1) The correct inputs for analysis and TC design identifying existing lack of basic information 

and  

(2) The general demands and characteristics for the development of an advanced PFD 

model for a DEMO IB-TC.   

Conceptual lay-outs for IB-TC for both EU, HCLL and HCPB, blanket design lines are advanced 

in Section 2 as initial reference configurations for the coming analyses together with formal 
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mathematical models. Section 3 reviews the set of tritium transport analyses design done HCLL 

and HCPB blanket scale. The basic DEMO specifications used as input for the tritium transport 

assessments and the way they are assumed and simplified are quickly outlined. For both HCLL 

and HCPB blanket design lines the key aspects determining actual results from the tritium 

transport assessments: materials database, design assumptions and physical schemes for tritium 

transport in the materials under blanket conditions are given. Final aim of this section is the 

review of existing transient block diagram models for the dynamic tracking of tritium in blanket 

systems together with the main parameters and variables in inventory and transfer routines. 

 Best available technologies for the recovery of tritium from He (for different ranges of T-p.p.) 

and Pb-Li lines are revised in Section 4.  One of the principal goals for the task is a selection of 

processing BAT for systems to integrate TC. Under the perspective the integration of selected 

BAT in the IB-TC, the selection criterion is based on the review of main functional aspects for TC 

of the technologies: 

(1)  theoretical and experimentally demonstrated  efficiencies, 

(2) a minimal HTO/T2O production  

(3) minimization of the transient inventories and kinetic characteristics transfer time,  

(4)  lay-out simplicity (i.e.: robustness).  

For each BAT block diagram models are fixed and the basis to define them in terms of 

operational parameters or routine variables revisited. 

The developments towards the TC for DEMO in EU and other Programmes have been formally 

conditioned by the developments of TC for ITER. 

The ITER TC is conceived and developed for handling an experiment. DEMO is a nuclear 

power reactor and DEMO TC (IB-TC) should be conceived within the perspective of design of the 

tritium handling of a Nuclear Power Reactor. Then, common nuclear design prerogatives as 

ALARA and Defense in Depth principles should be assumed as design principle since earliest 

conceptual developments.  This aspect addresses the specific issue of the selection of Power 

Conversion Systems (PCS) for DEMO, i.e. the design of SG, which has very important impact on 

the final conception of DEMO IB-TC. In this sense the tritium permeable forms partial pressures 

facing SG and primary coolant leakages would be the top design criteria determining the ultimate 

required performances of the tritium processing technologies. The two foreseen architectural 

options for a DEMO PCS, Rankine and Brayton CCGT, are analyzed. Rankine cycle is assumed 

as an actually available PCS technology and it is assumed as the correct reference for tritium 

transfer assessments , both permeation and leaks, through SG.  The use of CCGT for a fusion 

DEMO needs key developments on Process and Components. Such issues are addressed in 

Section 5 providing additionally block diagrams for PCS to integrate DEMO TC.   
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Exploiting the conclusions established in the preceding sections, the Section 6 analyzes the 

general demands of a PFD computing tool for the modeling of the DEMO TC, giving a 

documental revision of available PFD modeling tools solutions in fusion. An analysis is provided 

on the needs for the extending its capabilities and on the base characteristics for new computing 

tools. 

Documentary input in this report is mainly based on available FT field´s literature with special 

attention paid to results and analysis produced in the context of EU FT Programmes, and 

specifically those produced in the context of EFDA Tasks reported in EFDA´s Green Books. 

When available, results by parallel Programmes abroad (JP, US, RF) are have tentatively also 

considered.  

The information inputs are made explicit in individual Reference sections in order to make easy 

to manage information and to identify possible lacks of documentary inputs.  
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2. Documentation review on the set of analysis done establishing the general TC 
lay-out for design for HCLL and HCPB EU DEMO line 

      
 2.1. Generalities 

     The conceptual design of TC 3  for fusion power reactors can be considered at its early 

development stage. Wide near-term conceptual developments can be foreseen.  

        The primary functions of a IB-TC guaranteing operational modes of a DEMO reactor can be 

enounced as:  

• to guarantee self-sufficiency in tritium, i.e.: the tritium economy of fusion nuclear technology 

in operational modes agreeing with nuclear safety an environmental standards . 

      According to that principle, tritium in a DEMO should be bred at rates higher than the 

consumption ones in specifically devoted (blanket) systems (TBR >1). The tritium source input 

term in the IB-TC results the contribution of tritium bred by breeding material plus tritium comming 

from DT plasma implantation at the First Wall (FW). The implanted flux in the FW is balanced in 

two pathways in the FW structure. In equilibrium, part of the tritium implanted flux is recycled back 

into plasma, and a permeation flux into the FW cooling channels. In the breeding areas (Bus) a 

significant fraction of the tritium produced is extracted out from the BU by the He gas purging the 

breeding ceramic (HCPB concept) or transported in solution by the flowing alloy (HCLL concept).  

   The flux component balancing the production and the extraction rates permeates into the coolant 

in the HCS building-up a equilibrium inventory (solved and/or trapped) in the FM EUROFER steel 

in contact structures.  

    The tritium permeated into HCS should be recovered in specifically devoted Units, called here in 

a unique way for both blanket lines TES (Tritium Extraction Systems) but operating by different 

working principles. In HCPB concept, TES recovers tritium from He in elementary (HT, T2) or 

oxidized forms (HTO, T2O) because H2 and H2O(v) are added the purging He to enhance tritium 

desorption from the ceramic. TES units in this case transfers tritium permeable forms (HT, T2) out-

of the DEMO IB-TC to Isotopic Separation System (ISS) and oxidized forms (HTO, T2O) out-of- the 

DEMO IBC to the Water Detritiation System (WDS). 

   In HCLL concept the TES recovers the tritium dissolved as atomic tritium in the flowing Pb-Li in 

specifically devoted external systems (stripping contactors, permeators or hot-getters,..) in which 

H2 is commonly added to increase extraction efficiencies. TES in HCLL produces an stream of 

stripping He, HT (and T2) and metalic impurities (MI), that should be processed in a specifically 

devoted system TRS (Tritium Recovery System) unit before be sent to ISS and to Water 

Management System (WMS) out-of IB-TC.  

                                                                 
3 “Tritium Cycle“ (TC) is used generically to refer to DEMO Inner Blanket Cycle including BB, TES, HCS, CPS, 
TRS and SG.   
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   HCS and CPS branches for both HCLL and HCPB (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3) of the IB-TC are 

formally identical but runs with different values of operating parameters derived from different 

permeation rates (from purge line into HCS for the HCPB case and from Pb-15.7Li into HCS for 

the HCLL) and system efficiencies.   

      The control of chemistry by H2 and H2O additions in the HCS is convenient by many reasons:  

(1) to minimize by oxidation the permeation rates from blanket into HCS by reducing the 

recombination rates (Kr) (in ferritic-martensitc steels is reduce several orders of magnitude 

after oxidation) of tritium atoms at cooling pipes/HCS interfacial surface, 

(2) to mantain oxidation and/or isotopic swamping conditions at HCS, in order to minimize, the 

HT, T2  permeation rates thorugh SG tubes in the PCS.        

   

  In the IB-TC lay-out, CPS can be disposed in parallel to SG (i.e.: by-passing it) or in-series to SG 

in the HCS.  The best option to dispose the CPS in the TC, in-series with HCS lines or in-paralel to 

PCS(SG),  will depend on the CPS final working performances at operation conditions. A too much 

mass flow rate demanding “in-parallel“ CPS would unacceptably penalyze the power recovery 

efficiencies of the TC in a similar way that if an “in-serie“ CPS could induce an unacceptably  

pressure drop in HCS. Thus, the disposal of CPS in TC should be done after the selection of BAT 

for CPS at its operational modes. The disposal CPS in the TC (in serie or in by-passing the SG) is 

one of the main architectural results for the conception of the IB-TC for DEMO. It is discussed and 

established clearly as a conclusion in this Task.  

   For the outcoming streams of the CPS: elementary forms HT and T2 are sent out-of the IB-TC to 

ISS and oxidized forms: HTO,T2 to WDS and impurities (corrosion products, oxides) to the Waste 

Management System (WMS),  out-of the DEMO IB-TC. 

    As mentioned, the IB-TC of a DEMO should unavoidably include a PCS (SG) to recover the 

fusion power. The SG design resumes the environmental impact issues of the DEMO IB-TC and is 

absolutely key for the conception of a reallistic IB-TC for DEMO.  

   The maximum allowable permeable forms (HT, T2) partial pressure in HCS facing the SG is the 

primary key parameter IB-TC. Such limiting partial pressures are mainly determined by the SG 

design scaling-up the ultimated requirements of CPS and indirectly other system efficiencies. 

Special attention is paid then to PCS architectural options and SG design and its impact on TC 

(analysis done infor Section 5). 

  Then, at this first level of specification the net consumptions of the DEMO IB-TC are: He, H2 and 

H2O that, attending to the final process performances, could be considered also a external control 

parameters. 
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       Attending to the primary functions described previously the initial lay-outs for FPD at first 

specification level are given in Figure 2.2 (HCPB) and for HCLL in Figure 2.3.  

   At such IB-TC primary definition level lay-outs for DEMO the developments that could modify 

these proposed conceptual lay-outs would be:  

(1) for both HCPB/HCLL design lines the consideration of closed-cycles for power conversion 

systems for DEMO forcing to place CPS in series with specific processing requirement and,  

(2) (for HCLL, Figure 2.3) a potential design integration of TES in the design of blanket systems (if 

a high extraction rates at blanket levels could be justified), and 

(3) (for HCLL, Figure 2.3) a potential design integration of TES and TRS in an unique system.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

     
 
 
 
          Figure 2.1.   Mass-transfer parameters, vector-point variable states and transient inventories. 

 
 
 

   It could be convenient to precise global approach to model transient transfers and inventories.   

   In the general case, at a given time, a Unit in IB-TC processes a coolant flow inlet1f of a tritiated 

specie x at concentration: 1cx(t) in state (1) into a flow 2f with concentration: 2cx(t) in state (2).  

  At any time t, inlet and outlet flux can be expressed as:  

)(11 tcfJ XIN ⋅= and )(22 tcfJ XOUT ⋅= respectively.  

   Balance equation in the Unit for the specie x is written as: 
t
I

tJtJ INOUT ∂
∂

=− )()( .  

  For any time, i.e.: steady state conditions: INOUT JJ =   the equilibrium inventory in the unit can be 

defined from vector-state points (1)[f, CX  , TVs] and (2)[f, CX  , TVs].  

  The Unit processess a flow of the tritiated form of x (atom, molecule or impurity) with typical 

characteristic (“residence“) times ( Rτ ). Kynetics come determined by the kinetics (time-constants) 

of processing mechanisms.  Under transient dynamic conditions transfer through the Unit means a 

Ix(t) 

JIN (t) = 1[f ·cx(t)] 

(1)[f, CX  , TVs](t) 
 

(2)[f, CX .. , TVs](t) 
 

JOUT (t) = 2[f ·cx(t)] 
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continuous x-species flux drop:
t
I

∂
∂

. A transient event in a vector-state point (example by a sudden 

modification TVs of (1)[f, CX  , TVs]) allows to relate: residence-time, steady-state fluxes giving a 

consistent expression for Unit inventories and thus assessing x-species Rτ  in the Unit from the 

time needed by the Unit to recover steady-state flux conditions: 
OUTIN

R J
I

,

=τ . 

  Then a reliable design of a transient dynamic flow sheet diagram relies on the characteristic 

values of Rτ  for Units. Such Rτ  values are assessed from the review of the design data of diverse 

HCLL and HCPB systems (in Section 4). . 

  An inventory transient assessment is of major importance at ITER-TBM scale considering that 

pulse duration could be shorter than any (or diverse) of the tritium characteristic time in IB-TC 

systems.   
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Figure 2.2. Lay-out for IB-TC PFD at first specification level attending to such primary functions (for HCPB blanket). 
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Figure 2.3. Lay-out for IB-TC PFD at first specification level attending to such primary functions (for HCLL blanket). 
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   As a general design rule to build the DEMO IB-TC FPD it appears of interest to fix, for both 

HCPB and HCLL concepts the: (1) design objectives(s) with criteria priorities, (2) design 

constraints hyerarchyzed, (3) design-describing variables at a fixed level of design definition and 

the (4) design-defining parameters at such level. Common to HCLL and HCPB designs: 

- design objectives(s) with criteria priorities 

• minimum tritium doses to environment, 

• maximum tritum recovery from IB-TC (minimum dynamic inventory), 

• maximum PCS efficiency, 

• minimum HTO and T2O productions, 

• minimum H2, H2O and He consumptions, 

- design constraints (hyerarchyzed) 

• tritium permeable forms (HT, T2) partial pressures facing the SG guaranting environmental 

release limits: 1 gram of tritum per year (top criteria)  

• for given values (discussed in Section 5) of nominal primary coolant leakages: minimum 

HTO partial pressures in HCS. 

     The set variables (we call here state-point vectors) needed for a precise modelise modelling of 

IB-TC quantify transfers between units together with the needed design-defining parameters are 

specified separaterly for HCPB and HCLL hereafter.    

    Variables and parameters in Figure 2.4 and 2.5 are the reference base assumed in this Task to 

define properly and to construct a precise quantitative FPD model for the DEMO IB-TC. 

Additionally, Figure 2.4 and 2.5 and the set of state-point vectors give a precise framework 

reference to review existing documentation concerning the DEMO IB-TC. 
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Figure 2.4.   IB-TC and variables (state-point vectors) and parameters describing the transient transfers between  IB-TC systems (TVs: 
thermodynamic variables, f are the transporting fluid flow rates and C(i) the specie or impurity concentration) (HCPB case). 
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   2.2. HCPB line: IB-TC  base conceptual configs., main systems and general options 
  

    Lay-out for IB-TC PFD at first specification level attending to such primary functions for HCPB 

blanket design line is shown in Figure 2.2. The variables needed to establish completely all the 

trasient mass-transfers in the IB-TC for DEMO HCPB are made explicit in Figure 2.4. The 

complete IB-TC is described precisely with a set of eleven vector-state point including in general 

case [f: flow rates at point, species concentrations Ci , and TVs: thermodynamic variables] 

   Design evolution of HCPB concept (DEMO-HCPB 95 and DEMO-HCPB-2003 [ref. 2.1, S. 

Hermsmeyer]) has allowed to establish lay-out similar to that in Figure 2.2 providing partial 

developement towards FPD as in Figure 2.4.  

    For actual HCPB 2003 specifications, the most recent anlysis to develop Process Flow 

Diagrams as in Figure 2.4 for DEMO and ITER-TBM specifications have been carried out by [ref. 

2.2, I . Ricapito].  

   For COMPU Task such document is considered as the closer (and very valuable !) start-point 

documental reference to develop PFD for a IB-TC HCPB for DEMO.  This [ref. 2.2., I . Ricapito] 

provides a very useful and important information, providing its own updating of information 

concerning the performances of the technologies to be considered as reference for a FPD. The 

work performs a tentative hand-made tuning of the main operational steady-state paramaters in 

the lay-out (Figure 2.2). This manual tunning for each specific system is discussed in Section 4 

when analysing processing technologies and ranges for HCPB IBTC for DEMO.  

   The main evaluations done in [ref. 2.2, I . Ricapito] are based on steady-state assessments and 

tritiium transport assessments (TPR, extraction,...) for Tritium inputs as well as the majority of the 

assumptions for the design of tritium processing systems are based on zero-dimensional or in 

some cases (blanket and SG) a 1-dimensional considerations. They are analysed here in Section 

3 when review assumption for Tritium analysis and in Section 5 when reviewing the analysis done 

for tritium assessments in SG. Up to now a modelling tool providing transient and dynamically the 

set of vector point states for such IB-TC is not available. This is the exact rationale of COMPU 

Task. To build a transient dynamic PFD model for IB-TC, kinetic parameters of involved processes 

are key to describe transfer processes between systems. It should be remarcked a general lack of 

transient information that is basic for a reliable dynamic model and inventory assessment for IB-TC 

cycles. Kinetic parameters for specific systems and processing technologies are reviewed in 

Section 4. 
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Figure 2.5.   IB-TC and variables (state-point vectors) and parameters describing the transient transfers between  IB-TC systems (TVs: 

thermodynamic variables, f are the transporting fluid flow rates and C(i) the specie or impurity concentration) (HCLL case). 
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2.3. HCLL line: IB-TC base conceptual configs., main systems and general options 
 
 

   Lay-out for IB-TC PFD at first specification level attending to the primary functions for HCLL 

blanket is shown in Figure 2.3.   The variables needed to completely establish all the transient 

states in the IB-TC for DEMO HCLL are made explicit in Figure 2.5.  

  The complete cicle shoul be described precisely as in the HCPB case with a set of 11 vector-

state points including in general case [f: flow rates at point, species concentrations Ci , and 

TVs: thermodynamic variables]. In this sense the degree of complexity of FPD models for both 

design lines is identical but with one additional transfer.  

   HCLL blanket design line for DEMO is, compared with HCPB, a young concept (born on 2002). 

    Lay-out for IB-TC as in Figure 2.3 have been proposed recently: for DEMO specifications [ref. 

2.3. Ricapito] with CPS by-passing and for HCLL PPCS specifications in [ref. 2.4, W. 

Farabolini] [ ref. 2.5, A. Li Puma ] with CPS as in-series derivation not by-passing SG .   

   Conception of Pb-15.7Li auxiliary systems for HCLL exploits the technology developments 

carried out for the WCLL concepts in the past [ref. 2.7. Giancarli]. Studies on tritium in water 

and vapor systems are also very valuable for considerations on tritium analysis for the 

secondary SG circuit.  

    For COMPU Task such documents [ref. 2.3. Ricapito] and [ref. 2.4., Farabolini] and [ref. 2.5, 

A. Li Puma] is considered as the closer (and very valuable !) start-point documental reference 

to develop PFD for a IB-TC HCLL for DEMO.   

  These works performs a hand-made tuning of the main operational steady-state paramaters in 

the lay-out.  

   In this point of analysis of documentation information concerning the development of PFD 

models for DEMO IBTC, tha conclusions are very similar to that established for HCPB:  

• as for HCPB the main evaluations done in [ref.  2.3. Ricapito, Ref. 2.4., Farabolini and 

Ref. 2.5, A. Li Puma]  are based on steady-state assessments ,  

• tritium transport assessments (TPR, extraction,...) for Tritium inputs as well as the 

majority of the assumptions for the design of tritium processing systemas are based on 

zero-dimensional or 1-dimensional considerations, 

• vector point states  from transient and dynamically analyses are commonly not available,    

• there is a general lack of kinetic analyses and characteristic time parameters describing 

involved processes and systems.  

   Information available on kinetic parameters for specific HCLL systems and processing 

technologies are overviewed in Section 4. 
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   The steady-state assessments done at PPCS scale [ref. 2.5, A. Li Puma ] could be readapted 

as far as possible to DEMO specifications as start-point for tuning (once the aspect on by-

passing SG or not in the lay-out concluded). It is discussed in Section 3. 

   It should be advanced for discussion that direct scale extrapolations from PPCS IB-TC to 

DEMO should not be considered as straightforward. In addition, system performance at DEMO 

scale are not necessary guaranteed for PPCS ranges, more demanding in terms of mass 

processing.  

   Nevertheless, working partial pressures in DEMO HCLL and PPCS/HCLL are similar and 

some design conclusions scale directly (case of SG), so developments in COMPU should be 

hopefully profitous.  

   Programmes all over the world establish obviuosly its specific lay-outs for TC in general, 

without deep details on the conception of Inner Breeding part.  At present, for the majority of 

cases, lay-outs serve for steady-state analisys and just purposes to develop FPD are advanced. 

The most noticeable are those undergoing for ARIES AT and ARIES-CS Studies and US ITER-

TBM studies (for He and Pb-17Li systems) [Wong, ref. 2.6.].  
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3. Documentation review on Tritium analysis for DEMO blanket design lines  

 

              Tritium transport analyses at blanket design levels provide the source term input values for the IBTC. 

Thus, this section is devoted to the review of: 

a) the set of HCLL and HCPB blanket design specifications used for tritium transport analyses at blanket 

level and,  

b) the phenomenological base of models used for tritium transport assessment (permeation flux rate, 

extraction fluxe rate and inventory) in HCPB and HCLL blanket designs for DEMO, 

c) the main database needs for the assessment and the main sources sources for uncertainties.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3.1. View of the full reactor and a sector showing breeding modules. 
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                      Table 3. I.  DEMO reactor data [ref. 3.1.]. 
 

Fusion Power [MW] ~ 2500 
Blanket Thermal Power [MW] 3000 

TBR (from 3D MCNP calculation) > 1.10 
M (3D MCNP calculation) 1.18 

Neutron Wall loading [MW/m 2] 2.0/2.4 
Tritium generation rates [g/day] 385 

Plates RAFM EUROFER 
Major Radius [m] 8.6 (PPCS) 
Minor Radius [m] 2.8 (PPCS) 

Triangularity 0.27 (PPCS) 
Radial Shift 0 (PPCS) 
Vertical shift 0 

Source peaking Factor 1.7 
 
 

  Table 3. II.  DEMO Blanket concepts general design specification [ref. 3.1.]. 
 

Blanket Concept HCPB HCLL 
TBR 1.14 1.15 

Blanket segmentation Large modules Large modules 
Structural  Material RAFM steel (EUROFER) RAFM steel (EUROFER) 

Coolant He He 
Breeder 

 
Solid breeder (pebble beds) 
Li4SiO4 (Li6 enrich.  40%),  
Li2TiO3(Li6 enrich. 70 %) 

Liquid breeder 
Pb-15.7Li (eutectic) 
(Li6 enrich. ~ 90 %) 

Breeder Radial Depth 460 mm 550 mm 
P, T in/out 8 MPa, 300/500°C 8 MPa, 300/500°C 

Multiplier [Tons] Be (Pebble bed) [~ 440] - 
FW coating 2 mm. W W 

Lifetime 7.5 MWy/m2 (20,000 h FP) 7.5 MWy/m2 (20,000 h FP) 
Helium veloc. FW/SP/CP 

[m/s] 
 
85/40/40 

 
85/22/35 

Coolant mass flow-rates  ~ 2400 Kg/s ~ 2400 Kg/s 
T-recovery method Low pressure (1bar) 

He purge loop 
PbLi slowly re-circulating 
(geodetic pressure) 

Maxi. design temper. 
FW (steel) 
CP(steel) 

Breeder / multiplier 

 
548º C 
544 º C 
917 / 655 º C 

 
563º C 
537 º C 
544 º C (interface) 
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3.1. Global review of DEMO reactor specification inputs for Tritium design analysis 

 
 

DEMO reactor specifications correspond to a single-null plasma configuration extrapolated from actual 

ITER parameters. An artistic view of the full reactor with a sector showing breeding modules is shown in 

Figure 3.1.  Table 3.I gives main frame DEMO reactor data [ref. 3.1].  

 In view of further evaluations related with HCPB and HCLL design, as TPR assessments, their 

parameters and design specifications are given in Table 3.II together with modules and breeding units 

(BU) characteristics.  

Details on the design are given elsewhere and just design HCPB and HCLL information inputs needed 

for TPR assessments are outlined here. 

 Blanket design corresponds typically to a box structure architecture (2 m x 2 m x 0.8 m) including first 

wall, stiffening grid, and back collector.  

Radial cooling of both SPs and BUs allows the positioning collector region and all flow connections in 

the rear part of the module and then increasing breeder material available volume.  

Stiffening grid ensures box resistance against accidental in-box pressurization, i.e. against He leaks at 

8 MPa. All steel structures (first wall, stiffening grid, back-plate, caps, Breeder cooling plates) are actively 

He-cooled at T in/out :: 300/500 °C, P = 8 MPa as specified.  

 U shaped FW/SW has been selected for the box a design solution avoiding welds in the region closed 

to the plasma.  

The structure is cooled and purged with a single He circuit by a He collector/distributor located at the 

back of each module. He collector/distributors functions operates functions in a mode that He-cooling 

velocities at different modules could match power depositions and homogenize temperature distribution 

in CP at diverse positions. Thermal behaviour of segments is a very important feature for TPR 

assessments in order to direct extrapolate the mapping of temperatures that can be obtained from a 

thermal calculation at equatorial CPs.  Breeder Units (BU) are located inside grid cells (216 x 216) mm2 .  

Design and operational modes for HCLL and HCPB breeding units, are different and quickly outlined 

hereafter. 
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Figure 3.2. View of segment module, stiffening plates, He-collector/distributors and Breeding Unit  
                   (HCPB) [ref. 3.1.]. 

 

 
 

3.2.  HCLL design [ref. 3.1.]: Base geometries and operational modes for TPR calculations 
 
3.2. a  HCLL modules and BU Geometries   

 
In HCLL BUs the lithium-lead eutectic (Pb-15.7Li), highly (~ 90 %) Li6 enriched  flows re-circulating at 

slow (mm/s) velocities at geodetic pressure. Alloy flows in the unit following the scheme shown in Figure(s) 

3.3. 
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                    Figure 3.3. View of HCLL BU, LM flow scheme and BU reference sizing [ref. 3.1]. 
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      3.2. b  Cooling schemes and materials temperatures  

 
All steel structures are actively cooled (FW, SP, CP). FW (25 mm. thick) is cooled by a single 

direction toroidal channels (14 mm x 13 mm) at distances 18 mm with high velocity and at lower inlet He 

temperature (300 º C). SP are cooling in parallel to the FW and have lower cooling requirements (part of 

the power deposited in breeder).  

Heat removal from lithium-lead is ensured by horizontal cooling plates immersed and determining 

flowing channels in the BU (Figures 3.3 and Figure 3.4). Pitch between plates is fixed by a temperature 

design threshold at the interface EUROFER/PbLi to limit corrosion (544 ºC). Number of channels & pitch 

distances are fixed by He pressure-drop limitations.  

The most important design aspects for TPR assessments concern design and operational 

characteristics CP considering that a large fraction of tritium breed in flowing alloy will permeate into the 

Helium CP channels. CP channel has W-shape with three U-turn for each channel (Figure 3.4). 

 
 

 
            

Figure 3.4. HCLL modules cooling scheme in CP [ref. 3.1]. 
 
 
 

à  1: He INLET /FW/SP /Covers IN 
à  2: /FW/SP/Covers OUT 
à  3: BU/He OUTLET 
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 Table 3.2.I.  Cooling parameters at FW, SP and BU [ref. 3.1]. 

FW 
He-cooling Toroidal 

Cooling channels 14 rad. x13 pol. 18 mm  
Thickness 25 mm ( 4 / 14 / 7 mm) 

QFW (80% of Q tot) 9.6 kg/s of 12 kg/s 
He flow velocity in FW 83 m/S 

T in/out He FW 300/399 ºC 
T max SS FW 533ºC  

DP in FW 0.7 bar 
SP 

Distance between SP 216 mm 
Cooling channels 4 parallel double U-tubes 

Thickness 8 mm (2.5/3/2.5 mm)  
He flow velocity 24 m/s 

He flow velocity in SPs 2.4 kg/s 
T in/out He CP 300/452 ºC 

DP in CP 0.75 bar 
BU CPS 

Distance between 
CPS 

43.2 mm 

Cooling channels 8 parallel double U-tubes 
Thickness 6.5 mm (1/4.5/1 mm)  

He flow velocity 35.6 m/s 
He flow in CPs 12 kg/s 
T in/out He CP 410/500 ºC 

DP in CP 0.84 bar 
T max  (with/out recup.) 520-530 /535 ºC 

 
 

 
 
 
     Outline of HCLL design and performances for DEMO are more detailed in Task Reports TW2-TTBC-

001 and developments in TW4-TRP-002. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

              Figure 3.5. HCLL structure cooling flow-sheet 
                                scheme [ref. 3.1]. 
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  Figure 3.6. Cooling plates lay-out, dimensions and He flowing scheme in CP. Geometry assumed  
for neutronic calculations and Tritium breeding (top), and He-flow scheme at cooling  
plates  with reference temperature distributions (bottom) [ref. 3.1]. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           
              
            Figure 3.7. Tritium transport path scheme from n(6Li,31H)4

2He reaction to HT/T2 in HCS. 

 

Pb15.7Li Hydrodynamics 

T stopping 

T diffusion 

T transfer to 
He-bubble  

T transport 
by He-bubble  

T transport through b.l.  

Recom +diffus. + disassociat.  
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3.2.1. Tritium transport assessments: TPR,  Material inventories and Extraction fluxes 
 

  
Dynamic tritium mass balance in blanket modules is established between:  

• tritium implantation rates from plasma JIMP , recycling rates back to plasma Jrec  and buil-up of  
        a tritium inventory at the FW, 
 
• tritium breeding rates: P,  

• evolving inventories in the breeding alloy: ILL  

• time-depending inventories in the structural material: ISS,  

• permeation rates into HCS cooling channels Jp 

• and total extracted amounts; Jext , depending through on external TES efficiencies at given   
        operational conditions.    

 

   Physical transport processes in the constituting materials (W, EUROFER97, Pb-15.7Li,..) under DEMO 

blanket modules operating conditions (thermal, MHD, irradiation,..) determine the values for the preceding 

magnitudes.  

   The set of physical assumptions taken to evaluate has a significant impact on their final values. Thus, 

even if data lack it usually convenient specify in which the specific consideration (or not) of a given process 

is conservative (or not). 

    At the FW, tritium permeation and inventory assessment in the W-coating/EUROFER/coolant should be 

derived from a complete D-T recycling-permeation analysis for nearly steady-state plasma conditions 

(DEMO) or cyclic ion wall-loading (case of ITER-TBM). 

  
 

3.2.2. Tritium transport phenomena in Pb-15.7Li channels 

 

  Tritium is bred together with He by n(6Li,3
1H)4

2He reaction in the Pb15.7Li flowing thorugh channels. Once 

created as ion, tritons stop within a very short range (microns) and is transported in the breeding alloy 

according to the alloy kinematic viscosity and its intrinsic diffusivity. The ratio between both are Sc 

(Schmidt numbers) . At 350 º C, Sc ~ 200, i.e.: alloy velocity field is 200 times more effective transporting 

tritium in solution than thermally-driven diffusivity. Helium is the other main by-product of the breeding 

reaction. According to its mass, He atoms are less diffusive in Pb15.7Li than tritium. It means higher Sc 

and larger transport links with the alloy velocity field. 
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  Then, in first intance a precise solution of hydrodynamic (MHD)  equations providing reliable velocity field 

profiles in LM channels are essential for a reliable tritium assessment (and helium) in Breeding Units. 

Breeding reaction by-products (31H) and (42He) are transported in the LM according to their respective state 

of solution. Solubility of tritium atoms in Pb17.5Li is low but within the range of breeding rates and alloy 

residence times in segments, tritium concentrations are straightforward justified to keep well below 

sobresaturation limit. For helium atoms, the situation is much different. Solubility of helium in Pb-Li is so 

low that, at the ranges of the He-atoms breeding rates and alloy residence time in breeding units the 

sobresaturation limit could be justified to be overpassed naturally.  

  When a solid solute overpass solubility limit in a liquid, it precipitates. If the solute is gaseous, its natural 

tendency (depending on external pressure) is to form bubbles.  

  In a reallistic picture, essential for a reliable assessment of the tritium transport phenomena in the 

breeding alloy, it could not be considered that Helium will by ideally solved in the flowing alloy and happily 

extracted towards the stripping columns out of the BU. Dixit. 

 This topic will be addressed in a next deliverable (Deliv.#2) and no more discussion on this specific issue 

are given in this general overview.  Just to say that all the physical analysis data needed for a precise 

analysis of He bubble cavitation phenomena in Pb15.7Li is available for tritium transport design 

assessments. As will it be justified the role of helium in horizontal flowing channels with LM flowing at 

geodetic pressures is finally not a killing issue for HCLL 4 design and, preventing a specific He purge 

system in LM purification loop, helium could even have beneficial effect in terms of tritium control in the BU 

channels.  

  The tritium partial pressures at LM/steel (coated or uncoated) distribution along CPS determine the 

permeation rates into HCS coolant.    

  Such interfacial tritium partial pressures come determined by mass transfer exchange coefficients from 

solution to the wall (Km). Such Km values come mainly determined by LM hydrodynamic regimes and 

interface temperatures. Diverse transfer models and correlations are available to quantify such Km values 

through this hydrodynamic (MHD) boundary layer.   

  At a LM/EUROFER interface under irradiation and He production it should be remarked that, accordingly 

Pb15.7Li and LM/steel wetting characteristics (concave for uncoated (unversed U) , convex (U) for some 

coatings as aluminae) , presence of a thin-film He-gas at interface could be expected.  

    Continuity of this thin film  is a concern but if assumed, the mass transfer resistive coefficient at the 

interface can be assessed as in intermediate: 

 

1) tritium recombinative recombinative (slow rate) mechanism +  

                                                                 
4 Not the same situation for concepts with “vertical“ modules.  
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2) + tritium diffusive in Helium thin film (fast rate) process +  

3) + tritium dissociative process (slow rate) at steel surface. 

 

    Values of this resistive coefficient has been estimated (1015 T-atoms m -2 s-1) and there would mean a net 

correction to the non conservative assumption of tritium partial pressure continuity between LM and CPS 

material. This mechanism would operate as a effective resistive mechanism (though the continuously 

established thin film surface) for tritium mass transfer, i.e.: it could justify a passive PRF value.  

 

   In summary, a reliable consideration of tritium transport mechanisms in Pb15.7Li needs to assess: 

 

a) Tritium and Helium generation distribution in channels from neutronic data, 

b) Helium state of solution in Pb15.7Li under design consitions, 

c) MHD Pb15.7Li velocity profiles in channels and  

d) Tritium and Helium distributions in LM channels depending on (a, b, c), 

e) a parametric assessments of Km values and models from (c) conclusssions 

f) a parametric assessment on quantitative impact of interfacial mechanisms. 

 

  As discussed in Section 3.5. available tritium transport assessments for HCLL design are forcely 

simplificative. It is quantitative uncertain how simplificative assumption finally impact the main tritium 

transport magnitudes (tritium permeation rates, LM and EUROFER inventories and extraction fluxes).  

 
  Table 3.3.I.   Physical processes in Pb15.7Li and a qualitative of impact of a reliable tritium transport  
                        (TPR, inventory and extraction) assessment . 
 

 
Pb-Li 

 

 
TPR 

 

 
LM 

INVENTORY 
 

 
EUROFER  

INVENTORY 

 
LM  

EXTRACT. 

 

↓ 
 

↑ 
 

↓ 
 

↑ 
 

 

↓ 
 

↑ 
 

↓ 
 

↑ 
 

 
Rad. Effects 

 
 
 

Pb-15.7Li  
MHD 

 
 

alloy-steel 
interface  

 

↓ 
 

↑ 
 

↓ 
 

↑ 
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  Considering the simplifications of actual transport assessments it seems important to analyse in which 

sense,  parametric assessment done under simplificative assumption envelop or not the approach to the 

reality, i.e.: if simplificative assumptions are or not conservative (over or underestimation or future values 

provided by reliable models) for permeation, inventories in the LM & EUROFER and extraction rates out of 

segments.  

   Table 3.3. I shows this qualitative assessment. Precise accounting of radiation effects in Pb15.7Li 

expected to have positive impact (up arrow) on TPR (i.e.: a net PRF value), a positive impact on SS 

inventories (i.e.: lower inventories) and a net possitive impact (higher extraction) on tritium extraction rates 

out of the segments. Negative impact, higher inventories (down arrow) will be enchased by tritium 

inventories in Pb15.7Li.  

    Then, it could be expected that with respect to a pure LM/steel diffusional model (physical basement of 

actual tritium transport evaluations) precise tritium transport asseessments in Pb15.7Li will results in 

benefit of tritium control. It is an argument to support the need of such precise assessment. In this sense 

simplificative models are globally conservative, i.e.: overestimate tritium partial pressure in Pb15.7Li (then 

TPR and SS inventories) and underestimate extraction (through the underestimation of tritium inventories 

in Pb15.7Li by the non consideration of trapped inventories).     
        

3.2.3. Tritium transport phenomena in irradiated EUROFER (and W)  
 

   Phenomenological base of tritium transport models (release-rate transient models) through irradiated 

fusion reactor materials have been bu ild through diverse works during the last two decades [ref. 3.12].  

  They can be considered well defined and formally complete for transient blanket design assessments. 

The model distinguishes between solved and trapped concentrations:  

),(),(),( txctxctxc tisii +=                   (eq. 3.1) 

The model is globally a diffusion model, Fick equation for total transported concentrations: 
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     (eq. 3.2) 

with genaral generation sources: ),(),(),( txGtxGtxG iNiIi +=    with ρ),()1(),( txRtxG iiiI Ρ−=  for FW with 

implantation and with nuclear generations sources:  })́,́(,),({),( DBAnpBAntxGiN = . 
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   Total flux include concentration csi gradient driven Fickian flux , termperature (T) gradient driven  

Ludwig-Soret  thermo-diffusion flux and other (Nerst-Einstein electric field driven flux or tensional strees 

driven flux):  
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with diffusion coefficient Di is standard one themal one: )/exp(2/1
0 kTEmDD dii −= − . 

Tritium (and other H present isotopes) trapped concentration cti evolves in time coupled with the solved 

one (csi) by trapping them in non occupied trap concentrations CT and detrapping of of trapped 

concentrations cti  (detrapping energies ET):    
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   Typical model parameters are trapp radius RT and lattice dependent coordination number µ (number of 

solution sites N per material atom).   

    As concentration dependent flux boundary conditions at material surfaces: 
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being:  
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    (eq. 3.6) 

 

the recombination constant  and ),0max( dsX EEE += (a sticking coeeficient, Ks0  solubility pre-

exponential factor, m i,j mass of diffusing atoms, C a constant, φ i implanted flux of atoms. 

 The last set of equations is implemented in diverse computation tools. The most validated one is the 

Finite Difference 1-dimensional tool TMAP7, developed by INEL (US).  The problem arises with the 

availability of material data “filling up” the expressions (see Section 3.3.2).   
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  Table 3.3.II.   Physical processes in EUROFER97 and a qualitative of impact of a reliable tritium 
                        transport  (TPR, inventory and extraction) assessment . 
 

 
EUROFER97 

 
TPR 

 

 
SS INVENTORY 

 
LL EXTRACT. 

 

↑ 
 

 
↓  
 

 

↓  
 

 
↑  

 

*  
 
 

* 

 
(< ~1 dpa) 

 
Rad. Effects 

 
(> ~ 1 dpa) 

 
 

 
 

Ludwig-Soret (Q<0) 
 

 
 

↓ 
 

 
 

↑ 

 
 

* 

(This qualitative analysis only applies for diffusion-limited regimes). 

 
    

  As for Pb15.7Li, it could be interesting to analyse if actual simplificative (pure diffusional) transport 

assessments are or not conservative.    

  Table 3.3.II, only applying for diffusion-limited regimes (case of Pb15.7Li in contact), shows the reference 

situation.  

     Above 1 dpa,  precise consideration  of radiation effects on tritium tramsport through EUROFER 

(consideration of trapping processess in transport equations) can justify lower TPR and higher inventories 

than the assessed the equilibrium values of steady-state values in pure diffusional models.   Transport 

behavior below 1 dpa is derived from a wide empirical in-pile database on H-isotopes transport in austenitic 

and FM steels (see Section 3.4.1).  

 
 

3.2.4. Tritium transport phenomena in irradiated W  
 

   Tungsten is used as a 2 mm coating at the DEMO FW.  Tritium (and Deuterium) coming from plasma 

implant into the reactor FW.  A fraction of the implanted DT flux recycles back into plasma (recycling) at 

FW surfaces. The balancing part of the flux diffusses into the cooling circuit and/or builds-up a tritium a D-T 

inventory (solved and trapped) at the DEMO FW structure. Detailed evaluations should be done by set of 

equations (eq. 3.1. to eq.3.5). They are given in Section 3.3.2. 
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  In the close litterature diverse tritium tracking calculations at the DEMO FW can be found. It is commonly 

noticed the large uncertainty of permeation rates. For DEMO -95 specifications [ref. 3.2. ref. 3.3] values 

ranging from 6 to 60 grs.-T per day are usual (pure MANET non Be FW). Main sources of uncertainty come 

from an empirical parameter entering in the equation: value of sticking coefficient α in equation 3.6.  

  Under actual DEMO specifications a further precise reassessment of TPR, inventory and recycling under 

well-defined conditions and under actual specifications is probably needed in the context of COMPU 

activities.  It shoud just be remarked that tritium transport in W at DEMO FW )11.0(~0 −= ro
i K

D
R

W ψ  

and    
)/ln(

1

0 ψi
d

sat RNDk
E

TT =< .  

   It means that we are in a hibrid range in which diffusion and recombination both operate and trapping 

phenomena can not be neglected.  

 

3.2.5. Material database used in tritium transport assessments (HCLL) 
 

  The involved and required database in the release-rate tritium transport assessment depends on the 

degree of refinement of the physical model adopted. The existence of a validated database for tritium 

transport release rate models is an important issue for progress of design of tritium systems for fusion 

technology. 

 
3.2.5. A.   Database for tritium transport assessment in Pb-15.7Li  
 

  Pb15.7Li database having potentially a determinant impact on transient tritium transport assessments 

(permeation rates, inventory build-up, extraction rates) in are: 

 
- the general materials and fluids thermophysical data, 

- the hydrodynamic correlation for tritium mass tranfers coefficient KD [m/s], 

- the tritium Sievert´s constant in Pb15.7Li, 

- the tritium diffusion coefficient in Pb15.7Li, 

- the recombination coefficients at free surfaces or at intermediating thin films. 
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                              Table 3.4.I. Pb-17Li data [ref. 3.4.]  (SI units). 

Melting point(eutectic): T = 508 K  
Density: ρl T= ⋅ − ⋅ −104 10 1 161 104 4. ( . )  

Molec. Weight: ≈ 173.  (16.6 mol% of Li). 
Spec. Heat: C Tp = ⋅ − ⋅− −( . . )195 10 9116 101 3  

Therm. Cond: κl T= − ⋅ −( . . )195 196 10 3  

Therm. Diffus.: υl T= ⋅ − ⋅− −( . . )190 10 3 6 105 9  
Surface Energy: σl ≈ 0 48.  

Latent Heat: ∆Hf ≈ 33900  

Viscosity: µl RT= ⋅ −187 10 116404. exp[ / ] 

Elect. Resist.: Ωl T= ⋅ + ⋅− −102 10 00426 106 8. .  

T-Diffusivity: D RTT = ⋅ −−403 10 195008. exp[ / ]  

T-Sievert’s const.: K RTs = ⋅ −−287 10 13503. exp[ / ] 
 

 
  The Pb15.7Li thermophysical database for tritium release rate assessments could be considered as well 

established. Main magnitudes are summarized in Table 3.4.I from [ref. 3.4.].  
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             Table 3.4.II. Hydrodynamic correlations for Pb-17Li in channels [ref. 3.5.,ref. 3.6] .   

Dispersion coefficients  : Σl , Σg  

Fr g vg= ⋅ −( ) .
,Φ 0 5
0 (Froude´s number) 

Σ Φl g
Fr
Fr

v= +
⋅

[ . ].

,
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  Hydrodynamic parameters determining mass tranfers coefficient KD [m/s] in LM channels are well 

identified: Bd g l l= ⋅ −( )Φ2 1ρ σ  (Bond’s number), Ga g l l= ⋅ −( )Φ3 1ρ µ (Galilei’s number) and 

Sc DT l l= − −1 1ρ µ (Schmidt’s number).  

   A certain database exists for hydrodynamic correlation database for gas in LM channels (and systems) 

for gas break-up and dispersion models (Table 3.2.II). Thermophysical database allows and hydrodynamic 

correlations allows to determine LM MHD flowing regimes in Ha-N diagrams (Ha: Hartmann  number 

)/(0 ρνσLBHa = , N: interaction parameter )/(0
2 ρνσLBN = ).     

Values for tritium diffusion coefficient in molten Pb-Li have been measured by many authors. Pioneer 

measurement was done by [ref. 3.7] at JRC-Ispra.  [ref. 3.8] gave a measurement point in the regression 

line of Reiter´s measurements. [ref. 3.9] measures diffusion coefficient by an absorption technique and 

obtaining one order of magnitude lower values and very different activation energies for diffusion. Probably 

such measurements [ref. 3.9]  are not applicable for tritium diffusion in Pb-Li bulk or parasitic factors made 

the measurement not correct.  [ref. 3.10] reports very high values, 5 oom higher than Reiter´s values 

probably there is an error in the expression).  
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Reiter and Fauvet values are obtained by gas-evolution technique and are similar. Gas evolution 

technique allowing a gas balance checking appears the convenient technique for measurements of 

transport magnitudes in molten Pb-Li.   

 [ref. 3.7] value has been comonly used in FNT for tritium transport assessment and  

[ ] )/19500exp(1003.4 812 RTsmD −⋅= −− and continues to be the best established measurement. 

 

-    the tritium Sievert´s constant in Pb15.7Li, 

 
Using the same gas-evolution technique in the [ref. 3.7.] the value of H-isotopes solubility in Pb-Li is 

measured. First measurements showed large quantitative differences. Many previous measurements were 

discarded once parasitic effects (wall absortion effects, and eutectic compositions, etc) were identified.  

As mentioned, a three phases (loading-pumping-desorption) gas evolution technique allows check 

balance between tritium sorbed and desorbed. It is an important qualification point for the measurement of 

a low solubility value related with the quality of the eutectic.  

Also the simultaneous obtaining of diffusion and Sievert´s constant by the same tests and model is a 

quality factor for the measurement, specially if a gas balance check is done.   It is particularly true in FNT 

for tritium transport assessment and expression:  [ ] )/1350exp(1032.2. 82/13 RTPamatKs −⋅= −−−  seem to 

be the best established measurement.   

 Theoretical estimations based on quasi-regular chemical solution models offer alternative theoretical 

approach to Reiter´s measurements. Considering the primary impact of solubility values in the tritium 

transport assessments for the design of HCLL (factor to the Reiter´s are direct PRFs!) it seems convenient 

to extend and intensify the database for Sievert´s constant in Pb15.7Li with independent and reproducible 

measurements. 

 Values for the recombination coefficient of tritium in molten Pb-Li surface have been derived from the 

modeling of breeding and release in-pile tests in clearly defined surface-limited release regimes by [ref. 

3.11.]. The following Arrhenius expression is proposed from good fits:  

[ ] )/29717exp(1051.9 26114 RTsatmK R −⋅= −−− . Derivation is based on assumption of goodness of 

Reiter´s solubility measurements. 

A deep review and analysis of tritium transport data in Pb15.7Li more precise that quick information 

presented in this fasts overview is needed. It is ongoing. Review of material database and material 

assessment reports for breeder and multipliers (HCLL and HCPB) is the goal of task TW4-TTBB-001 under 

execution.  
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3.2.5.B. Database for tritium transport assessment in EUROFER (or similar FM steels)  

 
   A deep review of tritium transport database is out of the scope and time possibilities of this general 

information overview.  Basic Hydrogen isotopes transport characteristics (permeation, diffusion and 

solubility) for the  EU development series of FM (ferritic-martensitic) steels (MANET(I,II), OPTIFER (I-IV), 

EUROFER( , 97)) have provided a wide enough transport characterisation database for FM steel of-of-pile.  

  This available tritium transport database applies for both surface-limited and diffusion limited regimes. 

Well-established transport models exist and are available to exploite permeation, gas evolution tests 

(isovolumetric desorption) and plasma-implantation-desorption tests.    

   Nevertheless, the tritium transport database under irradiation for FM should be considered very limited.  

    In-pile experimental results for permeation under irradiation in fission reactors have been produced in 

the context of diverse series of irradiation tests EXOTIC8/9, LIBRETTO-4, etc.   Most part of such as tests 

are pending on a detailed physical model providing tritium transport behavior through irradiated FM.   

   Of course such data are out of dpa ranges (below few dpa) required for a complete characterisation of 

FM steel.   

   Just to mention the existence of a quite large gas-gas permeation database, mainly coming from 

measurements done in diverse russian fission reactors, showing the enhancement of tritium diffusivity and 

permeability under irradiation below 1 dpa.  If such set of results are not incorrect, classical picture of 

radiation effects diminishing apparent diffusivity/permeability would be not correct and the use of out-of-pile 

data below 1 dpa for design, would be a non-conservative assumption.              

    Extension of tritium transport database in FM under irradiation is obviously required for progress on 

reliable tritium transport analysis for design. Abstract of the parameters availablility for general transport 

model is given in Table 3.4.III.  Out of pile values as: 

K s,w = 0,1xexp (-23810/RT)    (mol m-3 Pa-0,5)                          (eq. 3.7) 
 

D= 1,22x10-7 exp(-14470/RT)      (m2/s)                    (eq. 3.8) 

 

from [ref. 3.16 ] are the common reference data for tritium design analysis. 
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  Table 3.4.III. Summary of knowledge for parameters of a general transport models in HCLL/HCPB 
                     materials 

 
 
3.2.5.C.  Performances of irradiated TPB in Pb-15.7Li  
 

  A deep review of results from characterisation of irradiated TPB in contact with Pb15.7Li is out of the 

scope and time possibilities of this general information overview.  Permeation barriers are supposed to be 

needed by designs managing large tritium partial pressures in breeding units (as WCLL or HCLL).  

    TPB have been developed for its use under irradiation in contact with Pb15.7Li and characterized 

through more than two decades in the EU. FeAl-based coatings with Al2O3 as a thin top layer is the 

(actually considered) most appropriate TPB to be place in contact with Pb-15Li unde irradiation. Diverse 

techniques to produce the barrier have been tested (CVD, VPS, PC, Hot Dipping aluminizing,..) before 

1998 and results are widely reported in the literature.  Just CVD and HD aluminising were considered for 

further developments and for PRF characterisations.    
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                    Figure 3.8. Results for TPB from H2 gas-gas permeation tests, left: CVD, HD (right).  
 

           
                    Figure 3.9. Comparison of results from TPB from gas-gas tests versus Pb15.7Li tests (left 
                                     HDA) and CVD aluminizing (right) in Pb15.7Li .  
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   A large set compatibility studies, self-healing tests, gas-gas permeation measurements and PRF 

measurements from Pb15.Li, including tests under irradiation (LIBRETTO -2, -3 series ) were carried 

out by diverse EU labs.  

  High PRF values are reported in literature from out of pile gas-gas permeation tests (PRF > 1000) 

from diverse authors. Lower PRF values are reported in literature from out of pile permeation tests in 

Pb15.7Li (max PRF::75). Programs for the characterization of TPB in Pb15.7Li and on TPB 

characterisation under irradiation are ongoing. HD aliminizing TPB have been developed at FZk and 

characterized in Vivaldi facility at ENEA. From results in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. [ref. 3.13]. 

  Reasons for the comparative low values of PRF in Pb15.7Li with respect to that in gas pahse are not 

clearly understood   

    Out-of-pile PRF values around 15 should be assumed for design purposes. It could be reasonably 

expected that radiation effects could reduce even more such low PRF.  

  This value does not fulfill initial design requirements of WCLL (PRF > 75).  There exist a quite wide 

and solid consensus in the FT community on the fact that it is not too much reasonable to be 

confident on TPB as control mechanism for fusion reactor design. More detailed information can be 

obtained from as example, from:  TW2-TTBC-003 and TW1-TTBA-003 task deliverables.   

 

3.2.6.     Review of reference design assessments for Tritium Cycle development 
 
 

At present tritium transport assessments for HCLL designs (for both DEMO and PPCS scales) are 

made at two different levels: 

 
- rough evaluations averaging design characteristics (BU and modules design parameters, 
      inborad/ourboard segemes)   for tritium cycle design [ ref 3.14], 

 
- focused design analyses in order to evaluate PRF for specific transport mechanism (ex. 
       hydrodynamics) [ ref. 3.15 ] (for HCLL at PPCS scale) . 

 
 

First approximated approach consider PRF values ( between 1 and 10) and alloy flowing velocities 

(“VEL”) as variables for the permeation and inventory assessment P [PRF, VEL]) (in Figure 3.10). 

This first evaluation is based on a analysitical model described by the following set of equations: 

 

                            PSGLAAvcvc
dt

dM
outin

T −+−= )(                  (eq. 3.9) 
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           outin cc )1( η−=                                          (eq. 3.11) 
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c

+
=                                           (eq. 3.12) 

 
 
where: MT   is the total tritium amount in the blanket (mol), cin, cave, cout: tritium concentration in the 

liquid metal at the inlet, on average and at the outlet of the blanket as a whole (mol m-3);  v: mean 

liquid metal velocity in the blanket (m s-1); G: tritium generation rate per unit volume in the whole 

blanket (mol s-1) [= 385 g/d], P: mean tritium permeation flux into the cooling circuit (mol m2 s-1); L: 

equivalent length of the whole blanket (m) A: equivalent blanket inlet-outlet sections for the liquid 

breeder flow (m2); S: total surface available for tritium permeation (m2); s: equivalent thickness of the 

cooling plates and stiffeners (m); η :  extraction efficiency of the tritium extraction system; D: tritium 

diffusivity in Eurofer 97 (m2 s-1); Ks,w: Sieverts’ constant for tritium-Eurofer 97 system (mol m-3 Pa-0,5) 

[ref. 3.16] for data assumed] and Ks,Pb-Li: Sieverts’ constant for tritium Pb-Li system (mol m-3 Pa-0,5) 

[ref. 3.7] for data assumed] . 

Solutions are found for steady-sate conditions for cout and P the following expressions: 
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(expressions are correctly derived) and the results are consistent with them. Blanket inventories are 

roughly approximate by averaged steel concentrations :  

PbLis

ave
wsavesteel K

c
Kc

,
,, 2

1
⋅=                         (eq. 3.15)  

as 
 

            savesteelT VcI ⋅= ,                                        (eq. 3.16) 

 

where Vs is the total steel volume in the blanket, which in the present HCLL blanket design has been 

estimated (4)  in 193,1 m3 (313 modules with a volume of the steel in contact with the liquid metal of 

0.617 m3 per module).  
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   It could be of interest to identify and comment main approximations of this first assessment and in 

which sense could under or overestimate results: 

- Model and calculation seems to refer to rough (initial) HCLL geometric and size specifications. 

- No consideration of HT partial pressures on PR values (PR is overestimated), 

- An averaged CP temperature for data assessment 471 º C (P is overestimated), 

- No partial pressure profile in breeding channels are considere, i.e: P is calculated at cave  (P is 

overestimated) 

- Ludwig-Soret effect not considered (P is overestimated) 

- Value for permeation thickness of s = 1.57 mm is approximated by the ratio between volume and 

CPs surfaces . 

 
    Table 3.4.IV Summary of results obtained from approximated rough assessment in [ref. 3.14 ]  
                        Refered to a flow sheet as in Figure  3.11. 

 
VEL, Kg/s 

 
S`, m2 

 
S,mm 

Steel in contact 
volume:  

313  
(x 0.617 m3 each) 

 

 
η 

 (TES) 
 

560 
( 5 mm/s)  

 

74600  
 

1.57  
 

193 m3  0.8  
 

Permeation rate :  
360 g/d ( 93% of P)  
Steel inventories:  

0.72 g (whole blanket)  
 
 

  Permeation values obtained for such reference conditions are very high (360 gr/d, 90% of total 

production)   (PRF =1, vel = 5 mm/s)  with the straightforward dependencies on LM velocity (alloy 

residence time). The results seem consistent with previous assessment for WCLL [ref. 3.17].  

  Table 3. 4. IV summarizes results from present approximations.  

   Problem with previous assessment is related with the reliability of tritium transport model used, i.e: 

it is assumed that all the bred tritium is available at the CP steel surface, as an imposed boundary 

flux, assessed at an averaged permeating concentration.  

  As has been seen, even under a simplificative diffusional model, diffusion processes in LM are rate 

limiting. Diffusivity in LM is one o.o.m lower than in EUROFER and channel thickness 40 times than 

CPS assumed thickness.  Then, previous results can be largely overestimated. 

    In this reassessment (at PPCS scale), permeated surfaces A and thickness s were assessed in a 

more precise way by considering diverse type of BU and Stiffener. From this surface/thickness  a 
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global blanket mass transfer factor KBLANKET is defined: 
LiPb

ssss

b
blanket Ks

DKs
s
A

PRF
K ⋅=

1
  for a steady 

state assessment (for a  flow sheet in Figure 3.10),  with the material properties in KBLANKET evaluated 

at an averaged temperature (480 º C). Values for  KBLANKET ~ 1. m3 /s  for PRF =1) . 

 
 

  
 
 

      Figure 3.10.   Permeation rate assessment from [ ref. 3.15] data scaled down (from PPCS to  
                            DEMO specificaions, KBLANKET evaluated at an averaged temperature (480 º C).  
                            (Values for  KBLANKET ~ 1. m3 /s  for PRF =1  ) .  

 
 
 

  For HCLL PPCS scale more precise assessments have been carried out [ref 3.15]. They have 

been scaled-down (tentatively) to DEMO values.  

  Values in Figure 3.10 obtained following the more precise geometric design specifications as in [ref. 

3.15 ] drives to comparatively similar results than in [ref. 3.14]. 

 

As for [ref. 3.14] it could be of interest to identify approximations of this first assessment and in 

which sense could under or overestimate results: 

- No consideration of HT partial pressures on PR values (PR is overestimated).  

  As will be discussed in Section 5.2.2. b for permeation through SG, for diffusion limited regimes for 

tritium and H2 back stream in the HCS, an additional PRF value ~ (pH2)1/4 being  pH2  the hydrogen 

partial pressure main approximations of this first assessment and in which sense could under or 

overestimate results (i.e.: a  reduction factor 6, for 1 kPa of pH2  p.p at PRFb = 1).   
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- An averaged CP temperature for data assessment 471 º C, 

 

  it is not clear in which sense this approximation over or under estimate the permeation 

measurement. Steel permeability depends exponentially in T (Arrhenius). A calculation based on a 

CPs mapping of steady state temperatures is proposed done to answer this question. In any case no 

major quatitative corrections to the evaluations are expected. 

 

- Ludwig-Soret effect not considered  (P is overestimated) 

 

Thermal gradients are important through CPs thickness and EUROFER heat of thermodiffusion 

is Q < 0 (~ -30 kJ/mol for FM).  Quantitative corrections in this case (diffusion limited regime) can be 

important (20-30 % of assessed flux) and should be considered in precise assessments. 

Remark that analyzed factors are interconnected. Use of PRF reduce backswamping effect 

factor. Roughly: ~ (pH2)1/4 / PRFb).  

Ludwig-Soret effects would enhance H2 flux from HCS to Pb15.7Li and would increase 

swamping factor by a complex factor depending on (Q, T, and H2 p.p.). 

These couplings could (should) be considered in further relaible assessments (to be discussed in 

detail in Task Deliv.3).         
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3.2.7. Review of documentation on existing specific steady-state and transient block diagram 

models for dynamic tracking of tritium in HCLL blanket system  

 
 

 
 

      Figure 3.11. Simplified flow sheet considered as block diagram for tritium transfers from blanket  
                           into HCS and TES [ ref 3.14].  

 
 
 
 

 
 

      Figure 3.12.  Flow sheet considered as block diagram for tritium transfers from blanket  
                           into HCS and TES [ ref 3.15].  

 
 

 

 

 These lay-outs implement a similar set of analytical equations (eg. 3.9. to eq. 3.16). Steady state 

results have been presented and discussed previously. 
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      Figure 3.13.  Proposed flow-sheet for block diagram for tritium transfers from blanket into HCS  
                            and TES (HCLL).  

 
 

 
3.2. 8. Proposal for new assessments: parameters and routine variables 

 
 
  The specific COMPU Task objective on this point is to develop a transient block diagram module 

for HCLL blankets based on a reliable tritium transport assessment at blanket design level. 

  Results from [ref. 3.15] show how a precise hydrodynamic assessment (and by extension a 

physically reliable) can produce a very different „tritium control quantitative situation“ for HCLL.   

 

  Considering that the most detailed tritium transport assessment (considering all type of segments 

and breeding units and the potential phenomonelogy presented) is out of near term time capabilities 

and probably not inteligent due to the expectable design evolution, the only resonable approach to 

develop a transient block diagram for HCLL will be based on: 

 

(1) the use KBLANKET mass-transfer factors (precissing them if necessary) scheme to develop the 

transient routine for the block diagram, 
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(2) the assumption of PRF values entering in KBLANKET  as a formal parameter (not only of PB 

reduction factor) to be precise by detailed analysis (hydrodynamic, interface or radiation-derived 

phenomena, etc. )    

 

(3) the construction of the transient routine for the dynamic block diagram in the most general form.   

 
 
   To develop the dynamic block diagram for the total TC flow-sheet it is planned to use a tool (see 

Section 7.2) in which block diagrams are programmed as “transfer operators“ taking a given state 

point vector and transforming it to another one by a transferring programmed operator (“routine“). 

   From a computing point of view we just need to define properly the state point vectors (2)[v, CHT, 

TVs] and (1)[v, CHT, CH2, TVs] as block (local) variables (its components) and to express properly, in 

implicit form (but not in a variable explicit one) the transient fluxes:   

 

1J (= G, Production rates), a constant value or an ad hoc function (ex. a squared pulse)5.  

The extraction flux at TES: [ ] VELCTVsVELcfJ HTHT ⋅⋅== 1)2(2 ),,( η . The permeation 

rates from Pb15.7Li into HCS:  

 [ ]
1

1
)2(3 22

2
)),,,(),,(

η
η
⋅−

−
== HTBLANKETHT cAsTPRFKTVsVELcfJ  

The hydrogen back stream flux from HCS into Pb15.7Li , 

 

[ ] 22)1(3
* )),,,(),,,( HBLANKETHHT cAsTPRFKTVsvccfJ ==  

 

  One of the important strong points of the dynamic modelling tool is the possibility to define different 

type of time operators: continuous, step, delay, pulse ...etc, and to express transfers (fluxes) 

between systems depending on this time operator.   

   As example, transfer characteristic times (named τ1 in global flow-sheet Figure 2.5.) can be related 

with a real-time unit and scaled with a diffusion (or a transport process) characteristic time (for 

diffusion τ1  (steel) ~  D/s2).  

    We do not need to solve systems of time-dependent differential equations. It is of interest for 

future developments of complex plant layouts.  Coupling to other systems is done in other blocks. 

                                                                 
5 Unavoidable transient event to be simulated. 
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Explicit dependencies of system efficiencies can be introduced for a more complex dynamic 

simulation.  

   Considering the large conceptual uncertainties on tritium characteristic times in the systems 

(related with the physical reliability of the transport models) it would be convenient to accomplish this 

goal in close interaction with HCLL blanket designers.  

 
 
       

3.3. HCPB design 
          

 
  Within the perspective of the development of a specific block diagram tritium transfers for the HCPB 

blanket design the main features are overviewed hereafter. General HCPB blanket specifications are 

given in Table 3. II. Figure 3.2.  shows a general view of segment box, stiffeners and breeding unit.   

  HCPB design means a mature design solution for DEMO blanket design.  
   

 
 

                                    
Figure 3.14.  View of a breeder unit HCPB DEMO2003 [ref. 3.2]. 
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      It is based on the use of a solid ceramic Li-orthosilicate as breeding material, from which bred 

tritium is recovered by a purge gas (0.11 MPa) with optimised chemistry to recover the tritium from 

the breeding ceramic. DEMO2003 specifications are the result of DEMO95 attending to a design 

segmentation requirement and compatibility with box segment and HCLL systems. 

Figure 3.14 shows a HCPB breeding unit (205 x 205 x 500 mm3). BUs are inserted in stiffeners 

radially. The BU is composed by 2 double pebbled bed breeding containers surrounder by 3 Be 

pebble beds (81  BUs per each 2 x 2 module).  

   Cooling plates are immersed within the pebbled beds and connected with BU headers and 

collectors at the end of the BU.  

   He purge supply lines immersed in pebble beds feeds into the region close to the FW. Purge gas is 

collected back in two large 15 mm voids behind the breeding region. Stiffening plates are made by 

machining by HIP and welded to generate the stiffening grid. Grid is joined to FW and box walls by 

EB. Cooling scheme for CPs and segment box are similar to that shown in Figure 3.4. First the box 

and side walls are cooled at 8 MPa, after the stiffeners and finally the BUs.  

   Relatively low He-purge gas flow rates are required for the efficient removal of tritium desorbing 

from the breeding ceramic. At these conditions the tritium residence in the purge circuit causes a 

permeation flux into the (HCS).   

    

3.3.1. Material database used in tritium transport assessments in HCPB design  
 
   A deep review of results from characterisation of irradiated TPB in contact with Pb15.7Li is out of 

the scope and time possibilities of this general information overview.  Review of material database 

and material assessment reports for breeder and multipliers (HCLL and HCPB ) is the goal of task 

TW4-TTBB-001 under execution. Characterisation of Tritium properties of Li-ceramics has a long 

tradition in EU programs through diverse tasks: TW3-TTBB-006,  TW2-TTBB-004b and TW1-TTBB-

007.  

   Unavoidable to mention, EXOTIC-6/-7/-8/-9 series of irradiation tests providing a wide 

characterisation of tritium residence time database in (n, γ) irradiated Li-ceramics.    

 
3.3.1. A. Data for lithium-orthosilicate and Be 
 
  We just refer here the data input suggested by HCPB designers [ref. 3.18] summarizing the 

reference tritium residence time data for permeation assessments into HCS.  

  Within the ranges of Li burn-up this data (in Table 3.4.V, from [ref. 3.19 ] is seen to be sufficient for 

a reliable permation assessment into HCS for HCPB2003.   
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Table 3.4.V  Summary of tritium residence time data in HCPB candidate ceramics [ref. 3.19] 
Li4SiO4 (known as OSI98) pebbles (98% T.D.),               
                                            Recommended correlation: ))[/9729exp(1028.1 5 KT−⋅=τ  
Upper bound: 1.5τ               Lower bound: τ/1.5 
Range: 600-850 K 
Li burn-up 3 % for 0.5 mm pebbles, 10 % for 0.1-0.2 mm pebbles 
Li2TiO3 (known as “draft MTI98”) pebbles (90% T.D.),               
                                            Recommended correlation: ))[/10350exp(10995.1 6 KT−⋅=τ  
Upper bound: 1.5τ               Lower bound: τ/1.5 
Range: 650-850 K 
Li burn-up 1.9 %  
Li2TiO3 (known as MTI-pellets  (82% T.D.),               
                                            Recommended correlation: ))[/9332exp(1036.4 6 KT−⋅=τ  
Upper bound: 2τ               Lower bound: τ/2 
Range: 600-900 K 
Li burn-up 0.8 %  
Li2ZrO3 (known as MZr98 H) pebbles (85% T.D.), 10-40 µm grain size             
                                           Recommended correlation: ))[/12701exp(1063.5 8 KT−⋅=τ  
Regression 
Range: 600-850 K 
Li burn-up 3-13 %  
Li2ZrO3 (known as MZr98 L) pebbles (87% T.D.), 1-1.5 µm grain size             
                                           Recommended correlation: ))[/14906exp(1092.1 10 KT−⋅=τ  
Regression 
Range: 700-800 K 
Li burn-up 3-13 %  
Li2ZrO3 (known as MZr98 L) pebbles (73-82% T.D.), 0.6-2 µm grain size             
                                           Recommended correlation: ))[/7675exp(10679.2 5 KT−⋅=τ  
Upper bound: 2τ               Lower bound: τ/2 
Range: 500-850 K 
Li burn-up 3-13 %  
 
 
 

A fraction of the tritium breeding source in the BUs is produced in Be multipliers. The primary tritium 

out-of-pile transport characteristics for tritium in Be (diffusivity, solubility and recombination constant) 

through many works in open literature:  K s,w (at.fr. Pa-0,5) = 0,1xexp (-100/RT) [ref. 3.20, ref. 3.21]  

(713-783 K),  D(m2/s) = 5.5x10-9 exp(-28400/RT)    (695-775 K) [ref. 3.22, ref. 3.23 ]. Due to trapping, 

below a temperature threshold (623 K) Be solubilizes endothermically [ref. 3.24]. [ref. 3.25 ] provides 

values for Kr [m4 s-1] = 0.87 10-38exp (-100/RT) T-1/2 .   

In EU Programmes, Tritium transport characterization in irradiated Be, sweeling and He trapping 

effects on T transport has a long tradition (see deliv.s of TW2-TTBB-005b). Activities are devoted to 
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development and validation of modeling tools (as the FZK´s ANFIBE code). This code has been 

extensively validated on the basis of available macroscopic swelling data and out-of-pile release 

experiments for beryllium having different microstructure and impurity content.  

ANFIBE validation for irradiation fluences and temperatures covers only partially the operating 

conditions of the HCPB blanket (ratios tritium/helium production, helium/fluence and dpa/helium). 

Tasks for code validation (TTBB-004) are ongoing.  

 Furthermore experimental investigations of methods to enhance the tritium release from Be based 

on the presence of protium in the purge flow has been launched. The low solubility of hydrogen in Be, 

is seen as a limitation for the recovery of tritium by H2 swamping in Be.   

 
 

3.3.1. B. Data for tritium transport in EUROFER97 for surface-limited transport regimes 
 
 

No in-pile/out-of-pile data on hydrogen transport constants in EUROFER97 are known. However 

surface transport constants for Hydrogen isotopes in FM steels (MANET, OPTIFER) should not differ 

very much. Additionally, empiric surface factors (sticking factor) are usually modifying surface rates 

for the same steel, i.e.: surface empirical conditions make values among diverse FM comparable. 

Then, assuming that oxidation characteristics of FM are similar, surface transport data between 

diverse FM could be assumed as exchangeable. Surface rate constants for H isotopes in diverse 

steels (including FM) are given in Figure 3.15 and Figures 3.16.   

 For the specific purposes for COMPU (permeation rate assessments into HCS at HCPB blanket)  

the database on tritium transport properties in FM steels at surface-limited regimes can be assumed 

as sufficient.   

Nevertheless, direct use of tritium surface constants in EUROFER values from experimental in-pile 

results would notably increase the reliability of the permeation calculation.  
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Figure 3.15.  Recombination rate sk2 constants of H/D in FM steels and comparison with 
other reference steels. (1) and (2) theoretical rates Pick & Sonnenberg and Baskes  for 

INCOLOY 800, (3) from implantation data D+ in FM-MANET, (4) for H2 in 316 SS ion beam 
cleaned, (5) H2, 316 SS oxidized two faces, (6) D2, MANET no oxide; (7) D2, MANET as 

received, (8) D2, MANET oxidized; (9) D2, Inconel 600, (10) D2, 304 SS, (11) D2, OPTIFER-
IVb as received, (12) y (13) D2, INCOLOY 800 without/with oxide. 
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Figure 3.16.  Adsorption sk1 constants [mol m -2 s-1 Pa-1] of H/D in FM steels and comparison 
with other reference steels. (1) and (2) theoretical rates Pick & Sonnenberg and Baskes for 
INCOLOY 800, (3) from implantation data D+ in FM-MANET, (4) for H2 in 316 SS ion beam 

cleaned, (5) H2, 316 SS oxidized two faces, (6) D2, MANET no oxide; (7) D2, MANET as 
received, (8) D2, MANET oxidized; (9) D2, Inconel 600, (10) D2, 304 SS, (11) D2, OPTIFER-IVb 

as received, (12) y (13) D2, INCOLOY 800 without/with oxide. 
 

 
A fast data compilation is done in Figure 3.15 and Figures 3.16.   

Nevertheless, direct use of tritium surface constants in EUROFER values from experimental in-pile 

results would notably increase the reliability of the permeation calculation.  
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3.3.2. Transport assessments : TPR, Material inventories and Extraction fluxes  
 

 
Dynamic tritium mass balance in blanket segment modules is established between: 

 

 at the FW: 

  

v tritium implantation rates from plasma JIMP , recycling rates back to plasma Jrec  and buil-

up of a tritium inventory, 

 

at the BUs, CPs and SPs:  

 

v tritium breeding rates: P in the ceramic, 

v evolving inventories in the breeding ceramic: ICER time-depending inventories in the 

      structural material: ISS,  

v permeation rates from purge gas into HCS cooling channels Jp 

v and total extraction fluxes by the purge gas  ; Jext  out of blanket segment.  

 

   Physical transport processes in the constituting materials (W, EUROFER97, Li-ceramic,..) under 

DEMO blanket modules operating conditions (thermal, MHD, irradiation,..) determine the values for 

the preceding magnitudes.  

    At the FW, tritium permeation and inventory assessment in the W-coating/EUROFER/coolant 

should be derived from a complete D-T recycling-permeation analysis for nearly steady-state plasma 

conditions (DEMO) or cyclic ion wall-loading (case of ITER-TBM). 

  The permeation assessment at BUs from breeding ceramics (and Be) into coolant (HCS) is one of 

the key input assessments for the design of TC, determining system specifications (as CPS).  

   Purge gas circuit specifications (thermodynamic conditions and purge gas chemistry) are mainly 

fixed by HCPB design in order to optimise the recovery of tritium from the ceramic. 
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   We review hereafter the set of fixed HCPB design specifications (of use in actual assessment 

models) for tritium transport assessment at blanket level (TPR, transient inventories and extraction by 

purge gas). The main fixed design specifications refer to geometry and design assumptions and 

purge and cooling gas specifications.     

 
 

3.3.2. A. HCPB design assumptions for the TPR/TI/TEX assessments  
 

 
We review hereafter the set of fixed HCPB design specifications (of use in actual assessment 

models) for tritium transport assessment at blanket level (TPR, transient inventories and extraction 

by purge gas).  

 

The following design assumptions are assumed as fixed design boundaries on actual tritium 

transport assessment.  

 

Based on such fixed design specifications some approximations are made for TPR/TI/Tex 

evaluations. As for the case of HCLL it could results of interest to discuss briefly the degree of 

approximation introduced and in which sense overstimate or underestimate TPR/TI/Tex magnitudes.     

 
Geometry and thermal-hydraulic specifications 

 
Figure 3.14 shows reference unit for computation corresponding to: 

 

§ 1.77 g/d generation per module,  

§ each module 0.46 % of total  DEMO2003 HCPB blanket, 

§ 385 g total blanket production per day, 

§ total CPs/ceramic area exposed for permeation per segment module is 61.5 m2 (~ 81 

BUs/module x 8 surfaces/BU x 0.465 x 0.205). 

 

   Radial tritium generation factors and heat deposition factors are derived from neutronic analysis 

(G(r)= 0.122 exp (-0.0654*r) (r = 0 at plasma side).  

   From radial heat deposition, thermohydraulic design of CPs, fix vakues for coolant flow rates in CPs 

cooling channels and provide the static temperature chart in the cooling plate.  

  Thermal hydraulic design of CPs is under evolution. Cooling channels disposition is under 

optimisation in order to increase higher heat recovery rates and minimize mechanical tensions. An 

evolution 60 K ∆T (640-700 K) along BU purge gas inlet in the ceramic and 80 K (700-780 K) along 
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purge gas outllet is assumed for design. Purge gas pressure drop in the ceramic is neglected for 

partial pressure assessment. 

 
 

Purge gas specifications fixed by HCPB design (for TPR/TI/TEX assessments)   

 

  Concerning the chemistry of purge gas assumptions, tritium desorbs from ceramic in HTO form due 

to reactions with H2 is reduced to HT by well-known isotopic exchange reactions.  

  Assumed values for HTO/HT ratio is strongly dependent on chemical equilibrium data (a data review 

on this isotopic exhange reactions have been done in Table 5.IV for SG).   

   A value of HTO/HT: 3.2 (mol%) is assumed  as purge gas chemistry from H2 added amounts 

optimizing the tritium recovery from the ceramics (at 0.1 %vol H2  corresponding to an optimum H2 

partial pressures of 110 Pa).  

    

 
Table 3.4. VI.  Purge gas  specification fixed (exception flow rates) by HCPB 2003 design. 
 
He flow-rate              [Nm3/h] 

 
8000 

 
Proposed by [ref. 2.3] 

 
Pressure                     [MPa] 

 
0.11 

 
Fixed by design 

 
HT partial pressure        [Pa] 

 
1.51 (1.6) 

 
 
= 1 Pa x (12110 / 8000)  
(1 Pa is a value for 0.8 g/d of pemeation 
assessed for DEMO95 specification) 

HT molar fraction       [vppm] 14.5  
 
H2 p.p.                            [Pa] 

 
~ 110 Pa 

 
For optimised extraction ( 0.1  H2%vol at 1.1 
MPa) 

 
HTO molar fraction    [vppm] 

 
0.46 (0.5) 

 
Assuming HTO/HT  = 0.032 %mol  
From equilibrium data [ref. 5.18] [ref. 5.19]  

 
HTO partial pressure    [Pa] 

 
0.05  

 

 
 

  Purge gas flow rates values is one of the most free (tuning) design parameters for HCPB TC 

governing the tritium pressures in purge gas system and then permeation rates, i.e.: CPS  operational 

and design requirements. High flow rate values can be justified in terms of permeation rate reductions 

and lower CPS operational requirements but at increased TES (and ISS) processing demands. 

   With respect to previous DEMO95 specifications, and according to an initial estimation of 

permeation rate (0.8 g/d) into the HCS, [ref. 2.3] proposed to reduce DEMO95 flow rates by  66 % 

(from 0.6 Kg/s to  0.396 Kg/s)  (from 12100 Nm3/h to 8000 Nm3/h). Thus, TES requirement are 
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straight relaxed by the same 66%. The CPS operational demand derived from a nearly increase of 

permeation rates (34 %) assumable.  Pending of the accurate permeation assessment and of the 

review of processing technology (Section 4.1) it seems, in principle, reasonable. 

   Purge gas specifications and inputs for assumptions are summarized in Table 3.4. VI.  

  Purge gas specifications are used as interface for TES systems and as inputs for TPR/TI/Tex 

evaluation model.   

 
 

Coolant gas specifications (and SG) fixed by HCPB design (for TPR/TI/TEX assessments)   

 
 

Swamping in HCS of the tritium flux through SG by H2 (p.p) 1500 Pa (from 19 Kg/d addition + 0.14 

Kg/d due to permeation from purge gas) was considered in DEMO 95 (for tritium permeation rates of 

12.6 g/d) design to reduce permeation rates through SG.  

 Additionally, presence of water in SG was assumed due to leakage from secondary steam circuits 

(@110 bars). Estimations were done based on PWR and BWR data: 4 Kg/d meaning H2O p.p 

values of ~ 36 Pa (4.5 vppm) , for total mass flow rates in HCS of (2400 kg/s).  

Such 36/1500 H2O/H2 ratio was assumed as the guaratee for both swamping and oxidation on SG 

surface. With CPS  processing 0.1% of the total m.f.r. and DF of 20 (eff. 95%), HT partial pressures 

facing SG of  0.8 Pa were consider to keep permeation through SG (oxidized INCOLOY+ swamping 

below the admissible limit of 1 g/y, 26 Ci/d). 

For DEMO 2003 specifications  (for permeation rates of 10 g/d conservatively assumed) and same 

0.8 Pa HT p.p facing SG  [ref. 2.3] proposed to scale down by assuming lower CPS eff. of 90% 

(lower DF = 10) , and relaxing the processing requirements of ISS and WDS.  

CPS process rates would be reduced accordingly (see following equation 3.20). As it is discussed 

in Section 4.2.1. this lower efficiencies can be more esily justified in terms of CPS processing 

characteristics. 

However, the proposed ranges  (depending on removal processing rates) overlap correct values.  

 CPS characteristics fixed by, or derived by, HCPB design specifications are presented and 

comented in Table  3.4. VII.  
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Table 3.4. VII.  CPS reference specification for HCPB 2003 design. 
 
He flow-rate  HCS       [Kg/s] 

 
2400 

 
 

 
He flow-rate  CPS       [Kg/s] 

 
1.7 

 
By-pass of 0.7%  

 
T, P at CPS inlet 

 
500 º C, 8 MPa  

 
 
 

HT partial pressure        [Pa]  
0.8  

 
SG requirements (see also section 5) 

HT molar fraction        
at CPS feed              [vppm] 

 
0.1  

 
0.96 Ci/kg  

 
H2 p.p.  in CPS               [Pa] 

 
 1000  

 
H2  molar fraction        
at CPS feed               [vppm] 

 
 

125  

From external addition (5 Kg/d) not 
from purge gas permeation 
It not consider permeation from H2 
swamping at purge system 

 
H2O p.p.  in CPS            [Pa] 

 
 50  

 
H2 O molar fraction        
at CPS feed               [vppm] 

 
 

6.25  

 
From external addition (50 grs/d) not 
from permeation 
 

 
 
 

A discussion on impact of SG specifications is done in Section 5.  
 
 

3.3.2. B. Physical models and transport schemes assumed  
 

 

  We focus here on model and simplifications made for assessments to evaluate fluxes and 

inventories at HCPB design level. At this point precision of the evaluation are determined by the low 

value of permeation rates provided by estimation and the low impact of permeation rate values for 

the conception of TC. It is assumed that only interface Li-ceramic/CPs is available for permeation 

and no other path are considered. Triitium transport assessments at blanket level are base on 1-D 

radial calculations with a simplified grid (9 nodes) in the sense of purge inlet/outlet gas flow.  
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Figure 3.17.  Calculation unit for TPR/TI/Tex assessment Unit in HCPB 2003 design. 

 

     From DEMO95, a  tritium transport assessments at FW assessments (bare MANET)  [ref. 5.5.]  

estimated tritium into the HCS at FW  ~ 18 g/d (with an uncertainties range of 2-60 g/d). Permeation 

assessment with 2mm W-coating reduce such value below 0.1 g/d, and even below if recycling at W 

surface would be properly considered. However in the range of the estimated pemeation flux at from 

breeding zone permeation is assessed as: 0.8 g/d, HCPB95. Assessment for the design of TC [ref. 

2.3.] neglected the contribution at the FW.  

    At small permeation numbers for H2 p.p 110 Pa, no major swamping effects are expected. 

Considering the low range of permeation rates involved precise H2 swamping effects on both purge 

gas lines or HCS were not considered.  

    Taking into account that permeation are surface-limited (or intermediate) Ludwig- Soret effect 

should not be considered.  

   Thus, tritium mass balance (steady-state) equations to model transfers at blanket level are written 

as:  

 

               B
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               (eq. 3.17) 

 
 This is a nodalization for FD solution of tritium mass-balance equation at ceramic/purge gas 

channel ( )(i
Tp are tritium partial pressures  along channel at node (“i”), v is the gas velocity, )(iA is 

the purge gas pass area, iT is the local temperature at node i, )(iG the local generation rate (the 

total weigthed with the radial generation factor),  B
iJ )( the permeation flux at node “i” and  
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B
iS )( the local available surface for permeation (contact surface between purga gas and CP).  

Permeation rate [mol m-2 s-1]at node “i” is calculated from averaged partial pressures between  
)1( +i

Tp and )(i
Tp to allow a manual direct solution of the equation as: 
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    (eq. 3.18) 

 

for surface-limited transport regime.   

 

  Permeation rates at the FW is evaluated as a diffusive flux: 

)( ,
,

FWCT
SS

FWeqSS
FW p

K

C

x
DK

J −
∆

=     (eq. 3.19) 

from equilibrium concentration established FWeqC ,  at the plasma-FW surface between the implanted 

IIMP and recycled flux (ΦREC , FWeqRREc CK ,
2=Φ ) assuming equilibrium between implanted 

concentration and recycled back to the plasma: 

 

  It should be mentioned here that this evaluation (done originally for bare MANET in [ref.5.5.]) is an 

underestimation by diverse reasons: 

 

(1) the equilibrium should be established between implanted, permeated and recycled flux:  

 

  If permeation flux is not considered in the balance FWeqC , , is underestimated and the associated 

fickian permeation flux would be underestimated, 

 

(2) Flux at FW is assessed as a diffusive fickian flux: 

 

 For low FWeqC ,  values, to consider a diffusive flux (proportional to FWeqC ,∝ ) in front of a surface 

limited permeation one  ( FWeqC ,∝ ) is  to underestimate the permeation flux.  

 

(3) Quantitative hypotheses for IMPI  at the DEMO-FW are difficult to be made but IMPI  should be 

assessed carefully and can be considered with a large uncertainty.  
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  For a steady-state well-confined non-disruptive plasma IMPI  values can be in the range of a 

Maxwellian flux corrected by a high refection factor (light ion scattering at KeV-MeV energies) at the 

plasma-FW :  20103⋅≈IMPI  ions m-2 s-1 at the DEMO FW.  

In the low range of partial pressure derived from implanted fluxes 

( Pa
N

C
AV

FWeq  5.1
102

103
4

20

, ≈
⋅⋅

⋅
= − ) . This value has a large uncertainty due to the fact that depends 

through (σKads) on the state of surface (σ: sticking coefficient). This sticking coefficient can vary by  

order of magnitudes. Values are expressed as depending on state of surface σ.  

    

   The assessment in  [ref 5.5.] was done for bare MANET. If a 2mm W coating is considered at the 

FW surface, flux can be in principle neglected due to low values of D-T diffusivities D[m2/s] = 4,1x10-

7 exp(-38000/RT) and Sievert´s constants K s,w [at.fr. Pa-0,5] = 2,82 10-5exp(-101000/RT)   for tritium 

in tungsten [ref. 3.26]. Recombination constants are in the range of MANET [ref. 3.27]. Thus,  in a 

first approximation it could be reasonably expected that the presence of 2 mm W coating will 

strongly decrease permeation rate in a significan form to negligeable values. 

  Note that coupling with external units (TES and CPS) operates as boundary conditions for the 

diagram model described in Figure 3.18., so TPR needs and assumption on efficiencies of TES and 

CPS within the expected operational ranges.  

  From base knowledge of processing technologies (will be reviewed in Section 4.2) reference 

values of 90% efficiency for each of them are assumed.  

     For the coupling to external TES, input )0(
Tp and output )9(

Tp purge gas partial prssure in purging 

channel are expressed as:   

)9()0( )1( TTEST pp η−=      (eq. 3.20) 

  The evolution of tritium partial pressures input  )( IN
HCSp  and output )(OUT

HCSp  are established from 

straight mass balance  as:   

                                  p
SJ

pp
C

SSIN
CPs

OUT
CPs Γ

+= )()(
             (eq. 3.21)

  

(p is the coolant pressure and Γc the total coolant molar flow rates)   
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  We remind at this point that considering a first rough estimation of permeation rates and HT partial 

pressures in HCS, purge and cooling circuit are assumed to be decoupled in the mass balance 

equations.  

 That is; for the range of pemeation rates into HCS, HT p.p. at purge gas does not depends on 

pemeation rate itself. In this sense decoupling seems reasonable.   Note that accurate consideration 

of H2 swamping effects on permeation can couple both circuits again. 

  In fact, flux is evaluated considering an averaged in/out partial pressure in the cooling plate coolant 

channels. 

  For the link to external CPS, input )( IN
HCSp and output )(OUT

HCSp tritium partial pressures at cooling 

plate channels are expressed as:   

 

)()( )1( OUT
CPsCPSCPS

IN
CPs pp ηα−=    (eq. 3.22) 

 

considering a by-passed fraction CPSα  if the total coolant flow rate and a processing efficiency  

CPSη  (= 1 – 1/DFCPS), DFCPS is the detritiation factor of the Coolant Processing System, i.e.: ratio 

between tritium activities at CPS. 

   Numerical results in TPR are obtained by extrapolation to a total surface of 13370 m2 (for a 

generation of 385 g/d) of results obtained at BU (1.77 g/d for 61.5 m2) and are given depending on 

recombination rate coefficient. For Kr = 10-26 m4/s a total for HCPB value of 10 g/d is obtained. A 

three order of magnituide lower Kr value (reasonable for an oxidized FM steel surface) would drop 

the permeation rate values below 0.1 g/d.  

 
  Reliability of tritium transport (steady-state) assessment at HCPB design level as inputs for the 

design of tritium tritium cycle is high.  

 

  Improvements to be potentially considered for future refinements of steady-state assessments 

coud be: 

- the consideration of the coupling TES and CPS equation through H2 swamping 

- a temperature mapping in cooling plates and 

- consideration of Kblanket (as for HCLL) scheme for diverse type of modules and  

- numerical refinement (tritium partial pressure evolution throughout cooling channels) .    

 

  Values from these refinements can be considered as overlapped by uncertainties of surface 

release rate assessments derived from empirical state of surface (for both breeding and FW).  
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 In this sense these refinements are seen to have a low priority. 

 
    Table 3.4. VI and Table 3.4. VII show TES and CPS reference values agreeing with the 

permeation assessment.  

 
 

3.3.4. Review of documentation on existing specific steady-state and transient block diagram 
    models for dynamic tracking of tritium in HCPB blanket system   

 
 
 
  Inserted in the complete cycle lay-out Figure 3.18 a lay-out for tritium transfer from/into HCPB 

blanket level is given [ref 2.3]. 

 

 
 

      Figure 3.18. Simplified flow sheet considered as block diagram for tritium transfers from HCPB   
                           blanket into HCS and TES [ref 2.3].  

 
 

  From the review of permeation assessments for HCPB blanket it shoud be said that steady-state 

evaluations seems very reliable. Taking into account the low level of permeation rates involved, a 

more accurate assessment of such permeation rates is seen to have no significant impact on the 

final conception of IB-TC for DEMO HCPB.    
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3.3. 8. Proposal for new assessments: parameters and routine variables 
 

  No transient assessment for inventories have been found in documentation related with lay-out like 

in Figure 3.18 . Nevertheless such transient assessment seems quite straightforward from residence 

time data given in Table  3.4. V.  

  Concerning the “natural steady-state operation” of HCPB blanket design and the low ranges of 

permeation involved the new transient assessments developments for COMPU are expected to 

focus on the following transient events: 

(1) a variable generation rates,  

(2) transient of thermodymanic variables,  

(3) HT, HTO  p.p. transients in the purge gas. 

    

  As has been advanced for HCLL to be developed as the dynamic block diagram for the total TC 

flow-sheet it is planned to use a tool (see Section 7.2) in which block diagrams are programmed as 

“transfer operators“ taking a given state point vector and transforming it to another one by a 

transferring programmed operator (“routine“). 

   From a computing point of view we just need to define properly the state point vectors (2)[v, CHT, 

TVs] and (1)[v, CHT, CH2, TVs] as block (local) variables (its components) and to express properly, in 

implicit form (but not in a variable explicit one) the transient fluxes.  
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4. Doc. review on Best Available Technol.  for tritium processing systems 
 

    One of the principal goals for this deliverable is the selection of processing BAT for systems 

to be integrated IB-TC. Thus, in this section the documentation on best available technologies for 

tritium removal from He as pressurized coolant and purging helium (HCPB case) and from Pb-

15.7Li is overviewed in order to select and establish TES and CPS lay-outs for a DEMO IB-TC.  

 

4.1. Impurity control and tritium extraction experience: lessons learned from He-cooled 
fission reactors  

 

Tritium sources in graphite He-cooled fission reactors are due to fuel ternary fission, Li-6 

impurities in graphite, control B-10 transmutation and He-3 (fraction of total He) activation. Some 

of the processing experience on impurity control and tritium extraction from He-cooled reactors is 

quickly overviewed hereafter as initial information. Past fission experiences on impurity control 

and tritium extraction in He-cooled reactors give important starting documentation inputs to be 

unavoidably considered for the design of He-cooled fusion reactors.  

 

Peach Bottom I/II (1967/1974) reactor cores (40 MWe, 24 bar) purification stream operated 

with 20% per hour by-pass. Chemical purification processes exploited to remove mainly (H2O, H2, 

CO and CO2) were based on Cu/CuO catalyst followed bt MS beds. Impurities at coolant raised 

during reactor operational periods until a steady-state concentrations were reached. Averaged 

steady-state values under operation of 10 ppmv of H2 and ~ 0.5 ppmv of H2O are reported in the 

open literature [ref.4.1]. Tritium concentration increased a factor 10 from BOL to EOL (10-4 µCi/cm3) 

in PB II primary circuit for a total production of 0.2 grams of tritium (during 897 FPD), of which about 

31% was released in 3 y to the primary circuit. Initial tritium concentrations (10-5 µCi/cm3) were see 

to correspond to He-3 activation (0.2 wppm) so increases in production due to the rest of causes 

(mainly from  6Li impurities and B-10 transmutation). Tritium concentrations in secondary water 

increased by a factor 3 (up to 3 10-4 µCi/cm3) and kept below 1/3 of that of the primary. The helium 

purification system in the reported conditions performed satisfactorily throughout all the reactor life. 

Fort Saint Vrain´s (1976/1989) reactor  (330 MWe, 48 bar) purification stream operated with 

12% per hour by-pass. Chemical purification processes exploited a high-temperature-activated 

charcoal bed with sintered (fritted) steel filters to remove condensable fission products and 

particulates. To remove (H2O, and CO2) a MS beds were used and carbon beds (cooled by liquid 

nitrogen) to remove fission gases (Xe, Kr) and others. Hot Ti sponges were used to remove H2 and 

HT. Total tritium released (0.03 grams) from fuel to the primary circuit was equivalent to the total 

production caused mainly by He-3 activation. All the tritium was in HTO form in the circuit and the 
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coolant purification was reported to perform well throughout all the reactor life even considering the 

large amounts of water removed by MS bed dryers. The Ti-getters exposed only to dry He and 

impurities were seen to operate erratically and showing de-activation processes by N2 and other 

impurities. Other getters (as U, Pd) were investigated to substitute Ti. CuO beds are commonly 

considered in lines before dryers and in the regeneration section of the cooling system to oxidize 

the methane potentially produced during the regeneration of Low temperature Absorbers (LTA).  

AVR (1966/1989) reactor  (15 MWe)  

Tritium production was seen to be caused by 6Li impurities burn-up, decreased with time. in 

graphite, control B-10 transmutation and He-3 (fraction of total He) activation. Typical tritium 

concentrations in primary coolant (10-3 µCi/cm3) evidenced a major retention in of tritium in the 

graphite. PRF of oxides in FM steels of ~ 20 under irradiation was assessed from the ratio between 

production and coolant concentration. Values below 100 Ci/y are reported as transfer from 

secondary to sewage. Most part of tritium was recovered in HTO form. 
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                         Figure 4.1.  Helium purification system lay-out for He-cooled HTR Projects [ref.4.2.].
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 Diverse HTR projects (Dragon by NNC, AVR test reactor and HTR-300 by FZJ, HTTR and 

HTR-10 by FANP) with CCGT cycles consider helium purification systems as a way to: (1) reduce 

corrosion issues on both reactor core and gas turbine materials PCS in direct cycles, (2) to 

facilitate maintenance of  PCS and (3) to minimize environmental impact derived from potential 

coolant leaks.  Helium coolant processing systems in HTR include: (1) removal of chemical 

impurities to limit the corrosion of the core, and (2) removal and decay of radioactive gases. 

In the first stage tritium is removed as a “by-product”. The second stage has become smaller 

during the history of HTGR because of progress of reactor core. Progress on He purification 

systems in GC-HTR have been mostly related to technical evolution of base components: e.g. 

catalysts and compressors.   

 
   Table 4.1.I.  He impurity levels at diverse HTGR Projects and studies [ref.4.2]. 

 
 

For the most part of HTR Helium purifications systems are conceived to maintain, depending 

on the material choice, the optimum PCS operational chemical conditions. It commonly 

corresponds to allow the formation of a stable oxide layer on the proposed alloys.  Usually, the 

specifications of gas impurities contents refer to partial pressures for CO, H2O, H2 and CH4 (See 

Table 4.1 I) and will depend on the chemical composition of alloys and the level of temperature.  

Actual developments of He purification systems for HTGR tends to establish with largest 

precission impurity contents for a modern HTR for a direct cycle.   
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Figure 4.2.   Focused parts and variables of HCPB IB-TC for DEMO from He in CPS and TES  for 

block diagrams. 
 

 
   

  Figure 4.3.     Focused parts and variables of HCLL IB-TC for DEMO from Helium in CPS and TRS  
for block diagrams. 
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4.2. Best Available Technologies for Tritium recovery from He 
 

Tritium recovery techniques from Helium are based on well-known physical-chemical gas 

separation process. Its specific implementation difficulties for the IB-TC are related with the 

processing demands imposed by purge and the HCS loops operational conditions (temperature 

ranges and pressures). 

Basic options consist in transferring tritiated flow into catalyst beds where tritium is oxidized 

into tritiated water. The tritium throughputs (Q2 and Q2O) from CPS and TES are transferred out of 

IB-TC to ISS (Q2) and Q2O to  WDS.  

In HCLL cycle the flow throughput should additionally remove metal impurities (mainly present 

if gas-liquid contactors for Tritium recovery from Pb-15.7Li are selected). The resulting tritiated 

water throughputs are collected on a MSB and reduced in hot metallic bed (Mg among others) 

transferring elementary Q2 to ISS and returning back clean helium to HCS. Differences in the 

diverse options analyzed hereafter rely on the procedure optimizing physical-chemical adsorption 

conditions at beds and efficient coupling between subsystems: oxidizers, permeators, CMSB, 

getters, etc.   

      These tritium recovery technologies have been mainly qualified during last two decades for the 

recovery of tritium from purge and cooling gases for HCPB design lines for DEMO at TLK/FzK 

laboratories.  

  The review of available documentation targets have been:  

(1) the set of available technical solution for processing and the fundaments of underlying 

physical process techniques,  

(2) the processing performances of each technical solution in terms of flux ranges, kinetic 

constants and system inventories and finally  

(3) the overview of existing documentation on lay-outs and previously developed  block 

diagram models for each specific technology solution. 

 

 Under the perspective the integration of selected BAT in the IB-TC, the selection criteria is 

based on the review of main functional aspects for TC of the technologies: 

(1)  theoretical and experimentally demonstrated  efficiencies, 

(2)  a minimal HTO/T2O production (~ 3-4 o.o.m more hazardous than HT/T2 forms),   

(3)  minimization of the transient inventories and kinetic characteristics transfer time,  

(4)  lay-out simplicity (robustness) and compactness of multi-stage processes.   
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Under such perspective this review the targets following processing options for TES (aplicable 

to both purge gas in HCPB and TRS systems in HCLL) and for CPS (aplicable to both HCS in 

HCPB and in HCLL): 

 

v Hybrid Adsorption Process (HAP) plus Vacuum Pressure Swing Adsorption, 

v Cold Traps (CT) plus Temperature Swing Adsorption (TSA), 

v Oxidiser plus TSA,  

v TSA plus Permeator, 

v Alternative “HTO- free” processes. 

 

   The summarized review done here profits on previous analyses and should assume, in some 

cases, without criticims most part of conclusions. Nevertheless this is an active review with the 

quantitative checking of analysis and discussions performed. 

   ITER to DEMO scalability aspects are not analyzed here. We address for such analyses to 

[TW2-TTBC- Final Report, Appendix 3]. Development of components and system design concepts 

for the recovery of tritium from the purge gas stream have been (partially) qualified in the context 

of  TW1-TTF/TR16 tak activities wherein continuous and batch processes, based on composite 

permeators (metallic semipermeable membrane on a ceramic substrate) and cold trap/cryogenic 

molecular sieve bed (CMSB), respectively were investigated. These activities share goals of 

qualification of systems the tritium plant (TEP). Conclusions from diverse Tasks (as example: 

TW1-TTF/TR16 or TW2.-TTBB-007b) at TLK/FzK which conclusions have been just used (without 

criticism) here for the review of the documentation concerning components.   
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4.2.1.  Interface specifications for TES and CPS  for DEMO reactors 
 

To extract tritium from the blanket and from the coolant gas stream two major separate tritium 

loops are planned (see Figure 4.2. and Figure 4.3) 

 

    4.2.1.1. TES for DEMO-HCPB and TRS for DEMO-HCLL 

 

    In HCPB, the TES (Figure 4.2) is designed to accomplish two functions: i) the extraction of 

tritium from the blanket purge gas flowing through the lithium breeder ceramic pebbles and the 

beryllium neutron multiplier, and ii) the recovery of tritium in its two chemical forms, i.e. Q2 and 

Q2O (Q being either H or T), from this purge gas.  

   In HCLL, the TRS (Figure 4.3) should: recover tritium from He stripping gas streams (it is the 

case for G-L contactor options) from LM tritium extraction systems and tranfer elementary forms of 

tritium to ISS and a throughput to the Waste management system (WMS).  

 

   The purge gas data specifications resulting from actual (DEMO-2003) design analyses, as 

operational input for TES (DEMO-HCPB) have been advanced in Table 3.4.VI for (HCPB) is given 

in Table 4.2.I. 

 

Table 4.2 I. Interfacing data for TES in HCPB DEMO 2003.  

 TES IN TES OUT REMOVAL 

EFFIC. 

HT molar fraction 1.45 10-5 , 14.5 vppm 1.45 10-6 , 1.5 vppm 

HT part. Pressure   Pa 1.6 0.16 

HT molar flow rate  mol/h 5.2 0.52 

 

0.90 

H2 molar fraction 1. 10-3 , 1000 vppm 1.45 10-6 , 100 vppm 

H2 part. Pressure   Pa ~ 110 ~ 11 

HT molar flow rate  mol/h 357 36 

 

0.90 

Q2O molar fraction 1. 5 10-5 , 15 vppm 1. 10-6 , 1 vppm 

Q2O molar fraction Pa 1.6 0.1 

Q2O molar flow rate mol/h 5.4 0.36 

 

0.93 
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  The stripping gas data specifications for TRS assuming G-L contactors as extraction method 

(methods review in Section 4.3) as operational input for TRS (DEMO-HCPB) interfacing TES in 

HCLL-DEMO is  given in Table 4.2.II. 

 

 

Table 4.2 II. Interfacing data for TES in HCLL DEMO (assuming GL contactors as extraction  
                   method from Pb15.7Li).  
 TES IN REMOVAL EFFIC. 

LM flow rate 1200 Kg/s 

HT molar fraction at TRS  inlet vppm 490 

H2 molar fraction at TRS 1. 10-3  

H2 molar fraction at TES inlet 1. 10-3  

He  flow rate  Nm3/h  270 

Q2 molar fraction at TRS 1. 5 10-3  

 

 

0.80 

 

   The processing considerations of TES from purge gas in HCPB and TRS gas in HCLL are 

qualitative similar but applying for different quantitative process conditions. 

 

 4.2.1.2. CPS for DEMO-HCPB and DEMO-HCLL 

 

     Operational functions for CPS for both HCPB and HCLL are: 

i) process the tritium permeated from the blanket modules into the primary helium coolant, 

ii) to the removal of impurities and corrosion products, and  

iii) the adjustment of the oxygen potential in the HCS stream by addition of convenient 

amounts of H2/H2O streams (different ratios for HCLL and HCPB: H2/H2O = 10 reference 

for HCLL with PH2 ~ 300 Pa, H2/H2O = 40 reference for HCPB with PH2 ~ 1000-1500 Pa). 
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Table 4.2 III. Present design (reference) requirements of CPS in HCLL DEMO [ref. 2.3].  
 TES IN REMOVAL EFFIC. 

HT molar fraction at TRS  inlet        vppm 0.67 (5 Ci/Kg) 

Q2 molar fraction at CPS                  vppm 37.5   

He  feed flow rate                             Nm3/h  50000 

Q2O molar fraction at CPS              vppm  3.75  

 

0.95 

 

 
 
Table 4.2 IV. Present design (reference) requirements of CPS in HCLL DEMO [ref.4.3.].  
 TES IN 

He  feed flow rate  at CPS  (slip)                         Nm3/h  340-34300 (0.1%) 

H2 feed into HCS                                                  Kg/d 19 

T removal rate                                                     g/d 0.1-10 

T removal efficiency                                      0.90 

HT partial pressure in CPS                                  Pa                                     0.8 

H2 partial pressure in CPS                                   Pa                                     1000-1500 

H2O partial pressure in CPS                                   Pa                                     36-50 

Tritium Inventory                                                   g < 3.  

From blanket design specifications  

Tritium permeation rate (BB+ FW)                         g/d                            12.6 

H2 permeation rate (fom purge  gas)                     g/d                            143.5 

Tritium permeation rate (BB+ FW)                         g/d                            12.6 

 

 

   According to the present concept specifications (Table 4.2. I to Table 4.2. IV ) a "slip stream" 

fraction of only 0.01 - 1 % of the helium coolant stream (depending on the stipulated tritium 

removal rate) is fed into the CPS.  A partial pressure of hydrogen of about 1500 Pa and of water of 

36 Pa are considered necessary to adjust the oxygen potential of the coolant gas. The resulting 

molar ratio of H2/H2O of ~ 40 (HCPB)  or ~ 10(HCLL) was considered indispensable to produce 

an oxidation potential inside the Helium Coolant System capable of maintaining a thin and stable 

protective oxide layer on the primary side of the steam generator walls. Relations between such 

ratio, partial pressures in HCS and permeation through SG is discussed in Section 5.  

   The values in Table 4.2. I to Table 4.2. IV are given as initial quantitative references here in 

order to have an initial range for discussion of processes hereafter. Nevertheless fine tunning of 
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most of these values will be one of the final quantitative objectives for present tasks and one of the 

main goals to develop a flow-sheet for IB-TC for DEMO design.  

    A comparative assessment of tritium processing technologies have been the goal of the Task  

TW2-TTBC-004 [ref.4.4. Evaluation and assessment of methods for tritium extraction and 

recovery from HCPB and HCLL blankets  of DEMO and tests blanket modules of ITER, Task  

TW2-TTBC-004   Final Report (Date 15-6-2005)] .   The objective of this task was  to make a 

comparative study of the various available processes that can be used for the extraction and 

recovery of tritium from breeding blankets for DEMO and for the ITER-TBM.   

    Contents of such this task report has been used as frame reference in the present review of 

TES and CPS for the present one. 

    

 
 4.2.1.3. Fundaments of Hydrogen isotopes separation from He: generalities 
 

    It is well-known that gas mixtures can be separated by selective adsorption processes.  

Hydrogen and helium separation in TC streams is achieved by taking advantage of the different 

adsorption behaviour of both gases on the surface of a multi-sized porous solid (activated carbon, 

zeolites, silica gel, or aluminae). Zeolites, as higly porous aluminosilicates crystals, are selective 

hydrophilic adsorber of polar e.g., water or polarisable compounds such as CO2.  

   Interest of selective adsorbers is due to the fact that only components having a critical diameter 

smaller than the open micropores are adsorbed.  

   Zeolite type can be tailored during fabrication in the diameter of the exchanged ions, the channel 

diameter of the cages can therefore, to selective permit only molecules with smaller diameters to 

enter. This produces a Molecular Sieve (MS) effect. 

   MS adsorbent having an average pore diameter < 3  (named “3A”) will better fix hydrogen 

adsorbate that the 5A ones due to high specific surfaces.  

   These crystals consist of a combination of SiO4 and AlO4 tetrahedra with open pore ranging from 

3 to 5 Å. Ion exchange reaction are exploited for particular separation purposes.  

   The adsorption processs is induced by thermal condensation (temperature decrease) or by  

pressurisation (pressure increase). The inverse process desorption consists in the adsorbate 

removal: the adsorbate abandon the surface of the adsorbent into the fluid phase or vacuum.  

Desorption is an energy demanding endothermic process.  

   The regeneration by desorption can be accomplished by two ways by increasing the temperature 

of the adsorbent (Temperature Swing Adsorption, TSA) or by decreasing the pressure of the 

adsorptive (Pressure Swing Adsorption, PSA) .  
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  For TSA the energy necessary for the regeneration is provided by an external heating of the 

adsorbent bed while during the PSA, desorption energy is obtained by the energy stored by the 

bed itself. By decreasing the pressure over the bed the adsorbate is released as its partial 

pressure over the bed decreased.  

   TSA and PSA processes are cyclic. Higher the heat of adsorption and the binding energy 

consequently higher the thermal regeneration energy is.  Pressure changes can be carried out 

more rapidly and are often more economical.  

  Figure 4.2.1 shows how the loading of a bed decreases by an increase of the temperature or by a 

decrease of the in bed pressure. 

 
                                       
                                     Figure 4.2.1 TSA and PSA processes. 
 
 

   Interaction of tritium and tritiated water with MS and the basic key qualifying issues as, 

equilibrium isotherms for hydrogen and water, kinetic of adsorption and desorption and this for 

various adsorbers have been widely and deeply analysed in the TW2-TTBC-004  (Appendix 2 of 

Final Report: “Status of R &D work on the extraction and removal of tritium from a breeder blanket. 

Suggestions for future activities”,. R. D. Penzhorn (December 2004)). This review offers a deep 

information qualifying MSB (zeolites) properties for its uses in TES and CPS. 
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   Summary of kinetic parameters are overviwed here to fix characteristic time process and 

breakthrough behavior of TES and CPS lay-outs.  

  The adsorption of water in a zeolite MSB is lowered by any residual amount of water left on the 

adsorbent.  Water and zeolites show strong affinities and (H2O) adsorbate displace any other 

adsorbate already fixed on the zeolite.  All adsorbate decreases its initial adsorption capacity after 

years of operation. Zeolite 5A has a greater affinity for water than zeolite 4A and, therefore, a 

somewhat higher adsorption capacity at low humidities. 

Isotopically, there is not any significant difference between the H2O and D2O isotherms.  

   At 77 K the kinetic diameter of hydrogen is 2.9 ?, and of nitrogen, i.e. 3.6 ?, are larger than the 

effective pore size of zeolite 3A, while the adsorption kinetic diameter of water is  2.7 ?. This 

means that Zeolite 3A possesses the remarkable property of selectively adsorbing water at 

cryogenic temperatures (liquid nitrogen) without adsorbing hydrogen isotopes.  

   Experimental evidences confirm possibility to remove water selectively from a helium gas stream 

containing hydrogen isotopes using chilled zeolite 3 A and it has been advanced that MS 3A bed 

could advantageously replace the cold trap foreseen up to now for the removal of low partial 

pressures of moisture from the effluent gas in breeder blanket.  It is important because a MSB is 

much easier to scale up than a cryogenic trap.  

  Considering the very low Q2O partial pressure in the He purge flow at the blanket outlet (around 

1.6 Pa), zeolites are probably the only adsorbent materials for this application. 

  The cryoadsorption at 77 K of all six hydrogen isotopes, i.e.H2, HD, D2, HT, DT and T2, on the MS 

4A, 5A, in zeolites 4A, 5A, show clearly superior properties when it comes to adsorb hydrogen 

than any other conventional adsorber.  

  As isotopical effects t is shown that D2 is adsorbed to a greater extent than H2 on zeolite type 4A 

as can be expected from shorther kinetic radius. As previously mentioned 3A MS is essentially not 

adsorbing any Q2  at liquid nitrogen temperatures (77K).     
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  The system hydrogen-zeolite 5A at 77K doesn’t obey to the Langmuir adsorption at pressures 

below 1 KPa (Figure 4.2.2).  As a consequence, a significant difference in hydrogen load between 

the end of the adsorption and regeneration phases, which is just the amount HT desorbed per 

cycle, can be achieved only if in the adsorption phase the Q2 partial pressure is well higher than 1 

kPa and regeneration is made under vacuum.  

  Then, taking into account that the Q2 partial pressure in the He purge gas at the blanket outlet is 

around 110 Pa, a further compression to 1 or, better, 2 MPa is required. 

    Not enough data for the calculation of breakthrough curves for multi-component hydrogen 

isotope mixtures on molecular sieves 4A, 5A, at varying partial pressures is available for design.  

  First experiment involving tritium in a practical scale cryogenic bed, have largely confirmed 

laboratory observations and measurements and hydrogen isotopes regeneration of MS 5A were 

predicted by first modelling results.  

  5A MSB have been seen to be more efficient for H2 adsorption in the form of pebbles than as 

pellets. Typical equilibrium loadings X are X=0.22 kg water per kg of molecular sieve at 25°C while 

at 300°C: X=0.015 kg water per kg of MS. 

  The selection of zeolite 5A as an adsorber for the recovery of hydrogen isotopes from the blanket 

purge gas at 77 K is a good technical solution validated by an extensive experimental testing.  

Fig. 4.2.2. 5A zeolite: hydrogen adsorption isotherm at 77 K [ref. 4.4.].  
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  The MSB regeneration temperature will be determined by the water vapour pressure demanded 

at the bed exit, which itself is dependent on the choice of stream regeneration conditions.  

   A lower water vapour pressure exit will require the more demanding (higher temperature and 

lower sweep gas dew point) regeneration conditions. Otherwise the bed may end up delivering 

water vapour to the carrier gas or having too low water loading capacity. Then, from a practical 

design point of view two options appear:  

 

1) to adjust the temperature of the adsorption bed to achieve the water vapour partial pressure 

required at the inlet of the blanket purge gas or  

2) to look for a maximum regeneration strength.   

  

  It has been seen of interest to indagate if replacement of the cryo-adsorption bed planned for 

TES by two molecular sieve 3A/5A beds operating at ambient (or slightly lower temperature) and 

liquid nitrogen temperature respectively, could be advantageous or not. In principle it appears 

possible to replace the cold trap proposed for the TES for the removal of H2O and HTO by a 

combination of two (may be more) molecular sieve beds 3A/5A, i.e. one in the operation mode and 

the other in the regeneration mode, the feasibility of the concept still needs to be verified 

experimentally as well as from a design scalability and cost point of view.  

   Presence of impurities at VPSA or TSA feed stream in small concentration, less than 1 vppm 

doesn’t have impact MSB performance. As a matter of fact, the adsorption capacity of the beds 

seems to be not decreased by the accumulation of impurities not desorbed during evacuation for 

many cycles.  

   Possible regeneration at around 100 °C will restore the Q2 adsorption capacity if a small but 

detectable decrease in the process performance appears. 

    The set of technical solutions reviewed or analyzed hereafter exploits the described MSB and CT 

properties. 

Under the perspective of selecting the best available technology for TES and CPS this review 

the targets following processing options for TES (aplicable to both purge gas in HCPB and TRS 

systems in HCLL): 

 

v Hybrid Adsorption Process (HAP) plus Vacuum Pressure Swing Adsorption, 

v Cold Traps (CT) plus Temperature Swing Adsorption (TSA), 

v Oxidiser plus TSA,  

v TSA plus Permeator batches, 

v Alternative “HTO-free” processes. 
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  For CPS, unusual characteristics of the feed stream from HCS (aplicable to both HCS in HCPB 

and in HCLL):  

a) high pressure (8 MPa) and temperatures;  

b) very low Q2O and Q2 molar fraction, although the partial pressure are of the same order 

of magnitude as in TES;  

c) presence of impurities, mainly N2, O2, CQ4, probably less than 1 vppm. 

   

 The reference CPS solution was proposed by FZK in the past years for HCPB-DEMO 95. It is 

based on three main subsystems: 

 

1) a catalytic Q2 oxidiser plus   

2) a cold trap to remove Q2O plus  

3) a final step for the removal of the remaining impurities, mainly O2, N2, hydrocarbons and not  

oxidized Q2.  

 

This last system is based on microporous adsorbent beds operating at 77 K.  

 

Other possible solutions will be briefly presented and comparatively discussed. 

 

4.2.2. Hybrid Adsorption Process (HAP)  
 
 
4.2.2.A.  Fundaments and processing parameters 
 
 

Basics on the MSB capabilities have been outlined in the previous section.  
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                                     Figure 4.2.3.  Scheme for PSA proces lay-out. 
 

   PSA and TSA processes are cyclic. VPSA process operates through the following steps:  

 

a) bed space pressurisation by the feed stream at 1÷2 MPa and at 77 K (V1 open rest closed );   

b) adsorption phase, always at 77 K and 1÷2 MPa during which He, which is much less 

adsorbed than HT, exits the column, having been purified from HT (V1 and V3 open, r.c.);   

c) co-streaming gas removal from the bed by a fast depressurisation (some seconds) (V2 and 

V4 open, r.c.), stream to impurity management system;  

d) co-streaming HT swamping by H2 addition at 0.11 MPa into the column to promote the  

displacement of HT from the adsorbed phase into the gas one (V6 open, r.c.);  

e) co-current HT pump-out, operating the vacuum pump VP in order to withdraw the product 

(Q2) and to prepare the column for the next cycle (all valves closed, except V2 and V5); 

 

   Purified He from the step b) is sent back to the blanket as purge stream after being heated     

through recuperative heat exchangers.  

      In TSA case, while adsoption takes place at 77 K, the bed regeneration takes operates by 

countercurrent  He streams at higher temperatures (in one of the associated options, Q2 is then 

processed by batches of permeators).  

   Clever coupling of VPSA and TSA (called Hybride Pressure Swing Adsorption, HPSA ) was 

mainly developed by Canadians in early ’90 offers an interesting global process to treat purge gas 

for TES. The required regeneration He flow-rate is about 1000 Nm3/h (DEMO HCPB ranges).  

   This HPSA process was proposed for a He feed flow-rate of the same order of magnitude HCPB 

DEMO 2003 .  
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  The flow-sheet process is shown in Figure 4.2.4.    

 

4.2.2.B.  Processing performances: flux ranges and kinetic constants 
 
    

  The TSA coupled to the PSA (or Vacuum PSA, VPSA ) operates thorugh 2 sections: a dryer 

section and VPSA columns.    

  Drying section of the TES system consists basically of two MSB, operating in parallel, at room 

temperature and 1 MPa and working in a HPSA mode (high pressure in the adsorption phase and 

by counter-current He purge at 300 °C (TSA) and at atmospheric pressure). Q2O removal is 

accomplished with enough efficiency. 

  To not deteriorate the performance of the downstream cryogenic molecular sieve beds, the Q2O 

molar fraction at the VPSA inlet must be not higher than 1 vppm. It imposes efficiency in Q2O 

removal from purge gas of dryers ~ 93% . Desorbed Q2O is sent to the WPS. 

     An important feature pointed out by [Ref 4.4.] is that the Q2 adsorption isotherm on zeolite 5A at 

77 K doesn’t obey to the Langmuir adsorption isotherm form in the low pressure range. Adsoption 

is seen to be is constant below 1 KPa.  Then, we should keep over 1 kPa in Q2 partial pressures 

for adsorption in order to desorb and regeneration is made under vacuum.  

  Considering that the Q2 partial pressure in the He purge gas at the blanket outlet is around 110 

Pa, a further compression to 1 or, better, 2 MPa is required. Moreover, since a vacuum lower than 

0.5 KPa is impractical in the beds bearing media HT desorption into the gas phase should be 

improved by the addition of pure H2 (step d) before evacuation, displacing a part of the previously 

adsorbed HT.  

  Further,  the removal of all possible isotopic combinations Q2, of the molecular hydrogen is 

accomplished to dried He-Q2 stream by two bed VPSA system operated at 77 K and at the 

pressure of 1-2 Mpa as described in the previous section. 

  PSA is intrinsically a discontinuous process, two lines are operated in parallel to provide 

continuous processing of the feed: while one of the lines is in adsorption phase (steps a and b) 

under pressurisation, a second one is being evacuated through the steps c), d), e).  

  Depending on its purity during desorption from the adsorbent beds in case e), HT is sent directly 

to ISS. 
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4.2.2.C.  System lay-out configurations for HAP+VPSA 
 
In the Figure 4.2.3. 
 
 
4.2.2.D.  System inventories and characteristic times 
 
    As far as the operating conditions of VPSA process are concerned, they are imposed by the 

characteristics of the hydrogen adsorption isotherm of zeolite.  

  To be mentioned, at the end of the regeneration step in HAP a certain amount of Q2O still 

remains at the adsorbent bed, mainly close to its inlet side (the regeneration is carried out counter-

Figure 4.2.4. Flow diagram for HVPS for TES in DEMO-HCPB [ref.4.5]. 
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currently to the adsorption phase). Such amount is a function of the operative conditions used in 

the regeneration step (temperature, He flow-rate, He pressure). It has been estiamated that in 

optimised conditions the fraction of Q2O remained in the adsorbent beds at the end of the 

regeneration phase is of the order of magnitude of 1% of the adsorbed amount which has to be 

considered as a permanent tritiated water inventory in the system.   

   No other static inventories can be foreseen for the system. 

    Characteristic times are related with “loading-times” and “regeneration times” both depends on 

the size of the adsorbent beds.   

  Reference characeristic times for feeding in the design presented in reference [ITALO], the feed 

time is 300 s and reversibly 300 s for regeneration (total 600).  

  A direct bed sizing (length  L and cross section area (A), macroscopic volume  V bed = L x A )  can 

be approximative done by assuming homogeneous adsorption capacity per unit mass of adsorbent 

material q and steady-state conditions ( no kinetic considerations, the correct value of q requires 

the determination of the multicomponent adsorption equilibrium at 77 K for the mixture He-Q2. ) 

between flowing and Q2 adsorbing amounts:   

q
tyf

V
BED

F
BED ⋅

⋅⋅
=

ρ
 

 

BEDρ  is the density of the adsorbent material in the packed bed,  yF is the reference Q2 molar 

fraction of the feed stream (yF=10-3) and t (300) the loading time and f the molar flow rates: 
3  mVBED 075.0≈ . More precise kinetic assessment on this point is needed to precise 

characteristics times at cryogenic conditions for bed sizing and can be done.    

   Rough estimation should that system is very compact as evidenced intrinsic characteristic of a 

(V)PSA system.  

  A deep description of physical characteristics of CMSB as: (1) equilibrium isotherms, (2) kinetics 

of adsorption/desorption, (3) determination of reversible/permanent tritium inventories, (4) analysis 

of gas carrier on adsroption/desorption kinetics, (5) influence of adsorber physical structure has 

been done in [ref. 4.6].  

  This information is considered key for the development of advanced simulation modules for TES 

(and CPS) as proposed at the end of this report.    
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4.2.2.E.  Review of documentation on existing block diagram models for HAP+VPSA 
 
   Diagrams as in Figure 4.2.3. is the result of conceptual evolutions since early 90`s of process flow 

of adaptations of HPSA  flow process diagrams for DEMO HCPB.  

   It should be noticed from the review of open documentation, the lack on block diagram models for 

dynamic simultation of systems corresponding to flow sheets like in Figure 4.2.3. 

 
4.2.2. F. Main parameters and routine variables 
 
  
   Listed in Table 4.2.I and discussed in section 4.2.2.B and 4.2.2.C. 

 
 

         Figure 4.2.5.  Scheme for a cold trap –100 ºC (CT) as it was used at FzK/TLK.  
     The cryo-trap tested at TLK/FZK has approximately 1/6th of the ITER required size and operated at 

temperatures below 173 K.  
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  Components (CT, CMSB, permeator membranes, catalysts,..) have  been qualified for design  

 

   For the water retention the use of a cold trap operating at 173 K was also proposed. Such a cold 

trap was successfully tested with hydrogen at the TLK.  

   The cryo-trap tested at TLK at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK) has approximately 1/6th of 

the ITER required size and operated at temperatures below 173 K (Figure 4.2.2). Important 

features of this particular trap are the two separate pre-coolers and the option of variable gas 

throughput at comparatively small gas velocities (approx. 19 cm/sec) in the freezing zone. 

   The presence of such pre-coolers is very important as it avoids fast cooling of the purging gas 

and therefore, its critical super-saturation responsible for the formation of aerosols. The cryo-trap is 

also equipped with electric heating coils in five separate sections of the freezing zone allowing a 

segmental adjustment of the temperature. A total of 22 copper cooling plates, chilled with liquid 

nitrogen flowing through a central coil in counter current to the gas flow direction, serve to 

condense the water present in the process gas as ice. The trap is also featured with 13 Pt-100 

resistance thermometers which allow a determination of the temperature profile across the cryo-

trap (see also Fig. 4.2.2).  Technical experience on CT, its main design aspects, including 

scalability, and detailed description of CT operational modes are given in [Ref. 4.6] 

 
4.2.3. Cold Traps (CT) plus (TSA) 

 
  Alternatively to MSB are cold traps (CT) that can be associated with TSA process or oxidisers. 

Process coupling CT and TSA was developed at laboratory scale at the Tritium Laboratory 

Karlsruhe (TLK) for TES.  

   A TES lay-out process based on CT+ TSA was proposed some years ago by FZK in collaboration 

with LINDE AG [Ref. 4.2] or HCPB-DEMO 95 is the actual base reference for TES. 

     As for HPSA the presence of impurity at the concentration level of 1 vppm (or even less) 

doesn’t have any significant effect on the process performance. 

 
4.2.3.A.  Fundaments and processing parameters 

 
    Most important advantage of this concept is that for the regeneration process the water recovery 

is 100% efficient (if cold trap is designed to achieve the maximum efficiency) compared to the 93% 

provided by TSA.   

     CT avoids in a very large extend the oxidation of tritiated hydrogen to tritiated water.  

    As a global  system description the helium purge gas effluent from the blanket (specifications in 

Table 4.2.I)  is first pre-cooled and then passed through filters for the removal of particulate matter 

prior to flowing through a cryotrap maintained at 173 K (-100 °C). In this trap water, i.e. H2O and 
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HTO, as well as impurities such as carbon dioxide are condensed and frozen out down to 

concentrations in the effluent stream of less than 1 ppm(v).  

   As mentioned for HPSA a low concentration of Q2O at the outlet of the cold trap is important 

from the point of view of the overall efficiency of the TES, i.e. protection of the cryo-adsorber bed 

from a loss of adsorption capacity.  

  Downstream to the CT, Hydrogen isotopes, and other impurities, in the purge gas  (at low water 

contents) is passed through CMSB (77K). Hydrogen isotopes being adsorbed on a liquid nitrogen 

cooled CMSB.   

   The regeneration process of the CMSB is accomplished by TSA.  

   During of the cold trap reconditioning (de-icing), the blanket effluent gas is sent through another 

identical and previously de-iced cold trap in standby position. It is expected that such a change will 

be necessary only after several days of continuous operation of the TES.  

    During an ultimate process the tritiated gases (Q2) are transferred to ISS or waste gas 

management system. 

 
4.2.3.B.  Processing performances: flux ranges and characteristics kinetic constants 
 
 
  The global process delinks in three loops, each of them with a dedicated loop, at the primary 

loop, where Q2O and Q2 are removed in sequence from He in series with two parallel loops: a Q2O 

loop and a Q2 loop. 

  After a first a filter to remove particulate material swept out from the blanket zone and a water 

cooler to reduce the purge gas temperature to 35°C, the feed steam is routed to the CT E100A 

which is designed like a coiled heat exchanger.  At a temperature of 173K, the Q2O content of the 

gas is almost completely condensed and frozen out at the surface of the cooling tubes so that a 

residual concentration in the gas stream lower than 1 vppm can be achieved if the CT is designed 

to achieve the maximum efficiency.  

   The trap cooling is carried out by counter-current flow of purified purge gas and the gaseous 

nitrogen coming from the heat exchangers D100 and E200. When this CT is warmed-up for de-

icing, the feed stream is then directed to the second identical cold trap E100B.  

 CTs are designed to operate continuously for some days. Tritiated water is drained into a water 

collector which is connected to a secondary loop (Q2O Loop) for Q2O processing (WMS).  

   The purge gas is then cooled down to 80 K, first by the heat exchanger E200 (with the purified 

purge gas and the gaseous nitrogen from unit D100) and then by the nitrogen vaporizer D100. The 

cold gas is passed through the adsorber A100A, operated in a TSA configuration, where Q2 is 

adsorbed on a 5A MS.  
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  The regeneration phase of the cryogenic adsorbers A100A, A100B, A100C is carried out by the 

connection with the Q2 loop. Q2 is desorbed from the adsorbers by a He stream at 160 K.  

  Just to provide a reference number, the ratio between the bed volume in TSA and VPSA systems 

is close to the ratio between the duration of the adsorption phases.  

 

 
4.2.3.C.  System lay-out configurations for CT+TSA 
 

 
    A possible TES process was proposed some years ago by FZK in collaboration with LINDE AG 

[ref. 4.7. , H. Albrecht, E. Hutter, TES and CPS for DEMO 95, Annex 1 to HCPB DEMO-95 DDD, 

1996]  for HCPB-DEMO 95. At least in principle, no significant modifications have to be applied for 

tritium removal from He purge stream in HCPB-DEMO 2003. Its flow-diagram is shown in Figure 

4.2.6. 
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         Figure 4.2.6.  Proposed CT+TSA layout for TES [ref. 4.7.] 



 
4.2.3.D.  System inventories and characteristic times 

 
  CTs are designed to operate continuously for some days in parallel  sequential operation mode. 

   The regeneration phase of the cryogenic adsorbers A100A, A100B, A100C is carried out by the 

connection with the Q2 loop. Q2 is desorbed from the adsorbers by a He stream at 160 K.  

  As a consequence of the long time necessary to heat-up the adsorbent beds, the whole regeneration 

phase requires much time and this affects the duration of the adsorption step (nearly the same as the 

regeneration).  

  The long duration of the adsorption phase, when compared to the adsorption step in PSA or VPSA, is 

therefore an intrinsic characteristics of TSA systems, due to the high thermal mass of the adsorbent 

beds.  Then, TSA systems are notably less compact than PSA. 

    For HCPB-DEMO 95, the adsorption phase of the adsorbers A100A, B, C the regeneration times for 

He flow-rate is 1600 Nm3/h, counter-current with respect to the direction of the  adsorption step were 

assessed to be ~ 6 hours (2 complete cycles per day).   

     

4.2.3.E.  Review of documentation on existing block diagram models for CT+ TSA 
 
   Diagrams as in Figure 4.2.6. is the result of conceptual evolutions since early 90`s of process flow of 

adaptations of CT+TSA  flow process diagrams for DEMO HCPB.  

  It should be noticed from the review of open documentation, the lack on block diagram models for 

dynamic simultation of systems corresponding to flow sheets like in Figure 4.2.5. 

 
 
4.2.3. F. Main parameters and routine variables 
 
   As listed in Table 4.2.I and discussed in sections 4.2.2.B and 4.2.2.C. 
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4.2.4. Q2 oxidiser plus CTs (or TSA)  
 
 
4.2.4.A.  Fundaments and processing parameters 
 

  The base option was proposed in the past by ENEA. All tritium is removed from He purge stream in 

form of Q2O. In principle the  tritium removal from the purge gas can be realized in series process by 

oxidation of all molecular hydrogen (HT, H2 or T2) into HTO followed by its removal from the purge gas 

using a CT or using MSB.   

    

4.2.4.B.  Processing performances and flux ranges  
 
   The conceptual advantage of this (Q2 oxidation + CT, or TSA) process is that it removes all tritiated 

species in one single step and handling one single tritiated compound i.e. tritiated water (HTO).   The 

removed HTO  is transferred to WDS, so processing demands transfers out of the IB-TC to WDS  .    

      The gas stream is routed to a CT at –100 °C. If designed to work at its maximum efficiency, the 

residual Q2O molar fraction at the cold trap outlet is around 0.1 vppm, also if this very low outlet moisture 

concentration is not required. When a cold trap is regenerated, another one working in parallel is set 

under operation.  

   Instead to use the cold trap process, an alternative is to use two adsorbent beds in the configuration of 

a TSA system. In this case the MSB  are operating at RT during the adsorption phase, while they are 

regenerated at 300 C when pure helium stream is flowing in counter-current (as in 4.2.2).   

   It has been estimated the amount of tritiated water which must be treated by WPS (Water 

Management  System) is 140.9 Kg/d (40 % of all the tritium managed in the form of HTO) with a tritium 

specific activity of 25000 Ci/kg. No processes have been developed to treat such a big amount of 

tritiated water with a so high tritium activity. This is a very important drawback for the adoption of such a 

process. 

  Oxidation has the major drawback as it increases dramatically the amount of tritiated water produced 

(at least by factor 100 if compared to the two above mentioned processes) which is by far more difficult 

to handle than the molecular tritiated hydrogen.   

   It translates with very large requirements to WPS. Being the purge gas at the blanket outlet at high 

temperature, in the range of 400÷500 °C, without any further thermal supply the oxidation of Q2 to Q2O by 

O2 addition takes place efficiently in a suitable catalytic reactor.  
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4.2.4.C.  System lay-out configurations for oxidiser + CTs  
 
A flow-diagram for oxidizer plus clod traps system to treat purge gas is shown in Figure 4.2.7. 

 
4.2.4.D.  System inventories and characteristic times 
 
  Oxidisers are designed to operate continuously and CTs are designed to operate continuously for 

some days in parallel sequential operation mode. Thus the process could be assumed as a quasi-

continuous process determined by short charactristic times determined by the kinetic processes in 

oxidiser. 

 
4.2.4.E.  Review of documentation on existing block diagram models for oxidiser + TSA 
 
    From the review of open documentation it is noticed, the lack on block diagram models for dynamic 

simultation of systems corresponding to flow sheets like in Figure 4.2.7. 

 
 
4.2.4.F. Main parameters and routine variables 
 
As listed in Table 4.2.I.    

 

   

 

 
 
 
 
 

            Figure 4.2.7.  System lay-out configurations for oxidiser + CTs.  Additional  options  
                                   for CTs would be use MS at RT. 
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4.2.5. TSA + Permeator batch + CTs  
 
 

Devoted permeation batches can be used as alternative option to MSB for Q2 removal as recently 

proposed by ENEA [Ref. 4.8.] .  

The first stage of Q2O removal is carried out by a TSA system (as described in Section 4.2.2.) The 

subsequent step of Q2 removal from He purge gas is accomplished by rolled Pd-Ag membranes of 50 

µm of thickness.  

The system has been sized for DEMO and for ITER [ref. 4.8.]. Base information about and analyses 

are reviewed hereafter. Related to this processing option the results reported concerning PERMCAT  

from  Task TW4-TTFD-TR31 has been considered as specific information input.  

Therir conclusions are assumed as reference here without criticism. 

 

4.2.5.A.  Fundaments and processing parameters 
 
  

   For DEMO, the system consists of a batch of 5 in series Pd-Ag permeators.  

   In the first four ones the driving force for HT permeation is provided by vacuum pumping, while in the 

fifth permeator oxygen reacts with the permeated Q2 forming water, keeping the Q2 partial pressure in 

the low pressure side as low as possible.   Permeators, are made by rolled Pd-Ag membrane, operate at 

350°C.  

  In the last permeator, the reaction between hydrogen and oxygen to produce water is catalysed at high 

temperature at the external surface of the membrane. A purge gas stream is circulated in closed loop at 

the permeated side and O2 is continuously added. Q2O is then separated by condensation in CTs. That 

is the proceduce involves TS A plus permeators plus CTs. 

    Thus, at the exit of the last permeator, Q2 is therefore transformed to Q2O and must be again reduced 

to Q2 by for intermediate storage and ISS processing.  

  The behaviour of the last permeator can be roughly evaluated assuming the pressure of hydrogen 

equal to zero at the permeated side.  
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4.2.5.B.  Processing system characteristics and flux ranges  
 
 
  In the design made by ENEA, which refers to the conditions of the purge flow in the past HCPBDEMO 

95, the foreseen vacuum pumping capacity is 2500 m3h-1 for each pump, while a surface permeation 

area of 70 m2
 for each of the first four permeators is required. The last permeator, because of the 

increased driving force due to the Q2 oxidation a lower permeating area is required although just in this 

last permeator the biggest decrease in Q2 partial pressure takes place.  

 In this process a Q2 recovery efficiency of around 90 % is claimed to be achievable. For HCPBDEMO 

95 the required total surface area is around 310 m2. Considering the required high permeating area, in 

order to reduce the whole size of the system, a plate and frame configuration has been proposed. 

Although the comparison among different TES concepts is the object of the next paragraph, it is worth 

to be pointed out here that: 

- a significant vacuum pumping capacity is required; 

- the whole size of the system is big; 

- the system operates continuously, not batch-wise like in adsorption technology 

 

  An interesting characteristic of use of permeation is operational flexibility to accommodate variations of 

partial pressure in the TES streams.  

 
 

            Figure 4.2.8.  System lay-out configurations permator batches (TSA + PB + CTs).   
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4.2.5.C.  System lay-out configurations for Permeator batches 
 
  
  The conceptual flow-sheet of the process is shown in Figure 4.2.8. 

 
4.2.5.D.  System inventories and process kinetic constants 
 
   As mentioned the complete process consists really in three main in-series subprocess TSA + 

permeation batches + CTs. Kinetic considerations for each subsystem are similar than in the previous 

cases. 

 
 
4.2.5.E.  Review of documentation on existing block diagram models for Perm. batches 
 
     From the review of open documentation it is noticed, the lack on block diagram models for dynamic 

simultation of systems corresponding to flow sheets like in Figure 4.2.8. 

 
4.2.5.F. Main parameters and variables for routines 
 

As listed in Table 4.2.I.    
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4.2.6. Alternative “HTO-free” processes 
 
 

4.2.6.1. Catalyst Q2O shift reactors + permeator batches 
 
Similar to the base case reference of fission HTR outlined in the section 4.1, the inert gas is transferred to 

a  catalyst bed where the tritium is oxidized. This tritiated water is processed in a catalitic reactor (Q2O + 

CO ßà Q2 + CO2) connected to Pd/Ag permeator membrane batch to recover hydrogen isotopes in 

elementary forms transferring a  HTO-free stream out of IB-TC.  

     

 

 
 

 

   Flow-sheet diagram for catalytic shift reactors and pemeator batches is shown in Figure 4.2.9. Note 

that HTO is a reactant favoring which amount favours the shift reaction. A close loop for a HTO slip 

stream is possible. The process provide at least conceptually HTO-free streams. A large advantages of 

the method is the not need of MS, CTs  nor cryogenics.  

  Defficiencies is based on the required performances and scale of the catalytic reactors to oxidise HT to 

HTO to water and compactness drawbacks of multi-stage process involving permeators.  

   The process has been demonstrated at LANL at nearly ITER scale demands. Scalings based on this 

procedure to DEMO have not been found in the open documentation.  

   This method has not been considered in the previous review of available methods for TES [ref. 4.9] 

and is conceptually exploited with optimized lay-out in the processing of plasma exhaust processing in 

TEP (PERMCAT).  

  In order to avoid water production, a valuable alternative to the hydrogen oxidation also exist but not 

yet tested in technical scale. The process consists in a reduction of the tritiated water which inevitably 

            Figure 4.2.9.  Flow-sheet diagram for catalytic shift reactors and pemeator batches.   
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will be produced in the blanket to molecular tritiated hydrogen using a reduction bed and then connect it 

with the  HT/T2 recovery process described above. 

 
 

4.2.6.2. Tritium getters in He 
 

 
     Hydride forming getters (U, Pd, Ti, ZrCo alloys, zeolites,.. ) can be used to remove Q2 from He coolant.  

Getter processes using U or Pd can be very efficient in the range of 10-4-10-2 Pa. Tritium can be recovered 

to cycle by simple heating.  

   Advantages for the use of getters in He is based in its simplicity as a one-step separation methods, so no 

further processing requirements are needed and potentially generates minimal amounts of process waste.  

   Drawbacks for the use of getters to recover He in IB-TC systems are limited by: (1) a limited long-term 

experience, (2) a limited availability of breakthrough data at purge TES ranges (3) the rapid consumption of 

the metal by air, oxide and H2O impurities. Previous to the potential advanced exploitation of getter 

capabilities coolant purification processes are required, i.e.: it is not really an one-step process.  

  At processing requirements of HCS and TES systems for HCLL/HCPB DEMO, getters can be discarded 

in terms of technology maturity and due to the availability of other qualified methods.  

 
 
4.2.7. A futher comparison exercise among candidate processes for TES (DEMO) 

 
 
Diverse options have been analyzed as candidate tritium removal from He purge stream in HCPB-

DEMO 2003 blanket.  

The conclusion that CT shows higher potential performance than TSA seems reasonable and the extra 

complexity penalty for CT could be assumed, considering the present merits achieved by CT design. From 

a strict TC operational point of view and within the framework of the selection a best available technique to 

be included in the IB-TC, even if VPSA can require multi-step regeneration procedure it (VPSA) shows 

incomparable better characteristics than TSA in many aspects:  

- adsorption times of minutes in front of hours,  

- lower permanent inventories,  

- no Q2  from He regeneration processing stream.  

 
In an opposite sense lifting,  cost aspects and technology maturity aspects makes TSA  more suitable 

than VPSA.   

An important point for permeators (from TC operational viewpoint) is its one-through operation without 

regeneration nature that means operational flexibility to accomodate variation of stream conditions.  
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Concerning permeator systems, use of Pd/Ag permeators at high partial pressures as process to 

remove H2 hydrogen and isotopes from inert gases are widely validated through more than 4 decades but 

limited experience in the low partial pressures domain of interest. Multi-stage (two-stage at least) 

processes and large membrane surface would be a common need for such systems.  

The high tritium recovering demands at TES flow conditions means very stringent designs demands for 

the pemeator used in IB-TC.   

 

 

 
 

 

   

    Recent results from experiements on permeators can be used to range its final capabilities and to finally 

qualify Pd/Ag membranes used in permeator batches.    Experiments have been performed at 400°C and 

450°C and H2 flow rate from 1 to 75 sccm. It was found that a small, single-tube permeator achieved 

partial pressure equilibrium at flowrates at up to 500 sccm total feed flowrate at 350, 400 and 450°C and in 

the permeate pressure range 0.01-1 Pa. However, these potential advantages do not balance at all the 

intrinsic difficulties in adopting such technology for TES application.  

  To conclude the rational base for the selection of CT+TSA (proposed by FZK in the frame of HCPB-

DEMO 95 studies) as reference process, i.e. best available method to integrate TES,  seems well 

established.  

  However, as a back up solution it could seem of strategical interest  to qualify in-depth and to develop 

the flow-sheet design of a HTO-free alternative process as that proposed in Figure 4.2.9. This solution is 

not conceptually far from that proposed for TEP in ITER. Part of the TW2-TTBC-004 activities was 

devoted to investigate the potentialities of PERMCAT as TES method in order to support the TES 

definition for ITER TBM.  

 

            Figure 4.2.10.  Experimental qualification of Pd/Ag permeation membranes [ Ref. 4.10].   
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4.2.8. Potential candidate processing technologies for CPS and  lay-outs  

 
4.2.8. A.  Reference case (CPS for HCPB/DEMO 95 and DEMO2003 [ref. 4.3.])   

 
Unusual HCS feed stream characteristics (both HCS in HCPB and in HCLL) of the for CPS :  

a) high pressure (8 MPa); 

b) very low Q2O and Q2 molar fraction, although the partial pressure are of the same order of magnitude 

as in TES;  

c) presence of impurities, mainly N2, O2, CQ4, probably less than 1 vppm.  

The reference lay-outs solution for CPS were born in the context of HCPB-DEMO 95 studies and 

proposed in the past by FZK year. It is based on three main subsystems: 1) a catalytic Q2 oxidiser plus , 2) 

a cold trap to remove Q2O plus 3) a final step for the removal of the remaining impurities, mainly O2, N2, 

hydrocarbons and not oxidized Q2. This last system is also based on MSB at 77 K.  
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                Figure 4.2.11 CPS flow diagram for DEMO (HCPB-2003 specifications) [ Ref. 4.3] 
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 Processing performances and flux ranges  

 

  Reference flow-sheet process for CPS proposed by FZK for HCPB DEMO 2003 [ref. 4.3.] is shown in 

Fig. 4.2.1.  The stream entering the CPS passes initially through a (Pt) catalyst bed containing on which 

Q2 forms are oxidised to Q2O by  over-stoichiometric added amounts of O2 to assure a quantitative 

oxidation of all molecular hydrogen isotope species. The gas stream is cooled to 423 K a first heat 

exchanger, then filtered (some solid impurities out) and cooled again to 250 K by passing through a 

further heat exchanger.   

  The gas is then circulated through a cold trap held at 200 K, where water freezes out. The inlet 

concentration of Q2O forms is established at 131 vppm and the concentration at the outlet is 13 vppm 

(i.e.: 90 % efficiency have been experimentally demonstrated).  

   In a final step the gas exiting the cold trap is passed through a cryomolecular sieve adsorbing bed 

cooled to 77 K, where the impurities (O2, N2, carbon oxides) and all remaining non-oxidised molecular 

hydrogen isotopes are retained.  

  The purified helium exiting this section is recirculated  back to the main CPS gas coolant stream 

through the CT and the two HEx working with heat-recuperative manner.  

   CT regeneration requires depressurised in a first stage and warming up to ambient temperature in a 

second one. Alternatives are proposed for the use of beds at RT.  Once the water has liquefied, it is 

drained and sent either to the Water Detritiation System.  

   Cryoadsorber MS beds regeneration requires depressurisation in a first step, warming up to ambient 

temperature and the released impurities sent to the Waste Gas System (hybride process).  

  Total regeneration of the beds (release of adsorbed impurities) demands heating up to 573 K.   

  The fraction of the total CPS flow-rate which has to be processed by the adsorbers depends on the 

impurity generation rate in HCS, on their allowed steady molar fraction in HCS and on the Q2  oxidation 

efficiency. Just to give an order of magnitude, if the total impurity generation rate is 10 mol/d and the 

maximum allowed impurity molar fraction in HCS at the steady state is 1 vppm, the feed flow-rate to the 

CPS adsorption section is 9400 Nm3/h, less than one third of the maximum total flow-rate to be 

processed by CPS. Of course, input data are necessary about the expected impurities in HCS and 

acceptable limits for each of them. As far as the regeneration procedure is concerned, the cooler, loaded 

with frozen Q2O, goes offline while the gas stream is directed to the second cooler. The first cooler is 

then depressurized and warmed-up to room temperature to liquefy the water which is then drained into a 

water container and sent to the water processing system (WPS). The maximum (calculated for the 

maximum CPS feed flow-rate: 34300 Nm3/h) daily amount of Q2O drained from the cold traps is 3.25 

kg/h, with a tritium specific activity of 1260 Ci/kg. In the regeneration of the adsorbent beds, while the 

second unit goes into operation, the first adsorber is warmed up at room temperature and purged by a 
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suitable pure helium stream. The need to carry out the regeneration at room temperature and not at 

lower temperatures comes from the expected gaseous impurities, like N2 and O2 and CQ4, which are 

more strictly bonded than Q2 in the micropores of the adsorbent materials and need a well higher 

regeneration temperature. 

 

4.2.8. B. Alternative (back-up) options   

 
  Similary to classical procedures to detritiate gas in HTR (Figure 4.1.), the CPS feed stream is sent to an 

oxidizing unit which in this case consists of an oxydation bed CuO/Cu2O on an Al2O3 holder. High 

temperature of the gas stream is favourable to obtain a quantitative conversion of Q2 to Q2O. This process 

is very similar to that one proposed by FZK. The only two differences are: 

- use of an oxidising reagent instead of a pure catalyser with the external oxygen addition; 

- use of MSB operated at room temperature instead of cold traps for Q2O removal. 

   After having cooled down the gas stream to RT, Q2O removal is accomplished by two MSB operating as 

in HPSA. Because of the batch-wise regime, also this last adsorption system consists of two parallel 

adsorbent beds.  

  They are operated at room temperature and high pressure (in the range of 2÷5 MPa) during the 

adsorption phase (lasting several hours) and at around 300 °C under a nearly atmospheric pure He 

stream during the regeneration phase (VPSA).  

   Under the same CPS operative conditions proposed in the previous paragraph the Q2O molar fraction 

feeding stream is 131 vppm and desorbed after regeneration step, in the same amount and tritium 

specific activity.  

  Because of the high pressure in the adsorption phase, the adsorbent material, in form of pellets or beads, 

has to be carefully optimised and a suitable choice of the binder material is required. In the third step, 

possible not oxidised Q2, together with gaseous impurities which break through during Q2O removal 

process, are sent to a further adsorption system, operated at liquid nitrogen temperature and regenerated 

at room temperature. Also in this case, depending on the impurity concentration and allowed limit in the 

main coolant, only a part of the total feed stream is processed in this section. The regeneration gas stream 

is a fraction (about 15 % in flow-rate) of the purified He stream. The size of these CMSBs (Cryogenic 

Molecular Sieve Beds) depends, of course, on the estimated molar fraction of impurities in the feed stream 

as well as on the allowed impurity partial pressure in HCS loop at the steady state.  

  The two systems described above as possible solutions for CPS are similar.  From the point of view of 

the process feasibility and operational characteristics, both processes and its alternative, appear equally 

advantageous.     

  The O2 addition must always follow the actual Q2 concentration in HCS.  As it weel established from HTR 

experience [ref. 4.2] a major concern of base process is related with the precise control of O2 addition to 
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the catalytic reactor for Q2 oxidation with variable HT conditions and subsequent operational optimization. 

Moreover, the presence of an excess of oxygen is detrimental for the downstream molecular sieve beds 

operated at 77 K, because it leads to a sudden decrease of its Q2 removal efficiency. In fact these are 

main reasons in HTR cycles to use oxidizing beds. 

   At this point conclussions from [ref. 4.3.] in the sense that base CPS option proposed HCPB-DEMO 

2003 should be assumed for CPS application with the possibility to avoid the external oxygen supply for 

the step of catalytic oxidation, should be seriously considered. 

 
4.2.9.  Review of existing documentation on block  diagram models for dynamic tracking of tritium in 
           He-coolant systems from He  

 
    Conclussions from [ref. 4.3.]  in the sense of the basic CPS option proposed for HCPB-DEMO 2003 
should be assumed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.2.9.A.  Tritium Extraction Systems from purge He (HCPB) or He recovering gas (stipping, sweeping 
permeated,..) (for HCLL):parameters and variables for routines 

 
 4.2.9.B.   CPS for HCS : parameters and variables for routines 
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Figure 4.3   Focused parts and variables of HCLL for DEMO IB-TC to develop TES from  
                     Pb-15.7Li block diagrams. 
 
 

4.3. Best available technologies for TES from Pb-15.7Li  
 
 

In HCLL concepts a part of the tritium bred is extracted out of the blanket in solution by the Pb-15.7Li 

flowing  alloy and should be recovered in a specifically devoted unit (TES in Figure 4.3). The most 

genuine characteristic of tritium interaction with Pb-15.7Li is its low solubility.  

Low tritium solubility in Pb-15.7Li has benefits in terms efficient extractions. It is exploited, together 

with large tritium residence time in systems and high specific transference surface, by diverse tritium 

extraction technical options for tritium recovery from Pb-15.7Li. 

Thus, the following Tritium recovery techniques are commonly considered in the field’s literature: 

v diverse types of gas-liquid contactors columns: spray, plate, bubbled or packed-bed columns, 

v immersing hot metal getters as V, Y, or other inter-metallics, 

v permeating systems: Nb, Fe, Pd-alloys, 

v combined extraction/permeation systems. 

 
  The obvious ideal performance required to integrate the IB-TC for DEMO are: (1) high recovering 

efficiency, (2) maximum τ2 i.e.: minimum dynamic inventories, (3) process simplicity (robustness) and (4) 

minimum He, H2 consumptions.  
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   As a general case such diverse options means conceptual solutions for tritium recovery from Pb-15Li 

having different extends of experimental validation.  

   Experimental demonstrated efficiencies are, for the most part of the techniques, well below the 

theoretical ones predicted by simple physical models evaluating tritium transfers involved in the 

extraction process.  

   The following section review available documentation on fundaments of each recovering options, main 

input/throughput describing parameters (ranges and time constants) and system lay-out configurations 

to potentially integrate IB-TC. 

 
 
 

4.3.1. Stripping-gas contactors and packed-bed columns  
 
4.3.1.A.  Fundaments and processing parameters 
    
   Gas-liquid contactors exploit difference in the thermodynamic state of tritium solved in the LM and and 

an extracting media (bubbles) with very high specific interfacial areas. Stripping-gas contactors are 

realized in a classical configuration through bubbled columns (basic scheme in Figure 4.3.1.1.).  

    In bubbled columns, the liquid metal coming from blanket and charged in tritum flows though a vertical 

channel and a flux of counterflow rising bubbles offering a more comfortable state of solution to tritium 

bad solubilized in Pb15.7Li.   A flux of tritium atoms from its state of solution in Pb-15.7Li to the bubbles  

is accomplished through large interfacial areas offered by small bubbles. The effectiveness of this tritium 

transfer flux from solution to the rising bubble detemines the final extraction efficiency of the column. 
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y =  H 

y =  0 

 
                              Figure 4.3.1.1  Basic scheme of an extractor column.   
 
Obvious bubble columns design parameters favoring an effective extraction are: 

 

- bubble residence time in the columns (as high as possible for maximum efficiencies), 

- bubble specific interfacial areas and total specific interfacial areas (as high as possible for 

maximum efficiencies), 

- mass transfer coefficients from soluted tritium to ascending bubbles,  

- stripping gas flow rates and pressures (to be optimized) 

- stripping gas dopping with H2 (to be optimized depending on tritium partial pressures). 

 

   A review is done here in order to dimension (height H and diameter) a bubble extractors column and to 

fix the operational rates analyse parameters determining column operational rates to be considered to 

intergrate bubble columns as TES in for IB-TC DEMO (HCLL). This review profits and summarizes a 

He  (+ H2)  

He (+ HT+ T2 )  Pb15.7Li  IN 

Pb15.7Li OUT 

y = 0  

y = H  
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previous one done in the contaxt of: [ref. 4.11].  The documentation base for this review is based mainly 

on that generated by simultaneous pioneer activities carried  out at JRC- Ispra laboratories [ref. 4.12.] 

and in the US [ref. 4.13.] during eighties and nineties, and continuation of the activities on design and 

experimental validation of bubbled columns done at CEA- FaR during last decade in the framework of  

EFDA technology tasks.  

   Its is seen that analysis and experiemental results from the input of documentation reviewed is wide 

enough for a proper design of stripping columns integrating IB-TC (DEMO-HCLL).  

 
 
4.3.1.B.  Processing efficiencies: flux ranges and characteristics time constants 
                
 
  Because of mixing and mass-transfer between phase a precise sizing and design of bubble column for  

(He, Ar) stripping gas in Pb15.7Li should be made by exploiting two-phase dispersion models  [ref. 4.14] 

coupling with column fluid-dynamics conditions.   For a column lay-out like in Figure 4.3.1.1, we can 

reasonably assume initial radial homogenous distribution in Pb15.7Li. The following coupled dispersion 

equations can be written from mass balance in liquid and in gas systems: 
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f  
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2
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⋅

+Σ− → LBBl
lgg

gg J
dy

cud

dy

cd
f    (eq. 4.2.1) 

  

where in lf , lg ff −=1  are the liquid and gas fraction of the system, gΣ  and lΣ are the dispersion 

coefficients of the gas and the liquid phase,    lu and gu are the liquid and gas phase velocities,   lc and 

gc are the tritium concentration in liquid and gas phases, BlJ →  is the tritium transfer from solution to the 

bubble and LBΑ the total bubble-liquid specific surface per liquid unit volume for tritium mass exchange. 

Previous equations express the tritium balance equation between phases at any vertical y coordinate in 

the column. Value for lu could be assumed constant through y, i.e. neglecting the pressure drop in the 

column. 

   For the column with a lay-out like in Figure 4.3.1.1. the  boundary conditions could be written in the 

following manner: 
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    For an isothermal system, assuming that not stripping gas redissolution in Pb15.7Li occurs and also 

that tritium tranfer to the bubble BlJ →  do not modify bubble inner pressure, it is possible to assume  

guyP )(  as constant (bubble isothermal rise motion). In such conditions: 

0
0

0 P
ygfP

u
u

gl

g
g ρ−

=  

under the hypothesis that total pressure at y:   ygfPyP glρ−= 0)( is at a given y mainly determined by 

the Pb-17Li column hydrostatic pressure (i.e.: no inertial or other hydrodynamic effects on liquid 

pressures). Thus, the product of the total pressure at y and gas velocity: guyP )( . i.e: the total gas rate 

transported by the gas phase could be assumed as been constant all along the bubble rising history.  

   One of the key modelling parameters in the design of bubble columns and for its performance 

assessment is the phenomenological model adopted for BlJ → . In a general situation tritium transfer from 

solution to the inner bubble space involves three step with their own (different) rates: from LM bulk 

equilibrium concentration to the bubble boundary layer (if any), diffusion through boundary layer, (if any) 

and recombination at bubble surface.  These three potential in-series mechanism are commonly 

endorsed in a global mass-exchange phenomenological coefficient DK :  

))(( 2/1 yPKcKJ TslDBl −⋅=→    (eq. 4.2.2) 

      Last expression makes an assumption with deep implications in the design of extractor column. 

Equilibrium between tritium in solution and tritium (T2) in the gas phase (equal partial pressures in solution 

and within the bubble)  along the bubble rising history. Note that final impact of H2-dopping to the 

stripping gas will depend on hypothesis made for KD. 

 

    Different theoretical foundations for KD were analysed in [ref. 4.15] and in [ref. 4.16].  
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  It is commonly accepted that, when considering potentially boundary layer phenomena the constants 

derived Higbie´s penetration model. In Higbie´s model KD depends on the contact time between bubble 

and an element of fluid and then can be related to bubble diameters db and bubble velocities ug.  

b

bT
D d

uD
K ⋅=

π
8

     (eq. 4.2.3) 

 

   Also KD values from hydrodynamic correlations have been proposed [ref. 4.17]  for gas/LM systems: 
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needing for our problem of an additional correlation for gas phase fractions: gf [ref. 4.17]  
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   (eq. 4.2.5) 

 
in where Φ is the channel hydraulic diameter,  Bn, Ga and Fr are the Bond ( 12)( −Φ⋅= llgBn σρ ), Galilei 

( 13 )( −Φ⋅= llgGa µρ  ) and Froude numbers ( 0
5.0)( gugFr −Φ⋅= ). 

   To solve dispersion model it is commonly convenient to renormalize coordinates and to express 

dispersion model equations in terms of dimensionless column characteristics and parameters by the 

following variable normalization: 
)(Hc

c
z

l

l
l = and 
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=ξ and yT2  as the molar fraction of T2 in the gas 

phase: 
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 After easy (hazardous) algebra it is possible to writte dispersion equations in manageable solving form: 
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The physical mean of each parameter is easily identified: 2
1

Tl yz
χ
ωξ

θ
−

−=  is a numerical coordinate (a 

variable not a model parameter); 
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l
l f
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=   are Bodenstein numbers weighting 

mixing effect in each phase, 
l
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=τ  and 

00
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g u

HAK
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HRTc
=τ  are phase residence time in 

the column relative to transport times,  
0P

Hgf llρ
ω = is a ratio between inlet gas at injection nozzle 

pressure and total column hydrostatic pressure anf finally:  [ ]
0

2)(
P

KHc sl=χ  is the ratio between partial 

pressure in the gas phase and maximum pressures i,e: a reference dilution factor at equilibrium in the 

gas phase. 

  Precise column sizing and design is accomplished through the numerical solution of coupled dispersion 

equations. Then, bubbled columns design optimisation requires an optimum selection of a set 6 coupled 

parameters ( lBo , gBo , lτ , gτ ,ω , χ ).  

  Diverse approximated solutions found in the fields litterature that could find in the documentation 

reviewed  [ ] for bubbled columns refer to simplificative physical assumptions meaning particular  choice 

for  ( lBo , gBo , lτ , gτ ,ω , χ ) values.  

 

The most “popular“ one are: 

 

APPROX.1:  tritium is highly diluted in the gas phase ( 02 ≈Ty ) and no mixing effect between phases  

0=Σ=Σ lg   ( ∞→lBo , ∞→gBo  ),  in this case pressure evolution in the axial coordinate would have 

not effect.  

 

 This large simplification drives to a mathematically very simple bubble residence time model in the 

column:  

0=− ll
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d
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τ
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with direct solutions: ))1(exp()( −= ξτξ llz  and ))exp()(()0()( 22 ll
l

g
TT zyy τξ

τ

τ
ξ −−+= and to extraction 

efficiencies:  

))exp(1)0(1 llz τη −−=−=     (eq. 4.2.6) 

  This approximation overstimates the total efficiency of the column in many aspects: no pressure effect 

means no isothermal bubble rising acceleration (high residence time), low dilution along the column 

means overestimate BlJ → , etc.  

    This type of approximation were largely exploited for the initial stages of bubble dimensioning for  

WCLL systems [Futterer et al]. In connection with convenient choice of KD values (for convenient small 

bubbles) could drive to optimistic (and unreallistic) overestimation of extraction efficiency from the column.  

This overestimation is higher at higher values of H. Most part of the initial expectations for the 

experimental demonstrations of bubbled columns efficiencies were based on such simple approximations. 

 

APPROX.2:  high tritium dilution in the gas phase ( 02 ≈Ty ) with mixing effect between phases   

 

    A more reliable aproximation is based on the possibility to consider mixing effects 
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with the boundary conditions: 
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   Direct solutions for the system are: )exp()exp()( 2
*
21

*
1 ξξ mCmCyzT += , 2,1m  being the real solutions 
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1 ,CC  being arbitrary constant derived from boundary conditions. 

Solutions 
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  This case drives also to an overestimation of column extraction efficiency η through dilution hypothesis 

through: J l B→ values.  This approximation assumes also a mean bubble velocity along the rising (i.e. not 

pressure dependent) meaning a more reliable estimation of column extraction efficiencies.  

    

APPROX.3:  free dilution in the gas phase and without mixing effect between phases 

 

     This approximation is the more simple one providing dependence between efficiencies and tritium 

inlet concentration in the extraction columns (i.e.: is the simple model for a reliable design of an extractor 

column envisaged to integrate the IB-TC HCLL-DEMO) 
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        Specific numerical procedures should be developed to solve system of equations and to obtain η 

values numerically. So, numerical solutions are commonly investigated for the general case. Numerical 

procedures to solve the problem are well established and no doubts or uncertainties exist on its quality 

to generate design solutions for bubbled columns [ref. 4. 18]. 
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       In the general case the design of optimum bubbled extractor column impose the selection of a set 6 

coupling dimensionless parameters ( lBo , gBo , lτ , gτ , ω , χ ) or the originally one 

( gΣ , lΣ , 0gu , gf , DLB KΑ , lu ). The parameters are coupled through validated fluid-dynamics correlations 

that should be assumed as optimization constraints.   

   For given values of gas inlet velocities 0gu and channel diameter Φ  are coupled with dispersion 

coefficients through Froude numbers: 0
5.0)( gugFr −Φ⋅= :  

0,

8.0

13
]5.61[

gl u
Fr
Fr Φ

⋅
+=Σ    0,

22.0 gg uΦ=Σ  

and phase relative fraction through (also well validated) (eq. 4.2.5) and DLB KΑ (eq. 4.2.4). All these 

correlations have large experimental validation for systems close to properties and dimensions of that of 

LM columns.   

   Finally it should be mentioned that for large bubbled columns, in where injected bubbles can 

accomodate to channel, additional correlations are available in chemical engineering literature for bubble 

hydrodynamic sizes in columns: 

25 33

26

GaFrBd
d B

⋅⋅

Φ⋅=  

  

      From reviewed documentation diverse sizing exercises based mainly in simple approx. 1 can be 

reported.  

 

 For the present review, values from the numerical solution of the general case are given.  

 

   These solutions permit obtaining numerically the axial dependences of in-liquid and in-bubble tritium 

concentrations and provides dependencies of extraction efficiencies on the main column design 

parameters (not obtainable with high dilution approximations) on : 

- inlet tritium concentrations cIN 

- column length (H) 

- diameter (Φ )  

- gas inlet velocity (at the gas injection point), ug0 at gas injection pressures Pg. 

 Such quantitative bubbled column design analyses are given hereafter and compared to similar done 

previously [ref. 4.19]. 

  The obtained values confirm the most part of design conclusions in the bubbled column design exercise 

[ref. 4.19]. The same suggested input parameters (seen as reasonable) used in such study are 
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considered in order to confirm numerical values (using ad-hoc the same material data) and qualitative 

conclusions. In parentheses the present one: T = 350 º C,  M& = 560 Kg/s, gf = 0.04 (0.042), DLB KΑ  [s-

1]=0.0121 (0.0192), Bd [m]=0.0016 (0.002), LBΑ [m-1]= 937 (1570), then: DK [m s -1]= 1.29 10-5 (1.22 10-5) 

 

àThe following dependences are confirmed : 

 

v bubbled columns efficiency depends in a high sensitive way on DLB KΑ  values determined by 

column channel hydrodynamic correlations, 

v for the reference range of tritium concentration inlet the column (~ [1 to 5] 10–2 mol m-3) and 

identical values of the rest of design parameters, (T = 350 º C, Gas pressures: 5 atm., stripping gas 

rates 10 mol/s  M& = 560 Kg/s, gf = 0.042, DLB KΑ  [s-1]=0.0192 Bd [m]=0.002 LBΑ [m-1]= 1570, then: 

DK [m s-1]= 1.22 10-5) the efficiencies obtained numerically do not depend sensitively on inlet 

concentrations (< 4% ), 

v the ranges of efficiencies and dependencies on  column design paramerters: column length (H), 

diameter (Φ ), gas inlet velocity (at the gas injection point), ug0 at gas injection pressures Pg (within 

numerical uncertainties) 

Merits curves for bubbled columns are given in Figure 4.3.1.2.  and Figure 4.3.1.3.    
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 Figure 4.3.1.2 Efficiencies for bubbled extractor columns obtained from numerical                             

solution of general dispersion model in eqs. 4.2.1.  
(Parameters: T = 350 º C, Gas pressures: 5 atm., stripping gas rates 1 mol/s  M& = 560 Kg/s, gf = 0.042, 

DLB KΑ  [s-1]=0.0192 Bd [m]=0.002 LBΑ [m-1]= 1570, then: DK [m s -1]= 1.22 10-5) 
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 Figure 4.3.1.3 Merits curves for optimized bubbled extractor columns obtained from numerical  solution of 

general dispersion model in eqs. 4.2.1.  

(Common parameters: T = 350 º C, Gas press.: 5 atm.) M& = 560 Kg/s, gf = 0.042, DLB KΑ  [s-1] =0.0192 

Bd [m]=0.002 LBΑ [m-1]= 1570, then: DK [m s -1]= 1.22 10-5) 
 

stripping gas rates 10 mol/s   

5 mol/s   

1 mol/s   

H = 3   

H = 1    

H = 0.5   

Φ = 0.75   

Φ  = 0.5    

Φ  = 0.25   

Φ  = 1 m, f.r. = 1 mol/s,  P = 5 bars  

f.r.= 1 mol/s,  P = 5 bars, T = 350 º C 

H = 1 m,  P = 5 bars, T = 350 º C 
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Other conclusions from the present review exercise: 

   The practical experience handling LM shows how difficult results to produce stable flux small bubbles in 

a LM column and to be certain experimentally of such bubble flux.  

Concerning bubble size correlations and bubble column dimensioning it should be noticed that  in-depth 

details can not be found in TW´s documentation concerning one of the most important aspects of the 

design of bubbled columns: bubble nozzels for stripping gas and its impact on the final performance of 

the extraction column.  

   Even if, as we have seen,  bubble interfacial areas and mass-tranfer coefficients are the most key 

parameters determining column efficiencies, the exercises on bubble columns design for FT makes 

strong assumptions concerning the nature and the way to produce a rising flux of small bubbles required 

by extraction efficiencies.  

   FT should consider recent developments on nozzle design technologies for LM bubbled columns and 

developments for LM. 

 

 

4.3.1.C.  System characteristic times and transient Inventory assessment 
 

   Althought the preceeding assessment are steady-state efficiency assessments, dispersion models 

permits to identify bubbled column characteristic time processes and to generate more accurated tritium 

residence time analysis for columns. 

  For a given inlet concentration, the tritium characteristic times in the system τ2 in Figure 4.3. come 

determined by values of DLB KΑ   and by phase residence times in the extractor defined volume (Φ  x L). 

With no mixing 
l

lbD
l u

HAK )(
=τ  and 

00

)()(

g

lbDl
g u

HAK
P

HRTc
=τ  or divided by Bodenstein’s  numbers at 

each phase when mixing is accounted for. 

 

   Residence time can be evaluated from numerical solutions of eq. 4.2.1. (numerical demanding) so its 

simple to assume one of the proposed approximations. As far as for the range of inlet concentrations in 

liquid phase and the high dilution on the gas one , quantitative errors are seen to be not significant (for 

not very large columns).  

    After a time-lag extraction transfer (evaluated hereafter) bubbled columns in Pb-15.7Li would operate 

in “once through“steady-state with no needs for regeneration.  

  Note that in that case the total inventory (addition of inventories in gas and in liquid phases) should 

remain constant.  

   The steady-state extraction flux:  
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ηη )()1)(())0()(( 7.157.15 HcFHcMcHcMJ gBlLiPbllLiPb
&&& =−=−=∞ , 

with BF&  being the stripping  gas mass flow rate.   

   It is possible to estimate time-lag extraction transient flux from zero to the preceeding ∞J  values after 

some simplificative assumptions:  1) bubbles operate independently not interaction nor redissolving in 

LM , 2) homogeneous radial concentration distribution in the LM, 3) isothermal rise at mean velocities (no 

column pressure effects), 4) no bubble growth due to mass transfer, and as previously 5) diffusion from 

bulk to bubble surface the rate-limiting step and no other resistive or enhancing mechanisms. In this 

conditions the number of bubbles nb(t) per unit volume of Pb15.7Li along z is constant.   

  At t = 0 tritium front in LM arrives to the bottom of the column and the bubble rising starts. We can write 

the mass balance equation from   

))((
)(

ELBD ctcAK
dt

tdn
−=  

where n being the number of atoms within a bubble at the time t and c(t) the LM bulk conceltrations at 

time t.  

  The total flux dJ(z,t) variation in dz can be expressed as: dz
dt
dn

ntzdJ b=),(  and then: 
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b =−=−== ∫∫ . Then it is possible to solve for c(t) 

asumming ∞J  asymptoric values: )exp(1)( tKAnJtJ DLBB−−=∞ .  
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 Figure 4.3.1.4  Characteristic times assessments: transient extraction flux in a bubbled column extractor 

(Parameters: T = 350 º C, stripping gas rates 5, 10, 12 mol/s   LBΑ [m-1]= 1000, then: 

DK [m s -1]= 1. 10-5) 
 

 

   A qualitative example of transient extraction flux is plotted in Figure 4.3.1.3. Time-lag extracting flux are 

justified to depend on nb, and ALB KD. The number of bubbles nB per unit of LM volume will depends on 

stripping gas flow rates as the product of the frequency of bubble formation in the nozzle times the mean 

residence time of the bubble in the column divided by the total LM volume.  The frequency of bubble 

formation is simply the ratio between stripping gas volumetric flow rates and the mean volume of the 

bubble formed.   

 

4.3.1.D.  Experimental qualification database 

 

   A reasonable well established database confirm KD values [1 to 5 10-5 m/s]  as needed to obtain the 

efficiencies has been reported in the previous section. Experimental issues were reported concerning the 

difficulties to obtain the required well-established rising fluxes with high ALB values [ref. 4.20].  

   MELODIE loop (Figure 4.3.1.5) has meant experimental reference in EU Programmes for qualification 

of tritium recovery technology from Pb-Li by bubbled columns. For a comprehensive description of 
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MELODIE test see: [ref. 4.21]. An important experimental limitation of MELODIE Test was the narrow 

and low range of Pb-17Li flow rates imposed by EMP capacities.   

 

 

 
 Among the two options available to obtain experimentally high ALB values: the development of advanced 

injectors or insertion of packing in the extractor colum, structured packings were considered as the easier 

option, installed in the extractor column in MELODIE loop and tested. Nevertheless, injectors used 

evolved through the upgraded tests (and through the efficiency improvements) from machined perforated 

pipes to sintered 3µm-porous fritted orifices.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.1.5  Extractor column immersed in Melodie loop configuration. 
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Figure 4.3.1.6  Detail of extractor column with structured packing.  
Sulzer Mellapack® 750 Y: AISI 410S SS made, 4 x 0.2 m, Φ  ~ 6 cm., packing surf. = 750 m-1 

 

   In the packed columns the gas (Ar is used for easier chromatography) is sparged at the bottom of the 

column by a perforated pipe. Liquid is radially distributed at the top of the column by 30 holes (φ 3 mm)  

(Figure 4.3.1.6).  Flow division along packing results in high residence times and interfacial specific area 

ALB increase.  

  Just  the last outstanding results reported in the open litterature [ref. 4.22] have been reviewed here. 

Efficiencies are experimentally assessed through inlet/out hydrogen partial pressures: 

 

20 cm 

Structured 
packing 
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obtained through through the use of iron pre-calibrated  permeation membranes.  

   Influence of liquid and gas mass flow rates (both at  low ranges) on efficiencies were experimentally 

investigated. Results are summarized in Table 4.3.I. It is confirmed reduction of LM residence time 

increase the extraction efficiency (test 1 to 2) . 

 

 
  
  The addition of one additional packing (to 4) resulted in a proportional increase of extraction efficiencies 

with respect of a previous test.   

   From results obtained in [ref. 4.22] the following qualitative and quantitative conclusions can be 

obtained: 

v LM film flow easily guaranteed (u l > 10 mm/s)  

v efficiencies depends on H2 inlet partial pressures at 1 kPa and not  below 0.5 kPa partial          

       pressures (test 2, 4 and 5) 

v as expected the liquid flow rate (H2 residence time in the column) has a net impact on extraction 

       efficiencies (test  1 vs. test 2) 

v  the increase of gas flow rates (at low ranges) has not impact on extraction efficiencies (test  2 

  vs. test 3) seem to have not impact on extraction efficiencies  

   The design of packed columns are open to optimisation. Impossibility to close H2 balance in the 

system was reported. Some explanations for this unbalance keeps pending.  

   An additional feature related with the use of packed-bed columns is the lower range of gas flow rates 

required. Note that flow rates are notably lower (100 times) to that reported in previous section for 

bubbled columns.  

 
 

                     Table 4.3. I. Extraction tests  (T = 400 º C). [ref. 4.22] 
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  This feature has economic design implications for futher consideration of packed bubbled columns in 

the IB-TC HCLL for DEMO considering that charged stripping gas should be transfered to and processed 

with impurities by TRS.  

 As far as the analysis possibilities of a review of results in the open litterature offers, that from test 2 

and 4 in Table 4.3. I are retained as reference for further extrapolations and uses. 

Concerning the (non controversial) question of the potential effect of stripping gas H2-dopping, it should 

be remarked that bundary layer diffusion in Pb15Li is shown to be the limiting transfers mechanism at the 

ranges of partial pressures and conditions analyzed. In this sense no effect can be forseen on 

efficiencies. The situation would change at lower partial pressure at which reaction at bubble surface 

could come partially or totally the transfer rate limiting process. It is adviced not to consider it increasing 

the requirements of ISS. 

 
 
4.3.1.E.  System lay-out configurations with bubbled columns in IB-TC DEMO/HCLL 

 

  From previous sections the design and modes of bubbled extractor column, in standard or packed 

versions, can be described with enough accurcy to design a the TES for a DEMO-HCLL IB-TC.     

  From the reported reference efficiencies of bubbled column for tritium extraction from Pb15.7Li TES 

system lay-out can be established.  

   Reference blanket design parameter values (LM flow rates and temperatures, tritium partial pressures ) 

are needed.  

   The most part of reference lay-outs found in documentation referes to WCLL design reference values 

of 1000 Pa (31. 6 Pa ) for outlet partial pressures at Pb17Li from blanket (inlet tritium partial pressures 

in TES-WCLL) corresponds to a PRF= 75  required value in blanket (for 1 g/d of admissible permeation 

rate to from Pb17Li water coolant) demanding for 10 recirculations per day, total TES extraction 

efficiencies of  0.8 [ref. 4.23].  

   As has been discussed in Section 3.2.2, and considering that different admissible tritium partial 

pressures in the coolant has changed) (precise values are discussed in Section 5) these tritiium blanket 

analyses shold be redefined for HCLL design specifications.   

  It is seen that they have been adopted from WCLL to HCLL (PPCS) [ref. 4.24] straighforwardly.  

  We can adopt preliminary such values as reference in order to establish a provissional lay-out for HCLL-

TES. We do it for conventional stripping columns (from theoretical design analyses) and for packed ones 

(from extrapolations of obtained experimental results).  
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Figure 4.3.1.7  Proposed flow-sheet for TES (based WCLL design specifications) base on 2 parallel lines 

(3 columns extractors in-series each line) processing half of total LM mass flow rate. Each 
column intended to provide individual efficiencies of 0.42 (Φ= 0.5 m and H = 4.5 m, 10 
mol/s T = 623 K, P = 5 bars) at KD = 1.3 10-5 m/s db = 1.3 mm and ALB = 938 m-1.  

 
   For such WCLL design specifications total extraction efficiencies can be accomplished by two lines 

parallel lines (processing half of the total (560 Kg/s) mass flow rates η = 80%), each paralel line 

consisting in 3 in-series columns: Figure 4.3.1.7. Each column intended to provide individual efficiencies 

of 0.42 (Φ= 0.5 m and H = 4.5 m, 10 mol/s T = 623 K, P = 5 bars) at KD = 1.3 10 -5 m/s, db = 1.3 mm and 

ALB = 938 m -1. Gas inlet pressures and repressurisation are imposed by column hydrostatic pressures. Li-

Pb heating is convenient for efficiencies and additionally offers a safety margin against LM freezing.  

Note that stripping gas operates in a recirculation loop.  Total tritium inventories in Pb-15.7Li system 

columns keeps below 5 gr (~ 0.66 grams per column). 

 

  Additional considerations: 

 

  à Some H2 (or D2) should be present in Pb15Li circuit coming from backstream permeation from HCS 

into Pb15.7Li that should be considered at tritium blanket design analysis level. In such as case tritium 

will be in HT form at TES outlet system (4 to 8 HT Pa @ 0.1 MPa) in the 20 mol/s. 
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à Impurities (oxides, corrosion products and Bi, Po, Tl, Hg isotopes) trapped in Pb15.7Li will be 

processed in LM purification system and in this case just filtering metal vapours could be produce a clean 

He + T2 (ev. HT) outlet stream to TRS. 

 

à Pressure drops in the system are hydrostatic (0.094 MPa/m-column) for conventional columns but 

shoud be properly assessed for the case of packed columns. 

 

  4.3.1.F.  Review of documentation on existing block diagram models for stripping columns 

 
Lay-out in figure Figure 4.3.1.7.  was first suggested in  [ref. 4.19] for old WCLL specifications and 

adapted to updated specifications in [ref. 4.23]. They have been stripped“ by WCLL design specifications 

evolutions and by HCLL PPCS studies.   

This lay-out is in range of actual bubbled column performances and further evolution and 

optimisations in column extractors (packing improvements, injector technology,..) will mean reductions in 

total column sizes or eventually reduction in number of in-series column.  As example linear 

extrapolation in column length of values in Table 4.3.I (∆η =0.1% increase each 20 cm packed addition)  

would mean a notable reduction of systems dimensions (2 columns in  parallel 1.8 m, Φ = 0.5 m) for η= 

0.8 each processing half of the total LM mass flow rate and gas flow rates (~ 0.16 mol/s). A resizing of 

the system and new reference parameters should be done after tritium blanket design diagrams for 

HCLL available. Next campaigns in TRIEX loops expected to be carried out in ENEA Brasimone with 

optimised columns can confirm such reference values. 
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              Figure 4.3.2.1. Tritium solubility in candidate getter materials [ref. 4.25]. 

 
 

4.3.2. Immersed hot gettering (V, Y,…) methods 
 
4.3.2.A.  Fundaments and processing parameters 

 

Proposal for use of getters in fusion nuclear technology has some decades [ref. 4.26]. Getter 

metals can be used for the recovering of tritium solved in Pb-15.7Li by exploiting its relative high 

solubility compared to the low solubility of tritium in the Pb-15.7Li  (Figure 4.3.2.1). Getters can be 

used in two forms: as inmersed in Pb-15.7Li or as permeation gettering pump in contact with a 

compatible membrane.  

    Values of tritium solubility in Li range between that in Nb and Zr, so for Li just Zr and Y are 

potential getter materials. For Pb-15.7Li there is an initial widest set of getter options : Na, K, NaK 

alloys, V, Nb , Zr and Y. 

 

  

Y 

Zr 

Nb 

V 

K 

Na 

Pb-15.7Li 
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The required performances of triitium getters to be used in TES for the IB-TC are: 

 

v  High absorption for reversible mass tranfer from solution in LM into the getter and for the 

       desorption into vacuum  or a carrier gas (He, Ar,.),   

v   A good chemical compatibility (no getter disolution) in Pb-15.7Li and long-term operational 

         performances in terms of good stability in the alloy (high oxidation potentials in Pb-15.7Li), 

v  non detrimental effects from imputies, etc. 

v  short breakthrough times for loading and regeneration 

   
Chemical stability of Y and Zr in Pb-15.7Li has seen to be not as good as needed [ref. 4.27] from 

FzK. Nb and V are the following reference candidates to be considered as hot inmersed getters in 

Pb-15.7Li.  It was shown that Nb has a moderated good chemical stability in Pb-17Li but Vanadium 

has a very good chamical stability in Pb-17Li and was selected as [ref. 4.27] reference candidate 

material for hot tritium getters in Pb-15.7Li.  

Additionally Vanadium is,  at low temperatures (300 º C) the pure metal with simultaneously the 

largest tritium solubility and  diffusivity (diffusivity determines times for breakthrough and 

regeneration in the getter).  

For  LM mass flow rates provided by blanket design specification (sizing should consider M&  of 

hundreds kg/s) and outlet partial pressures of tritium in the LM (for sizing 1 KPa should be 

considered)  the main parameters for the design of a TES based on the use of getters are: 

 

v  getter at operational temperatures: as endothermal absorber V it is of interest for getter 

efficiency to operate at as low as possible  temperatues, 

v  the getter bed system design parameters determining the alloy residence time and optimising 

the mass transfer parameters (Sherwood numbers) from solution in Pb-15.7Li to solution in the V-

getter as:  (1) hydrodynamic channel sizing, (2) the getter packing factor determining the specific 

surfaces for mass-exchange. 

Absortion from solution in the getter and desorption from the getter into vacuum or carrier gas are 

intrinsically transient phenomena.  

Then, breakthrought times for the loading of tritium in the getter and regeneration times are key 

parameters to be evaluated for the design of getter beds.  

With the objective to fixe the basic system lay-out characteristics and operational ranges, the 

available documentation, mainly generated in the context of the intense experimental activities 

carried out at FzK during 90´s, is reviewed hereafter.  
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4.3.2. B.  Processing efficiencies: flux ranges and characteristic kinetic constants 
 
 
The main documentation reporting works on characterisation of V getters in Pb-17Li refer to tests 

done in small thermal convection loops and  H2 loading/deloading tests in “quasi-stagnant“ LM vessels. 

For the reference V-getter a very important source for experimental characterisation was carried out 

in [ref. 4.27] providing experimental values for deuterium removal rates from Pb-17Li using inmersed V 

hot getters.  

In such as tests V foil-probes (2 x 2 cm2 and 0.1 mm thick) were used as connected to a pipe in 

where LM flows at few cm/s, in laminar regimes (Re ~ 1660). For laminar regimes the validity of 

standard correlations for plates :  

3/12/1Re664.0 Sc
D

Lh
Sh

PbLi

BVLM ⋅== →  

[ref. 4.28]  ( Re is the Reynolds Number 
PbLi

B

v
uL

=Re and Sc the Schmidt Number (
PbLi

LiPb

D
v

Sc 7.15−= ), 

needed to derive mass-transfer coefficients VPbLih → are demonstrated as applicable for the tested 

cylindrical probes by confirming the agreement between the removal rates predicted:  

)( VPbLiVPbLiPbLiP cchSRRP −= →ρ  and measured (315-620 ºC, D2-p.p.: 6 Pa - 1KPa, for 110 hours) 

and that measured: [ ] TPasmmolRRM /216701402/112 −−=⋅ −−− . 

In other words, VPbLih → the key data parameter for the design is well-characterised and available for 

design extrapolation to wired-meshed getter beds. 

In the past, for the design of TES for tritium cycle for DEMO (for SCLL and WCLL blanket design 

lines) wired-mesh cylindrically-packed high-porous V getter beds  were considered. These beds have 

very large specific surfaces: 500  m-1  inducing reasonably low pressure drops.  

For this specific packaging, old correlations [ref 4. 29] justified in terms of its common use in chemical 

engineering: 4.03/12/1 Re)0019.0Re53.0( ScSc
D

dh
Sh

PbLi

VLM +⋅= → are assumed. These correlations drive 

to optimistic high values of mass transfer coefficients:  VPbLih → (~ 10-4 m/s)  for tritium in solution to 

tritium in the getter bed. 

 

  Breakthrough curves, as essential magnitude to design beds, are re-assessed here based on  [ref 4. 

29]. 

It is very important to mention that breakthrough curves for transient absorption/release in the getter 

comes, in ideal conditions (continuity of part. pressure between tritium bulk in Pb-15.7Li and in the 
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getter surface), determined by the tritium diffusion coefficient in Vanadium (Dv [m2 s-1] = 1.8 10-8 exp(-

522.6/T)).  At low Dv  concentration depending factors: (
TR

Uc HH

⋅
⋅

− −1 ) are taken into account and 

Sievert´s law is valid for V up to 0.05 H-V at.fr.  

For getter beds: [ref 4. 29] propose the expression for the ratio: 

( ) ( ) 























+⋅
−

+=
zk

zt

i RR
RR

erf
c
c

5512
1)23(

15.00     (eq. 4.3.2.1) 

with: udkHDR Vz
2)1(33.5 ε−= ,  and  2)(55.3 duHtHDR Vt ε−= and  

VPbLiVk dhkDR →= 33.1  and LiPbV KKk = , t is the loading time, H the bed length, ε  its porosity, d: 

the hydrodinamic diameter and VPbLih → . 

The analysis here of the proposed expression from [ref 4. 29] for breakthrough curves for V-getter in 

Pb-15.7Li after given loading times t evidences difficulties to obtain the proposed breakthough curves 

and derived sizing conclusions. Using the proposed material database in [ref. 4.28] for the assessment 

(Dv [m2 s-1] = 1.8 10-8 exp(-522.6/T), DLiPb[m2 s-1] = 4.08 10-8 exp(-2347/T), Kv [wfr Pa-1/2] = 1.8 10-7 

exp3482/T), KLiPb[wfr Pa-1/2] = 4.0210-10 exp( -162,4/T)) the proposed breakthough curves show a slow 

monotonic tendence for co/c in to zero.  

This breakthrough data is key for further V-getter bed design analysis for IB-TC DEMO TES.  

Pending of the clarification of this point we assume ad-hoc the establised breakthrough behavior in eq. 

4.3.2.1 as provisionally valid for further analysis. 
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                             Figure 4.3.2.2. Merit´s breakthrough curves for V-getter beds.  
(T 450 ºC lines for 300 º C. (Design parameters: porosity  ε  = 0.938, mass-exchange coefficient  h = 2.5 

10-4 m/s, velocity u = 0.2 m/s,bed total diameter: d = 0.6 ) 
 

The breakthrough curves (in Figure 4.3.2.2) represents the bed nominal recovery efficiencies 

( ino cc=+ 1η ) for given loading times.  

Bed extraction efficiency depends mainly on the ratio between the residence time of tritium transported 

in the bed bearing media (close to the alloy residence time : H/u, u fixed with d through Sh) and mass-

transfer coefficient from solution to the V-getter VPbLih → . Thus, for given performance of the gettter as 

material (KV, ε , ..) getter bed design depends on the hydrodynamic design of channel (d,u, Sh). 

 

 

loading time: 1 day 

l. t.: 6 hours 

l. t.: 4 hours 

l. t.: 2 hours 
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Figure 4.3.2.3. Transfer schemes and variables for the description of V-getter bed loading  
                         and regeneration phases.   VLM and Vv  are LM and V-getter volumes, r are release rates 
                         and h exchange coefficients (subindex, b for bulk, V for Vanadium, S for surface and 
                         G for gas)  

 

 

 

 

LOADING MODE REGENERATION MODE 
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The simplest complete release rate model and parameters describing both the LOADING and 

REGENERATING modes is shown in Figure 4.3.2.4.  

It should be noticed the lack data for the (V-getter, Pb-17Li)-systems and modelling tests needed for an 

advanced design of V-getter systems for the TES in the IB-TC. Scaled-up tests would be needed to 

determine mass-transfer coefficients for both loading and regeneration phases for precise design of V-

getter systems.   

 
      
Figure 4.3.2.4. TES scheme with two V-getter beds with in parallel loading/regenerating batch 

                       modes of operation.  

 

4.3.2.C.  System lay-out configurations for gettering systems 
 

Breakthrough curves do not pemits margins for optimisation other than the choice of loading times. 

Considering the loading times required (hours) for reasonably low breakthrough values (< 0.1), parallel 

batch operation modes for beds are unavoidable. One of the beds working in LOADING MODE for the 

recovery of tritium from Pb-15.7Li while the other one in REGENERATION MODE transfering tritium to 

TRS, with alternancy.  In REGENERATION MODE Tritium release is accomplished by heating the getter 

and transfered directly by vacuum pumping or by a gas carrier: He, Ar. Previous to REGENERATION 

MODE the Pb-15.7Li space should be properly evacuated and transfered to LM circuit or optionally to a 

drain tank (Figure 4.3.2.4). Taken as reference the breakthrough curves in Figure 4.3.2.2., a reference 

loading time of 6 hours, for bed of 0.6 m diameter and H = 6 m was fixed for WCLL design line in [ref. 

4.32 ].     
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4.3.2.D.  Characteristic system kinetics and transient  inventories 
 

The characteristic kinetic times for the system comes in first instance determined by such 

breakthrough times, i.e.: by the choice of loading times (6 h) (τ2,(B)) and also by the kinetic times 

determined by the regeneration (τ2,(R)) scheme adopted for V-getter beds. These two times depend on 

different transport processes at different conditions and are, in principle, different. Feuerstein reports 90%  

recovery efficiencies of D2 from V foils with some Pb-15.7Li adhered after vessel evacuation (not wired-

meshed !) after heating up to 400 º C  during 10 hours by sweeping with Ar. Considering the D2 intake 

lenght during loading phases in V (∆X ~ µm) , and diffusivity of D2 in V (8.2 10-9 m2/s) these values mean 

reasonable characteristic time constants for diffusion-limited release of D2 from V.  These transient 

inventories can be evaluated as follows. At t = 0, GB#2 has finished the loading phase, has evacuated (to 

the LM circuit through a drain tank) the bearing Pb15.7Li in the unit and starts the regeneration phase by 

the release the loaded tritium (cin – cout) k VV in 10 hours. At this time the GB#1 has finished its 

regeneration, starts the loading phase by  absorbing (cin – cout) M& in 6 hours . The following mass balance 

equation can be written for the 2 beds system: 

reg
B

LMoutin J
t

I
Mcc +

∂
∂

=− 2)( &     (eq. 4.3.2.2) 

in where inc , outc , BI 2 , regJ  

 
              Figure 4.3.2.5. Characteristic times and transient inventories in two getter beds systems. 
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4.3.2.E.  Review of documentation on existing block diagram models for gettering methods 

 
Conceptional lay-out for the use of V getters for TC for WCLL design  was proposed and described in 

detail in [ref. 4.32] (Figure 4.3.2.6).  The proposed lay-out was based on the conceptual design of EU 

Self-Cooled Lithium-Lead (SCLL) blankets and did not consider intermediate units between TES and LM 

Heat Exchanger.  

In order to guarantee permeation limit (20 Ci/d ) with low tritium partial pressures in LM facing SG outlet 

concentrations from the blanket are assumed to be kept at low levels by an oversized bed getter system 

(Figure 4. 3.2.6). 

 
               Figure 4.3.2.6.  Basic conceptual flow-sheet developed for SCLL blanket design. 

 

Of course such lay-out present serious conceptual drawbacks. Its applicability and the WCLL design 

were seen to be dependent on final control of tritium permeation PRF values in WCLL blanket lines. Note 

that LM goes to SG requiring high LM detritiation factors in TES unit η > 0.95) and was dimensioned for 

WCLL design: assuming  M& = 560 kg/s,  
inc

c01− > 0.9, l.t.: 6 hours, 2 beds of 6 meters, d = 0.6 m flowing 

u = 0.2 m/s.  Two main key issued for the design of getter beds: pressure drop and impurity control were 
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just roughly discussed. It is reported that oxygen saturated Pb-15.7Li had not effect on V gettering 

performances and pressure drops comparable to that of WCLL blanket.  A more reasonable lay-out is 

proposed in Figure 4.3.2.7.  

 
 

  Figure 4.3.2.7  Basic conceptual flow-sheet envisaged for HCLL blankets based on getter bed. 
 
 
 

4.3.2.F. General comments on development needs for V-getter bed systems for HCLL/DEMO 
 
 

   Developments for getter bed systems were produced in the framework of SCLL development and 

adaptation to other design lines demands more deep technological qualification.  

   In this context, for a further potential consideration of V-getter bed systems for the IB-TC HCLL DEMO 

line,  the priority would be to confirm the validity of [Ref 4. 29] together with deep qualification of V-getter 

behavior in terms of control of imputies, pressure drop derived loading times, etc.  



4.3.3. Immersed permeators 
 
 

  As an interstitial occluder, tritium has a very low solubility in Pb15.7Li, which results in very large in-

solution  tritium partial pressures at relatively low tritium concentration.  Such high partial pressures mean 

potentially large permeation fluxes through an in-contact permeability membrane.  

    Immersed permeators in Pb-15.7Li would operate in “once through“ steady-state with no needs for 

regeneration or batch operation.  Thus, the use of permeators may be considered as the most natural 

and technical simple way to recover tritium in solution from flowing Pb-15.7Li.   

     A part from its simplicity (it is the most simple process for the recovery of tritium from Pb-Li), immersed 

permeator results particularly attractive for HCLL design specifications considering the relatively low LM 

processed mass-flow rates and slow flowing driving to relatively high residence times and potentially high 

extraction efficiencies. 

 
4.3.3.A.  Fundaments and processing parameters 

 
Figure 4.3.3.1.  Tritium diffusivity in candidate permeator materials & comparison to in Pb-Li [ref. 4.25].  

α-Fe 

Vanadium 
Niobium 

FM steel (MANET) 

Pb-15.7Li 
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Figure 4.3.3.2.  Tritium transfer scheme for a Vacuum Permeator Concept. 

 
   

       A physical description of tritium transfer in a vacuum permeator concept is given in Figure 4.3.3.2.   

    For given transport characteristics in Pb-15.7Li and Pb-15.7Li/membrane wetting characteristics, under 

steady-state considerations, tritium recovery systems using immersed permeators rely on high 

permeable membrane materials having good compatibility characteristics with Pb-15.7Li.   Below 400 º C 

and ideal permeator membrane should show:  

v Highest permeability at lower solubility, i.e.: highest tritium diffusivity, 

v Good compatibility with lead-lithium: low corrosion rates in  flowing Pb-15.7Li, good concave wetting,  

v Low oxidation when immersed in Pb-Li. 

 

   Data for candidate materials with highest tritium diffusivities and compatible with Pb-15.7Li is given in 

Figure 4.3.3.1 [ref 4. 33], [ref 4. 34], [ref 4. 35].  

    Note that for in-series diffusion transfer being diffusion through Pb15.7Li the slowest process, it  

determines the global kinetics of the LM/membrane system. 

Non-oxidized α-Fe and ferritic-martensitic steels are the materials showing the highest diffusivities (8 

10–9  and 10–9 m2/s (MANET) respectively) with relatively low solubilities (3 10-8 and 5 10-9 at.fr. Pa-1 /2 
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resp.] [ref 4. 36]. Below 400 ºC, Vanadium (& V-alloys as V-20Ti or V-15Cr-5Ti), Niobium and 

Tantanlum6 are the next materials having highest tritium diffusivity.  

V, Nb and Ta dissolve in its α-phase large quantities of tritium in tetrahedral bcc sites in a disordered 

solution and then showing as hydride formers, very high apparent solubility values. Its permeability to 

tritium is driven by its solubility and increases with the decrease of temperature.  

In this sense it seems reasonable to develop permeators based on α-Fe or ferritic-martensitic steels 

and to consider Vanadium or Niobium as back-up option.  

 
 

4.3.3.B.  Processing performances: flux ranges and time characteristics constants 
 

   No design assessments based for Vacuum Permeator Concept (VPC) and tritium transfer scheme in 

Figure 4.3.3.2 have been found in field´s documentation.  

   It is tentatively done here in order to:  

(1) (roughly) size a VPC system for HCLL DEMO specification and assessing the potential of tritium 

processing performance,  

(2) fix flux ranges and characteristic time constants for a VPC system and to 

(3) establish lay-out for TES based on VPC to potentially integrate the IB-TC of HCLL under DEMO 

specifications .  

    

   For the sizing of a VPC system (number of permeation tubes and their lengths) and for the assessment 

of its efficiency we proceed as follows.  

   We consider the total mass-flow rates of Pb-17Li at maximum concentration (i.e.: total production 

builds-up in LM concentration before LM goes to the VPC). The total mass flow rate is distributed through 

and array of on-line permeators like in Figure 4.3.3.2. 

   Reference range of T-partial pressures in Pb-15.7Li is evaluated as follows. Assuming (roughly) 1.95 

10-6 gr-T/MW-s. For 2500 MW reactor power  = 4.87 10-3 gr-T/s, and for total 560 kg/s of LM mass flow 

rate (0.063 m3 /s) concentrations are ∼ 0.077 gr-T/(m3 of Pb15.7Li). Dividing by Sievert´s constant [Ref 4. 

36] at outlet temperature (500 º C): Pap 6.17= .  

  Going from Pb15.7Li to vacuum the first parameter needed for the sizing of VPC is Km.  A certain 

number of correlations are available in the litterature for LM (Hg, similar hydrodynamic properties than 

Pb17Li) for Km  and some of them has been reviewed in Section 3.2.1.B. A review of correlations for Km 

was done by S. Willms (LANL) [Presented at Baden-Baden Conference Tritium 2004] suggested for 

pipes: 

                                                                 
6 Ti is from a thermodynamic point of view poorly stable in Pb-15.7Li 
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346.0913.0Re0096.0 Sc
D

K

T

tubesm =
φ

 

proposed by [Ref 4. 37] for light gas in Hg through pipes.  

 

    This correlation is proposed for use in the design of VPC in DCLL (ARIES-CS) [ref. 4.10.] . The 

correlation drives to similar quantitative conclusions than [ref. 4.28], used previously for tritium transfer 

from Pb-15.7Li to V-getters.   

   For the design of VPC we select the number of tubes N and its inner hydraulic pass φ, to distribute the 

total LM mass flow rates, guaranteeing high enough Re numbers (105) for good Sherwood numbers (high 

Km  .  Values for Sc = νPbLi/DPbLi ~ 62 and Re/L ~ 105 (for µ = 0.00074 kg m-1 s-1, ρ = 9800 kg m-3 and DT = 

3 10-9 m2/s) the value of Km provided by the correlation for Pb15.7Li is: ~ 1.8 10-3 m/s. The following 

optimisation is proposed:  φ = 10 mm, velocity: v = 10 cm/s and number of tubes N = 8081 tubes. Then 

each tube will process 560/8081 = 0.069 kg/s or ~ 0.47 liter min-1. Sizing numbers obtained appear as 

reasonable and related pressure drops seams manegeable (~ 1 bar). 

 
                     Figure 4.3.3.3  Mass trasfer balance scheme for VPC sizing and design. 
 

 

Efficiency is expressed as: 
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Following the scheme in Figure 4.3.3.4: ))()((
)(

1 xCxCK
dx
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V Sm −= .  

Assuming equilibrium between fluxes at each coordinate x: 
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Then: LA
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out *)ln( −= anf finally )exp(1)( *LAL −−=η . Remark that *A depends on tube length L 

through Km (Re). Considering that 1
7.15,

, >>
∆xK

K

K
D

LiPbS

Fes

m

T ,  A* values are determined by  
V
K m  ratio. 

Design optimizations should be pursued through such ratio. Tritium transfer in vacuum side could be 

assumed to be as not rate-limiting and is not considered in this preliminar assessment. 
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  Figure 4.3.3.4  Merit´s curve for tritium recovery from Pb15.7Li using diverse permeator materials 

(red: Niobium, Blue: α-Fe, green: Vanadium and brown: Tantalum). 
Vacuum permeator concept uses 8081 tubes to process all the LM flow rates, 

Pb15.7Li flows at 10 cm s-1 (exchange coefficient 1.8 10-3 m/s) evaluated using the correlation            
[ref 4. 37 ] Temperatures are 300 ºC for all cases except for Fe (500º C) 

 

    Ludwig-Soret effect penalize α-Fe as membrane and favours (V, Ta, Nb). 

    As shown in the preceeding equations the critical parameter for the accurated design of VPC is mass 

transfer coefficient derived from the correlation [ref 4. 37]. In this sense, the design refinement of 

permeator concepts needs of validated correlations in turbulent domains for Pb-15.7Li and close to 

systems geometries. It is a key issue to qualify such conceptual proposal. 

α-Fe 

Niobium 

Vanadium 

Tantalum 
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  Figure 4.3.3.5  Basic conceptual flow-sheet envisaged for HCLL blankets based on vacuum 

                           permeator concept. 
 
 
4.3.3.C.  System lay-out configurations for VPC 
 
 
   The use of permeators may be considered as the most natural and technical simple way to recover 

tritium in solution from flowing Pb-15.7Li. Immersed permeators in Pb-15.7Li would operates in “once 

through“ steady-state with (ideally) no needs for regeneration or batch operation.   System lay-out 

configurations for VPC is simply depicted in Figure 4.3.3.5. Extraction system is placed in series in the 

LM circuit and tritium is extracted as T2 by permeation. Tritium should theoretically purified in the 

permeation process and could be transfered out of the IB-TC (to ISS).  

 
4.3.3.D.  Flux ranges and system Inventories  
 
   Long enough systems L > 18 m would return LM at low partial pressures (near zero) while prevailing 

mass transport scheme and difffusion limited regimes.  

It is assumed as reference VPC based on  α-Fe tubes, 18 m long, processing 560 kg/s providing  
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optimisation is proposed:  φ = 10 mm, velocity: v = 10 cm/s and number of tubes N = 8081 tubes. Then 

each tube will process 560/8081 = 0.069 kg/s or ~ 0.47 liter min-1. Surplus velocity in the system (needed 

to guarante Km values) is assumed to be produced by pressure drop in the flowing channel or if needed 

by external pumping.  

    Then, steady-state flux takes a constant rate value (per unit of permeator tube inner surface) easily 

evaluated as: 

[ ] [ ]∫∫∫ −−=−=−=−=
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in where C(0) are the blanket outlet concentration (the VPC inlet ones). 

   Considering α-Fe (and not exothermal absorbers) as permeator material the inventory assessment 

apply fot VPC to mobile inventories.  They can calculated from the  tritium concentration at equilibrium in 

materials and volumes.  

 

The tritium inventory in the LM:  
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  The tritium inventory in the α-Fe (zero concentration at vacuum face assumed and a linear dependence 

of tritium interstitial concentration in the wall tubes) :  
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Reference values obtained are given in Table 4.3.3.II. 
 
Table 4.3.II Tritium (mobile) inventories in VPC materials (LM and α-Fe) tubes 
          INVENTORY                         RANGES(for Pap 6.17= ) 
 
Pb15.7Li 

 

[ ])exp(1)0( * LALCNI LM −−= φ  

 

 
                           ~ 0.17 grams 

 
α-Fe tubes 

 

[ ]
2
)(

)0(
2x

C
D
V

xLNI
T

Fe
∆

∆=  

 

 
 
                           ~ 2.6 grams 

For α-Fe tubes, L = 18 m , processing 560 kg/s, φ = 10 mm, velocity: v = 10 cm/s, each tube  
processing: 560/8081 = 0.069 kg/s or ~ 0.47 liter min-1. 

 
 
   For the simplified diffusion scheme adopted the characteristic times for transport processes in the 

system are time-lag values:  

s
D
R

LiPb
LiPb   2236

2
1

2

≈=
−ξ

τ  

 

for stagnant LM in where R is the radius of the permeator tube and 1ξ  is the solution of equation J0(x) = 

0, J0(x) the Bessel function 1st kind order zero (T = 500 º C) . For flowing LM assuming diffusion though a 

boundary layer ( ∆x = 0.0001 m) this times reduce to :  

s
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x

T
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2
2
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=
π

τ  

 

In α-Fe: s
D
x

T
Fe   45

2
2

2

=
∆

=
π

τ .  It shows that characteristic time constants of the LM/Fe membrane system 

come determined by pb17Li, but depending on flowing conditions (in fact that favoring mass transfer) 

could come determined  by Fe membrane. This is an additional argument to emphasize on the need of 

validated correlations similar to that used [Ref 4. 37]. 
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Figure 4.3.3.6  Block diagram for VPC for TES.  

 
 
4.3.3.E. Main parameters and routine variables 
 
 

  VPC as module for TES in flow-sheet for IB-TC for DEMO is a simple permeation routine producing a 

throughput (T2) out of the IB-TC (to ISS). A block diagram is given in Figure 4.3.3.6. 

  Main parameters describing transfers in VPC has been made explicit and optimized in the preceeding 

equations.  

 
4.3.3.F. Additional comments for VPC 
 
  Assessment presented for VPC are simplified and based on ideal transport schemes. Many 

development issues remains and should be investigated. Transport schemes need to be validated 

through devoted experiments. Measurements of tritium mass transport coefficients in PbLi for turbulent 

flow in tubes have not be made.  Correlation used are just the closer approach but certainly not precise. 

This is key data in assessing the viability of this option since the major resistance to extraction of the 

tritium is permeation of tritium through the PbLi. For alternatives to α-Fe (Nb, V,--) the material 

compatibility (corrosion) database is poor.  High temperature oxidation for candidate permeator materials 

as Nb is expected, requiring a very high vacuum during operation or a surface layer of Pd which is more 

oxide resistant.  This issue is a very serious recovery concern after loss-of-vacuum accidents and may 

VPC 

(4)[CQ2, M  TVs] (t) 
 

τ5 
Ι(5) 

J(5) 
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require housing the permeator in an inert gas environment. For exothermal absorbers forming hydrides 

long-term qualification of its permeability properties in LM is a need. 

For instrumentation development („Development and testing of a measurement technology of H partial 

pressure in Pb-17Li „) permeator membranes in Pb15.7Li are being in depth qualified in the framework 

of EU-FP  (Task TW2-TTBA-004b).  

This is very valuable activity for the design of VPC for TES in the IB-TC. The permeation-based partial 

pressure sensor qualification gives an important  small-scale input of basic information for VPC. The 

most streaming one are permeability characteristics of immersed membranes and direct time-lag 

measurements. Niobium and Fe ARMCO membranes have been tested. Results for Nb has been 

unsuccessful.  

For Niobium the permeation characteristics from gas and LM phase have shown permeability rates  

well below the  expected ones and memory effects. Sensor performance was reported to be non 

reproducible and the impossibility to operate sensor in equilibrium nor in dynamic mode. Role of 

passivation mechanisms (oxidation or hydruration) are being clarified.  

For Fe-ARMCO the test show that measured characteristic time of the system LM/Fe (time to reach 

equilibrium condition) are several hours. This is an indication of anomalous mass transfer coefficient 

(mass transfer resistive effects) at interface between Pb15.7Li and Fe membrane. This point is 

investigated in order to enhance equilibration times. Compare with theoretical predictions for time-lags in 

the system made in preceding section. Fe membranes have seen to operate successfully and 

reproductible in dynamic mode and respond quicly to flux variations. In this case observed time-lags are 

theoretically reasonable (few seconds) . Improvement are underway. 

   
4.3.3.G.  Review of documentation on existing block diagram models for inmersed permeators 
 

  Permeator technology for the removal of H2 and isotopes from fluids other than breeding alloys are 

widely validated through more than 4 decades.  Nevertheless the experienced use of permeators and the 

qualification of specific permeator systems for LM breeding materials is limited.  

   Use of permeators (Fe-ARMCO) as tritium recovery methods from lead-lithium was considered as a 

candidate procedure in the context of CEA Tasks for a preliminiary qualification of tritium extraction 

technologies from Pb17Li at the early 90´s in the EU FP and abandoned for focusing on extraction 

columns.   

  Liquid breeder design Programmes have just considered immersed permeators as a potential option not 

seriously considered as tritiium recovery option. In field´s litterature just rough and very qualitative 

reference lay-out can be noticed. Sizing of systems, and data analyses for VPC design are being 

produced in the context of ARIES-AT and ARIES-CT studies at the US [ref. 4. 10].  
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  At present, other programmes (as ARIES-CS) are being considering and supporting strongly the 

conceptual consideration of Nb permeator systems for TES in its IB-TC [ref. 4.1, ref. 4.10] for ITER-TBM 

and beyond. For ITER-TBM DCLL reference extraction method is an external FS-permeator by-passing 

LM flow rates. 

 
 

 
     

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
          Figure 4.3.4.1  Visualization of integrated compact extractor/permeator systems [ref. 4. 38 ]. 

 
 
 

4.3.4. Combined methods: compact extractor-permeator column 
 
4.3.4.A.  Fundaments and processing parameters 
 

As has been presented diffusion in the bulk and boundary layer are limiting-rate step mechanisms for 

tritium recovery efficiencies from Pb15.7Li.  Parallel extraction pathways can be considered integrated in 

an unique system resulting in a potential increase of unit efficiency and system compactness. Among the 

possible combination options, the intergrated uses of extractor and permeators seems the most feasible 

and interesting possibility well foundamented in individual physical principles of both extraction and 

permeation systems and on the knowledge of tritium behaviour in the materials. A compact 

He sweeping  
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free surface 

He + T 
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permeator/extractor system (visualization in Figure 4.3.4.1) acts a conventional extractor, LM entering 

from the top of the column and a stripping gas is injected at the bottom in order to generate a large flow 

rate of small rising bubbles desorbing in a free swept surface. Simultaneously, acting in parallel, the 

tritium remaining in the Pb-17Li permeates through a insertion of an array of permeator tubes.  

 
Figure 4.3.4.2  Specific surface areas of array of permeator tubes. 

 

Remark that transfer through specific interfacial areas in square channels of array tubes (~ R2π ), 

comparable to packing surfaces of packed columns (Figre 4.3.4.2). See that proposal does not differs so 

much from a packed column made in a compatible high permeability material in were tritium in solutio  is 

allowed to permeate through thin packing plates. Conventional (not gettering) permeator materials (as α-

Fe, Pd-Ag) can be conservatively considered as material for tubes.  

The conceptual proposal ([ref. 4.38]) considers the possibility to use open high porous 2D- SiCf /SiC 

(coated or not with a thin (10 µm) permeator coating). Use of 2D- SiCf /SiC CERASEP® is based on: 

- its good structural properties 

- on the own tested compatibility behavior in Pb15.7Li ([ref. 4.39],  

- on the high specific surface of a porous materials and finaly  

- on the enormeous values for gas-gas permeability values measured for diverse types high 

porous 2D-SiC/SiC [ref. 4.40 ] 
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In order to qualify experimentally the conceptual proposal (Figure 4.3.4.1) a workplanning was 

launched at JRC Ispra laboratories by middle 1998 to run permeation test of porous SiCf /SiC 

membranes in Pb17Li .  

Unfortunately, JRC-Ispra left out participation on Fusion Programme by December 1998 and proposal 

kept pending of the required experimental validation. 

 
4.3.4.B.  Processing performances: flux ranges and time constants 
 
 
   Efficiencies of the compact extractor/permeator concept were computed on the base of dispersion 

models presented in Section 4.3.1. for bubbled columns and by considering an additional permeation 

(vertically evolving) term through the walls of the arrays of tubes.  

  Details of numerical assessment are given elsewhere [ref 4. 41]. 
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 Figure 4.3.4.3.  Extractor iso-efficiency (top) and comparison to conventional columns (bottom) of the 
proposed extractor-permeator column made on high porous bare 2D-SiCf /SiC . (T= 623 
K, P0 = 0.5 MPa, cT(H)= 10-2 mol m-3 , ∆z = 1 cm,  KD = 10-5 m/s db = 1 mm and ALB = 
1000 m-1, array tubes N =  500. 
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4.3.4.C.  Review of documentation on existing block diagram models for combined recovery methods 
  
 
   Waiting reasonably for the required experimental qualification, compact extractor/permeator columns 

have not been optimized to cycle requirements nor considerered to integrate tritium cycle. 

 
4.3.4.D.  System lay-out configurations for stripping columns 

 
 

 
Figure 4.3.4.4    Envisageable flow-sheet for TES based on 1 line processing total LM mass flow rate. 

Column claimed to provide efficiencies of 0.9 (Φ= 0.5 m and H = 4.5 m, 10 mol/s T = 
623 K, P = 5 bars) at KD = 10-5 m/s db = 1 mm and ALB = 1000 m-1, array tubes N =  
1500. 

 
4.3.5. Other options 
 
Other options extraction columns as sprayed columns or vented columns are by physical principle less 

efficient and then not analized here as technology options for tritium recovery. Alternatively, use of 

cold trap to recover tritium from permeation into NaK means high complex systems adding meaning 

problems than benefits for tritium recovery from Pb15.7Li at not competitive nominal efficiencies. Then 

they are not furtherly considered here.  
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4.3.6. Actual best available technique to recover tritium from Pb-17Li 
 
 
  At  the lights of all the analysis presented above, stripping packed bed columns should be considered 

a proven technique to recover tritium from Pb-15.7Li in systems with size and lay-outs as shown in 

Figure 4.3.1.5. Optimisation of such system extractors will mean compactness optimisations in the 

global extraction TES system from Pb15.7Li.  

   Other solutions should be developed attending to good characteristics of simplicity, operational 

flexibility and on-line one-through processing. It is the case for permeators or for combined 

extractor/permeator methods. 
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5. Review of existing information on PCS design assumptions and tritium analysis 

for the design of SG for He-cooled DEMO reactors TC  
 
5.1. General remarks  
 
    As has been pointed out the IB-TC of a fusion power reactor should unavoidably include a Power 

Conversion System (PCS). The PCS design resumes the environmental impact issues of the 

DEMO IB-TC. Thus, it is key for the conception of a reliable IB-TC for DEMO.  

     For a given maximum environmental release rate limit (today fixed in 20 Ci/d but potentially 

evolving to lower values) the maximum allowable partial pressures of permeable forms (HT,T2) 

facing the SG, and the total admissible coolant specific activity for given values of coolant leakages,  

are key IB-TC design determining parameters. Thus, for given efficiencies of other system (TES, 

TRS,..) and for given values of permeation rates into HCS, the admissible values establish the 

ultimated requirements of CPS. The admissible values come determined by the the PCS 

architectural option selected (ex. Rankine or close Brayton cycle) and by the specific design 

aspects for crucial components of each PCS option.  

   At the actual DEMO specification in/out temperatures: 300/500 º C and 8 MPa, He/steam Rankine 

cycle is, thermodynamics speaking, the most efficient power converting option, i.e.: it recovers in 

the most efficient way coolant specific enthalpies.  Within the perspective of FT development 

towards higher temperatures, the increase of coolant reactor outlet temperatures (~ 200 K) will 

make Brayton cycles  competitive in thermal efficiencies and then the reference for the future.  

  Crucial components of Rankine architectural option for TC are final or intermediating He/steam 

generators and in a less extend recirculating pumps.  

  Critical components to consider direct Closed-Cycles Gas Turbine (CCGT) for a IB-TC are: (1) 

pre-coolers, (2) inter-coolers, (3) recuperators and (4) turbo-machinery.  

   Main critical issues related to the use of intermediate He/steam in PCS in gas-cooled fission 

power reactors is the SG integrity in order to prevent the water ingress in the reactor core (nuclear 

safety reasons related with potential reactivity excursions). Thus, in fission GCR  SG designs are 

made at ∆p >0 between primary He and secondary.  For its use in the DEMO IB-TC, ∆p >0  is not 

be a design requirement and events derived from failures could be managed by TC design.   

   Main critical concerns for the use of CGTC components in a DEMO IB-TC are related with the 

requirement of advanced gas purification technologies (required by the needed life-time of 

turbomachinery and other components) and mainly with very demanding requirements for sealing 

technologies.  
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Figure 5.1. Lay-out for a CCGT  cycle as could be envisaged as PCS Unit in the DEMO IB-TC.   

 

 

      Then, the design of the IB-TC for CCGT is accomplished by coupling an intermediate and 

specifically devoted Gas Purification System (GPS) (for impurities not for tritium) to the CCGT 

(Figure 5.1).  Diverse COE assessment for fusion weight PCS in the range of (<15% ???) of the 

complete cost fusion plant. Then, it could be assumed as working principle that power cost 

optimization will be driven by power cycle efficiency gain over final PCS component cost.    Increase 

in reactor outlet temperature will be a net driving vector towards the use of CCGT in FT together 

with benefits of synergies with HTR fission programmes.  In conclusion, CCGT PCS SHOULD BE 

CONSIDERED AS SERIOUSLY AS PCS OPTION TO INTEGRATE FUTURE IB-TC.   

    In this case the CPS in DEMO lay-out would be responsible of both tritium control and impurities.  

More details concerning prospective for CCGT cycle for the DEMO IB-TC and status of component 

developments together with and specific lay-out of an adapted GPS are done in a satellite report 

[ref. 5.1., Sedano1]  
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Figure 5.2. Lay-out for a He/steam  as envisaged as PCS Unit in the DEMO IB-TC.   

 

    Use of intermediate He/steam SG is the most efficient solution ~ 35% for actual DEMO 

specifications and represents the today validated technological solutions for PCS and thus the 

reference for the analyses here.   

     In spite of this primary conceptual impact on the design of the IB-TC, it should be noticed that 

detailed studies for tritium releases assessments in SG are scarce. Some rough and qualitative 

analyses under old BIT and BOT blanket design specifications were done in the past. The tritium 

transfer through SG was a  “key topic” comparison issue for the 95’s EU breeding blanket selection 

exercise, [ref. 5.2,  H. Schnauder]. 

     It should be noticed also that some assessments (very rough but done by recognized experts! D. 

K .Sze  in the US) with conclusions accepted by many others ex: S. Tanaka in JP) [ref. 5.3,  D.K. 

Sze Personal Communication] (for a written proof of it, see  the slide #37 of Abdou´s presentation at 

7th ISFNT, Tokyo (JP)] ) done out of EU provide dramatically low values for limiting partial pressures 

in the HCS (10-9 Pa ) !7.  That is, several orders of magnitude partial pressure ranges we are 

managing to conceive CPS . It would have dramatic implications in terms of tritium control demands  

(systems or PB requirements). 

      In the context of EU programs, an assessment for the He/water power generation circuits was 

done by , [ref. 5.5,  L. Berardinucci and M. Dalle Done] for HCPB95 DEMO concept at approx. 

specifications to actual HCPB2003. Some refinement in the tritium permeation rate assessment for 
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purging gas line to HCS and the consideration of the INCOLOY 800 oxidation as permeation 

controlling factor through SG was the main basis of the important conclusion that permeation 

barriers are not needed in HCPB blankets .  

      [ref. 2.2, I . Ricapito] made an assessment of limiting HT partial pressure in HCS and propose a 

value of 1.1 Pa.  This assessment is based on: 

- a direct surface rate-limiting assessment using first measurements of D2 transport through 

INCOLOY 800 [ref. 5.5, A . Perujo ],  

- a SG surface of 40060 m2 SG (for 4 x 620 MWth), 

- SG design with positive ∆P (helium at higher pressure than secondary) 

- an unique averaged temperature (350 º C) and  

- same recombination coefficients at He and water surface . 

 

   A direct measurement of INCOLOY 800 dissociation coefficients for bare and a long-term 

stabilised oxide spinel were done [ref. 5.6, G. Esteban].  With respect of previous measurement,  

disassociation constants for clean: σk1 [mol m-2s-1Pa-1] = 4.14.10-6exp(-44.3 /RT)  and  σk1 [mol m-2s-

1Pa-1] =2.67.10-10exp(-40.1 /RT) for oxidized were done in a well-confirmed surface-limited regime 

(simetric and asimetric conditions) for both bare and oxidized cases. Fitting of the measured 

release provides directly disassociation rate constant so not need to deduce from recombination 

rate contant and solubility with equilibrium assumption.  

   For comparison, the use of the same simple formula proposed in [ref. 2.2, I . Ricapito] : 
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2
with the same SG assumptions with this new transport data for INCOLOY 800: [ref. 

5.6, G. Esteban] gives for the oxidized case:   

 

 

 

 

and for bare INCOLOY 800: 

 

 

 

 

as a direct comparison of the good quality of spinel PRF in this surface-limited release regime 

(PRF~ 6000).  
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     The primary coolant leakage database (from PWR and CANDU reactors) used  in [ref. 2.2, I . 

Ricapito]  for tritium transfers to environment seems not appropriate it could not (should not) be 

considered for the analyses.   

   SG design with  ∆P>0  are used in fission reactors to avoid water vapor ingress in the reactor core.  

This problem does not happen in fusion and ∆P < 0 could play preventing primary coolant and 

tritium release. A water ingress in the HCS would transform elementary forms of tritium  to oxidized 

forms. In addition, an overpressurized secondary favors the SG compactness and minimize 

permeation rates in two contributing ways: lower mass-exchange surfaces and lower coolant 

(tritium) residence times in the power exchange units. 

   [ref. 2.2, I . Ricapito]  gives a good advice on the need to reasses its own approximated 

evaluation on the base of giving precise measurements and a more precise SG design exercise. 

Following  those suggestions a re-asesssment has been done recently   [ref. 5.8, Sedano2].  

 

  The new assessment (tentatively) includes the following aspects:  

 

(1) an approximated thermal and structural analysis (focused on the sizing of hellical coiled 

tubes) for the design of a compact SG minimizing the exchange surface and the coolant 

(tritium) residence time in the SG, 

 

(2) an evaluation of permeation rates (always in surface-limited regime) assuming the 

temperature profiling obtained from (1) along the inner and outer tube hellicoidal surfaces 

with measured dissociation constants in [ref. 5.6, G. Esteban] for bare or oxidized 

INCOLOY 800,  

 

(3) the analysis of gas coolant chemistry conditions warranting the INCOLOY 800 spinel 

stability as the most outstanding permeation control mechanism, 

 

(4) the study of the potentialities of complementary available permeation control 

countermeasures: coolant gas oxidation (by H2O(v) or O2) and H2 isotopic swamping and its 

optimization for minimal HTO, T2O productions,  

 

(5) a review of the lessons learned from fission He-cooled reactors on primary coolant leakage 

in nuclear pressurized systems,  
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(6) the proposal of a scheme for transient basic (permeation + leakage) assessment needed to 

develop a module for the Process Flow Diagram being development.   

 

 The sizing of the hellical coiled tube with approximate temperature distributions along the hellical 

inner(He)/outer(water) surfaces are obtained under the IB-TC HCS DEMO design specifications (i.e.: 

an optimum He/steam SG for Fusion Technology). The reference values for permeation rates through 

an optimized SG Unit for given parametric ranges of inlet permeable forms partial pressures (HT, T2) in 

HCS are given. The gas coolant chemical additions (reference for CPS throughput specifications) 

guaranteeing spinel self-healing, minimizing HTO production and preserving the isotopic swamping 

potentialities are proposed.  For established SG specifications the FPD „ SG IB-TC module“ based on a 

surface-limited permeation transient assessment is established and described.   

 In the frame of review of information available to build a IB-TC PFD the following sections 

summarize analyses done in  [ref. 5.8, Sedano2].  

 

 

5.2. Thermal and structural SG design optimisation  for a DEMO IB-TC 
 
  Helical HEx/SG are widely used in diverse type of nuclear and non-nuclear power conversion 

systems. Developments in hydraulic design for such bundle coiled system goes towards compact and 

low surface coiled helix with small  bending radius.  

As it is emphasized when an indirect cycle is considered the main issues related with the tritium 

transfer to the secondary circuit focuses in the intermediate heat exchanger. If such as option is 

selected for the PCS a reference design for heat-exchanger should be assumed.  The design 

characteristics for He/water SG (see Figure 5.3) have been taken from [ref. 5.9, Fenech] and in  [ref. 

5.10, Melese]. There exists a reliable and large open database for such component.  

An important nuclear design optimisation and operational experience for this type of SG was 

generated during its use in St. Vrain´s HTGR  for more than two decades in particular  for coolant 

leakages through the component. It is specifically analysed hereafter.   

For this SG,  helium as primary coolant and superheated water as secondary coolant flow in 

courtercurrent senses. Helium entering from the top to the bottom and water from the bottom to the top 

through the inner section of batch bundless of hellical tubes.    
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Figure 5.3.  Helium-steam generator design taken from GT-MHT St. Vrain [ref. 5.10, Melese]. 
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The component integrates two super-heater plus one re-heater, one economiser and one 

evaporator (Figure 5.3).  

From the design and operational experience several design constraint for the component should be 

taken into consideration: 

• a recomended value for pitch temperature difference primary vs. secondary of 40 degrees 

guaranteing thermal effectiveness > 95 % and exchange coefficients > 1.1 kW/m2 K, 

• Operational pressure of superheated steam circuit should be taken above the primary one 

(at least 40 % safety margin8) as an intrinsic safety  requirement in order to prevent tritium 

leaks to the secondary after the breaking of a tube, 

• Mechanical stability and integrity of the tubes requires minimum wall thickness of about 3 

mm9, 

     Under the perspective of the tritium assessment here, such adaptation to DEMO specfications is 

tentatively done according to the contraints looking for minimum modifications (GT-MHT St. Vrain 

[ref. 5.10, Melese]) as follows:  

(1) power distributed thorugh in 4 PCS units ( 4 x 750 MW th ) ,  

(2) the He coolant throuput  723 kg/s @ Tin: 500º C, Tout: 300 º C, of 8 MPa) to provide the 

nominal power . 

(3) Secondary circuit input characteristics are kept at reference design values, in particular 

outlet steam characteristics at 500 º C,  and water inlet pressures at 10 MPa in order to 

preserve indirect cycle demonstrated efficiencies of ~ 35% before alternator (lay-out as in 

Figure 5.2.) and for certified heat exhanger thermal effectiveness (close to 95%).  

      This adaptation requires mainly to adapt lenght of bundles, number of tubes and secondary 

coolant parameters. 

 

   5.2.1.  Helical tubes characteristics  

  

    Once the design constraints are fixed the main issues for the adaptation of the design of this 

component to the DEMO IB-TC specification can be addressed. These are related with the 

thermohydraulic design of a helical tube and the bundles disposition within  the SG shell enclosure.   

    The analysis focuses on a given helical tube and design could be simplified assuming a number 

(N) of identical hellical tubes bundling in a cylinder space limited by SG shroud φ 3.8 m and 4.72 m 

(original design to be adapted to DEMO specifications) height acting as available volume.   

                      

                                                                 
8 In fission water and steam ingress in the core is also a safety concern. The criteria on secondary pressure 
translate into the rupture pressure in rupture disk at the CPS. 
9 Most of actual designs consider different thickness of tubes in superheaters and in helical coils. 
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               Table 5.I.  Reference operational characteristics of a SG design for DEMO. 
Thermal duty                   [MW th] 750 
He-in           T[ºC] @Pres [MPa] 500 @ 8 
He-out                               T[ºC] 300 @ 7.74 MPa 
Primary Pressure drop         [%] ~ 1 
Secondary Press. drop        [%] ~ 3 
He throughtput                 [kg/s] 730 
Water throughtput             [kg/s]  252 
Water-ingress                    T[ºC]  60 
Steam-out   T[ºC]]@Pres [MPa] 500 @ 9.63MPa 
# Helical tubes  670 
Total exchange surface       [m2] 7200 
Bundle lenght                       [m] 10.3 
Tube diameter in/out         [mm] 20 / 26 
He ( Tritium) res. time          [s] < 1 
He vol. In the SG                [m3] ~ 40 

 

Thus, the main variables of the optimisation problem: 

• secondary coolant input parameters (both throughput and temperatures) considering the 

mentioned pinch criteria and  

• geometrical characteristics of an hellical tube (section, lenth and thus extracted power per 

tube and then the final number of tubes) minimizing pressure drops for both fluids. 

      Within the perspective of its future use in a DEMO reactor the design of an hellical tube is a 

compromise between optimization of the thermal exchange efficiency and the capabilities to reduce 

to the minimum the permeation rates with: 

• minimum tube averaged temperatures, 

• minimum surface area and maximum tube thickness, 

• minimum He (tritiated) residence time in the SG. 

 Table 5.I reports the main operating characteristics and syzing input hypothesis for He/steam 

generator in Figure 5.3.  For given Helium in/out conditions, water outlet and thermal effectiveness 

(>%95) the main criteria minimizing permeation rates is the average temperature along the hellical 

tube wall.  An inlet temperature of 60 º C at the reported throughput 252 Kg/s are consistent with 

total power extracted and secondary coolant outlet parameters. Inlet temperature could be reduced 

to lower values by rising the water/steam pressures previous payment the corresponding efficiency 

tax on pumping power.  Tube thickness is taken as its minimum value (3 mm.) (at S. Vrains 

guaranteing < 0.2 frailures y-1 [ref. 5.10, Melese]) with thermal exchange coefficients approx.: 1.28 

kWm-2K.  The tube dimensions in Table 5.I justify by simple formulae the ranges of highest possible 

Reynolds (∼105).  

    Thermodynamic properties database for superheated steam/water have been taken from [ref. 

5.11, Thermexcell] and for He from [ref. 5.12, McCarty].        
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      The design of the helical tube should be also consistent with the fact that a too high swirl could 

induce high laminarity in the fluid flow due to centrifugal force. Critical Re numbers are weighted 

with Dean´s RDe 2/Re φ= ; φ =inner tube diameter, R = helix´ bending radius) frictional number 

for flowing fluid within the helical tube.  In general , SG for HTGR has designed in a way  that once 

range hydraulic conditions (Dean´s number) guaranteed helical coil is optimized in the number of 

tubes and helical pitches in order to have as high as possible compactness. Such design principle 

is even more important in the perspective of use of intermediate exchangers for DEMO considering 

that compactness play on both primary coolant resilient times and permeation surfaces, both factors 

determining permeation rates to secondary circuit. 

   

 
Figure 5.4.  Geometrical characteristics for SG helical coil tube. 

 

Geometrical characteristics parameters for helical coiled tube are tentatively10  given in Table 5.II.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
10 Important remark: Last values are approximations and open for a further precissions.  

θ 
D R 

VP 
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          Table 5.II.  Reference geometrical parameters for coiled helical tube for SG.  
Tube thickness [mm]: ∆x 3 
Tube diameters in/out [mm]: D 20/26  
Helical bending diameter  [mm]:   2R 80 
Helical ascending angle:  θ    [º ] 6º 
Helical vertical pitch  [mm]  35  
Total coil tube lenght  [m] 10.3 
Helix pass number 365 
Helix lateral (exchange area) per coil tube [m2] 10.7 

 

Note the large number of helical pass required: N ~ 10.7 / (2 π 40 10-3 [2 π 13 10-3 + 35 10-3 ]) = 365. 

An important remark is the possibility to inter-twin two, three or four coils.  Note that pitch distances and 

helical ascending angle for the proposal helix allows this possibility that would mean a significant gain 

in bundle compactness in the SG shell. 

 

 
 
Figure 5.5.  Temperature distribution along inner/outer helical tube surface according to input data   
                  and assumptions in Table 5.II.   
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5.2.2.Tritium permeation through SG (IB-TC DEMO specifications) 
 
   Once the exchanger thermal parameters established a tritium permeation assessment can be 

addressed.     

   Refinements of the proposed tritium permeation assessment include:  

• use of direct measurements for the dissociation surface constant of INCOLOY 800 with 

direct consideration of temperature profiles along the helical coiled tube inner and outer 

surfaces,  

• consideration of tritium partial pressure profiles along the helical coiled tube surface with 

dynamic correction of permeable partial pressures  i.e.: its recalculation from the subtraction 

of permeated amount at a given vertical coordinate, 

• potentialities and parametrical consideration of two  main control procedures: coolant 

oxidation potentials and H2 swamping pressure, both factor reducing at low tritium partial 

pressure the effective permeation rates through the coiled tubes. 

  

5.2.2. A. INCOLOY 800 properties and warranties for spinel self-healing 
 
    Pioneer works during seventies at higher water vapor contents (2.6w% D2O)  evidenced the 

reduction effects [ref. 5.13, Strhelow and Savage] and the effect of oxidation conditions on decreasing 

permeation rate at low permeating gas partial pressure (drop of p1/2 to p1 regime).  

   Tritium transport characteristics for INCOLOY 800 were exhaustively investigated recently within the 

EU programs [ref. 5.6, G. Esteban] for a experimental range of interest including that of the design of 

SG. Surface-limited regimes were investigated for protium and deuterium (partial pressures T: 427-780 

K, 10 Pa-15 kPa) and diffusion-limited transport regimes (427-664 K, 15-1500 kPa). Both,  time-lag 

permeation and isovolumetric desorption techniques were exploited and the results obtained from two 

methods were found consistent.  

    In terms of H-isotopes transport point-of-view and in view of tritium transport behavior through SG, 

INCOLOY 800 could be considered absolutely characterized.  

   The main qualitative results concerning H-isotope transport through INCOLOY 800 are summarized 

as follows: 

(1)   oxidation at high temperature effects  induced an abrupt change of hydrogen transport 

        regimes transport regimes,   

(2) new (more precise) permeability measurements were seen to be consistent, but driving to 

lower permeation values11, with previous measurements (done at 70´s ) (Figure 5.6).  

(3) transport parameters in general close to austenitics and differing from martensitics and 

trapping absence of  noticeable due to the absence of martensite phase in INCOLOYs 
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(4) oxide was seen to self-heal easily and strongly showing robustness reproducibility against 

permeation,  

(5) the possibility to induce cracks in the oxide (recovering p1/2 dependences) and to self-heal 

the barrier was noticed.  Kinetics of cracking is potentially very fast (a minutes transient is 

capable to induce efficient cracks in the oxide) and for self-healing is slow (hours at pre-

oxidation conditions) were evidenced.  
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11 Probably due to a best integrity and chracteristics of the spinel.  

Figure 5.6.  Adsorption s k1 constants [mol m-2 s-1 Pa-1] of H/D in INCOLOY 800 and 
comparison with reference steels. (1) and (2) theoretical rates Pick & Sonnenberg 
and Baskes  for INCOLOY 800, (3) from implantation data D+ in FM-MANET, (4) 
for H2 in 316 SS ion beam cleaned, (5) H2, 316 SS oxidized two faces, (6) D2, 
MANET no oxide; (7) D2, MANET as received, (8) D2, MANET oxidized; (9) D2, 
Inconel 600, (10) D2, 304 SS, (11) D2, OPTIFER-IVb as received, (12) y (13) D2, 
INCOLOY 800 without/with oxide. 
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Figure 5.7.  Recombination rate sk2 constants of H/D in INCOLOY 800 and comparison with 

reference steels. (1) and (2) theoretical rates Pick & Sonnenberg and Baskes for 
INCOLOY 800, (3) from implantation data D+ in FM-MANET, (4) for H2 in 316 SS 
ion beam cleaned, (5) H2, 316 SS oxidized two faces, (6) D2, MANET no oxide; (7) 
D2, MANET as received, (8) D2, MANET oxidized; (9) D2, Inconel 600, (10) D2, 304 
SS, (11) D2, OPTIFER-IVb as received, (12) y (13) D2, INCOLOY 800 without/with 
oxide. 

 

 

 The difficulty to measure hydrogen isotopes bulk diffusion and bulk absorption through 

FeNiCr alloys evidence their high susceptibility to oxidation. When INCOLOY 800 exposure 

to vacuum or high clean hydrogen no trace of surface oxidation can be found. Under non 

vacuum conditions the prevention of INCOLOY800 oxidation at temperatures higher than 664 

K is technically an issue. This susceptibility is intrinsically beneficial to control tritium in the 

DEMO IB-TC and should be exploited as far as possible for the control of tritium in PCS of 

DEMO tritium cycle.  When measuring the surface effects of deuterium transport through 

INCOLOY800, the oxidation of the specimen at high temperatures was allowed to proceed to 

a final stable situation where the steady-state permeation rate shows no time variation.   
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        Table 5.III.  Transport parameters for INCOLOY 800 [ref. 5.6, G. Esteban]. 
H2 permeability [mol.m-1. s-1Pa-1/2] Φ = 3.94 10-8 exp(-55.6 /RT) 

R [kJ.mol-1] 
D2 Sievert´s constant [mol.m -3Pa-1/2] Ks= 0.102 exp(-7.8/RT) 

D2 diffusivity [m2s-1] D= 3.87 10-7exp(-47.8 /RT) 
D2 Dissociation rate const.                      

[mol m-2s-1Pa-1] 
Oxidised 

clean 

 
 
σk1=2.67.10-10exp(-40.1 /RT) 
σk1=4.14.10-6exp(-44.3 /RT) 

D2 Recombin. rate const.  [mol-1m4s-1] 
Oxidized 

clean 

 
σk2=2.28.10-10exp(-24.5 /RT) 
σk2=4.00.10-6exp(-28.6 /RT) 

 
 

  Under such easily achievable and stable oxidation conditions the inhibition of gas 

permeation is seen to be very effective and stable during long tests.  

   Thin oxides were easily produced and characterized (as 100 nm Cr2O3 and Cr2MnO4 

spinel) by SNMS for INCOLOY 800 in contact with D2 gas 99.7 % purity and maximum H2O(v) 

of 15 ppm. Although the low Mn content (0.3w%) of INCOLOY 800, manganese containing 

spinels can be formed in the INCOLOY 800 surface due to its high mobility in the material 

bulk, as it is evidenced by many works in literature. It is the driving mechanisms determining 

the activation energies for FeNiCr alloys oxidation and spinel formation in INCOLOY 800.  

   An important qualitative feature concerning the behavior oxide formed in INCOLOY 800 is 

related its stability against thermal transient. Self-healing kinetics are quite slow (>100 hours 

@ 650 ºC for a complete recovering of permeation rates by a self-healed oxide) and crack 

producing kinetics relatively fast (bare permeations are obtained after a few minutes 100 º C 

transient from 650 ºC to 550 ºC) [ref. 5.6, G. Esteban]. These observations confirmed the 

previous one [ref. 5.14, Bell & Redman].  

    During measurements the long-term  (weeks) stability of permeation reduction conditions 

were clearly evidenced as an empirical proof that spinel in a reducing media could maintain its 

passivation performances.  For a reliable exploitation of spinel permeation passivating effects 

in coordination with hydrogen swamping, some theoretical analyses could be necessary to 

justify the chromium-manganese oxide chemical stability in  reducing media.  
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5.2.2. B. Potentialities of tritium permeation reduction countermeasures: isotopic 
               swamping and coolant oxidation 

 
For the expected range of tritium chemical activities in the primary coolant and a-part-from or 

in-coordination-with pre-oxidation of cooling tube surface, three additional methods are 

potentially available to mitigate tritium permeation through the SG helical wall tube: 

• a direct steam oxidation of T2 (or HT) by O2 or H2O addition to the coolant to form a non-

permeable fraction of HTO, 

• a direct isotopic swamping reduction of tritium partial pressures by H2 (D2 or HD) addition 

to primary helium, 

• a reduction of tritium flux by a counter-streaming hydrogen flow from maintaining a  H2 

p.p. in secondary water.  

  

Table 5.IV.  Equilibrium constants for isotopic swamping, tritium oxidation and exchange    
                   reaction at range of SG temperature 300/500 ºC (12). 

 [ºC] 300 350 400 450 500 

(1) H2+T2ßà 2HT              4.83  5.27  5.49 

(2) HT + H2O ßà H2 + HTO 2,058 
2,09 

1,879 1,741 
1,77 

1,632 1,545 
1,52 

(3) T2 + H2O ßà HT + HTO 10,09  9,16  8,34 

(4) 2HT + O2 ßà 2HTO 7,80E+39 1,72E+36 1,31E+33 2,67E+30 1,21E+28 

(5) 2T2+ O2 ßà 2T2O 2,84E+40 5,39E+36 3,63E+33 6,67E+30 2,76E+28 

 
The complete set of reactions to be considered for the control tritium forms partial pressure 

in the HCS together with equilibrium constants are given in Table 5.IV. Values for  reaction (1) 

are derived using well-based partition theory giving a simple isotopic relationship for Helmholtz 

free potentials for both reaction and 1.4 factor between ln (KHT) and ln(KHD) constants,  KHD 

values from [ref. 5.14, Bell & Redman].   Values for reaction (2) are obtained from theoretical 

and experimental data. Reaction (3) is the isotopic conjugate of (1) and (2) and has as 

equilibrium constant approx. the direct product of (1) and (2).  

   Note the diverse temperature dependence of the different reaction constants could 

establish complex equilibrium conditions so a thermal evolution for gas chemistry conditions 

along  the coiled tube helical axis should be considered for precision.     

Thus, permeation mitigation operates through the addition of H2 and/or H2O(v) or/and O2 to 

the coolant. Each method has its own potential benefits (permeable forms partial pressure 

                                                                 
12 From data by [ref. 5.18, Brahet] and [ref. 5.19, Cristescu], personal communications. 
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reduction) and drawbacks (spinel chemical reduction, HTO/T2O production) and operates with 

different extends depending on tritium chemical activities and range of temperatures. The 

fundamentals of oxidation/exchange methods are well-established for equilibrium conditions 

through constants of isotopic oxidation or exchange reactions database. For transient 

conditions the kinetic database is very limited that could be a real limitation to develop precise 

transient routines. 

   The fundamentals of isotopic swamping for steady-state and transient conditions, for both 

co-streaming and counter-streaming cases, are well-established through diverse review works 

in literature [ref. 5.15, Wallbroaek] have a poor experimental validation.  

   The consideration (or not) of tritium mitigation measures is determinant to optimize the HCS 

coolant composition and then to establish CPS throughput specfications for IB-TC PFD.    Thus, 

within such perspective these fundamentals were reviewed in [ref. 5.8, Sedano2] together with 

an optimisation of HCS gas composition.  

  These analyses are reviewed in the frame of review of information available to build a FPD, 

goal of the present deliverable. 

  
Figure 5.8. H2 swamping factors and equilibrium tritium activities for initial T2 partial 

pressures in HCS @T = 400 º C, Keq (H2+T2ßà 2HT from [ref. 5.17, Urey]) . 
 

 

PH2: 10 KPa 

PH2: 1 KPa 

PH2: 100 Pa 

PH2: 10 Pa 

PH2: 5 Pa 
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T2 and HT oxidation to non-permeable HTO and T2O forms  

 

   At operation temperatures the oxidation of tritium could reduce values of the  (HT,T2) forms 

partial pressures and thus net permeation rates through SG tubes. As a general situation O2 

and/or H2O(v) could be added to the primary coolant (having initial T2 partial pressure pT2) and 

respective oxidation activities are maintained to a given level, T2 and HT will be oxidized 

according to an equilibrium reaction defining new equilibrium conditions and permeable forms 

partial pressures. Hot INCOLOY 800 (as bare FeNiCr alloy) could have some catalytic 

promoting some exchange reactions but Cr2O3-Mn(IV)O spinel once formed could a priori to 

reduce such effect.  

The optimum HCS oxidation potentials, i.e.: H2O/O2 additions should be assessed in 

equilibrium diagrams considering globally all the reactions involved. 

 

Tritium permeation rate reduction with co-streaming H2 permeating flux  

      

    As a general situation, H2 is added to the primary He having T2  and reactions between H2 

and T2 occurs at a given temperature according with the equilibrium reaction H2 + T2 ↔ 2HT, 

which has temperature-depending equilibrium constant:
22

2
THHTeq pppK = . If  H2 partial 

pressure is maintained at given level pH2 this addition would displace initial tritium partial 

pressure pT2 to a new lower equilibrium value eqHHTT
eq Kppp

222 2
2

2
)( = . Assuming enough 

H2  feeding, all the tritium available would react forming HT molecules:  PHT = 2 PT2 , the new 

tritium equilibrium chemical activity drops by a factor: eqHTTT
eq Kpppp

2222 4)( ≈ . 

Example: for an initial pT2 = 10 Pa, and an imposed pH2  throughput of  5 kPa and Keq = 3.45 

(4.83 in Table 5.IV) at 300 ºC,  10 Pa of T2 reacting H2 will give 20 Pa of HT by-product
2Tp is 

reduced to 2.3 10-2 Pa i.e.: by a factor 430. Is not worthy to emphasize that such swamping 

factors depend on pT2, pH2 and on temperature through Keq .  Final impact depends on the 

reduced flux density numbers W2 [ 
D

dkk
W

2/1
12 )2( σσ

= ] determined by the maintained H2 

partial pressure ranges and material surface state characteristics.  The general expression 

for the tritium flux JT can be written as: 
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with (cH)b,f  concentrations obtainable from transport equation. At small permeation 

numbers (W<<1) for H2, i.e.: low hydrogen partial pressures (low dilution) and surface-

limited regimes for permeating H2, (cH)b = (cH)f = ce/21/2 , 
2
)( 1 HT

T

pk
J

σ
= and not effect at all 

from H2 on tritium permeation should be foresee irrespective of tritium permeation mode 

and sense of H2 flow .   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9.    Schemes for tritium permeation through a membrane with co-streaming H2 
permeating flux (case of H2 added in the primary circuit). 

 

      At large permeation numbers (W>>1) for H2, i.e.: high hydrogen partial pressures and 

diffusion-limited regimes for permeating H2 when H2 flow in same direction than tritium 

(Figure 5.9), 1
)(

)(
>>

bH

fH

c

c
, eHfH cc )()( ≈  and 2/1

)(

)(
+= W

c

c

bH

fH .  Then from master equation 

eq. 5.1., 
W

pk
WW
pk

J HTHT
T

)(
1

)( 11 σσ
≈

++
= , proportional with pHT (i.e. to 2Tp in equilibrium ) 

and inversely proportion to W, i.e. fHp )( 2 .  It could be remarked how equation 5.1. 

could include T2-dilution H2 swamping effects in a undistinguishable way from competing 

effect on co-streaming tritium and hydrogen fluxes13.   

 

 

 

                                                                 
13 Note, in addition, that W depends isotopically as W ~ m1/4, i.e.: 21/4  times higher for deuterium 
than for protium, i.e.: in this case it could be most convenient to swamp with deuterium. 
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Tritium permeation rate reduction with counter-streaming H2 permeating flux  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10.  Schemes for tritium permeation through a membrane with counter-streaming 

H2 permeating flux (case of H2 added in the secondary circuit). 
 
    

  At large permeation numbers (W>>1) for H2,   for H2 flowing in opposite direction than 

tritium (Figure 5.10) 1
)(

)(
<<

bH

fH

c

c
. By W definition it is derived that: 

bH

fH

eH

fH

c

c
W

c

c

)(

)(

)(

)(
2/1 ≈= −  

and then: 
W

pk
W

pk
J HTHT

T
)(

1
)( 11 σσ

≈
+

= .   Then for W>>1, W ~ p1/2
b , JT (tritium flux) 

depends on HT partial pressure (i.e.: on Tp  through dissociation) and on the fourth 

root14 of H2 partial pressures  p1/4
b .   

   For a potential exploitation of counter-streaming isotopic effect to control tritium 

permeation through SG tubes a typical situation consist in maintaining the H2 partial 

pressure at high value at the water cooling side. Considering the ¼ dependence for H2 

back-swamping from the secondary on the secondary coolant and also the high solubility 

for H2 in water this solution could means very large uneconomical H2 feeding supplies to 

secondary coolant.  The addition of H2 , or hydrogenic substances warranting equilibrium 

partial pressures of H2  (case of  hydrazine usually added to primary cooling water in water 

cooled reactors to mitigate hydrolysis induced corrosion ) back-swamps the H-isotopes 

permeation flux in the opposite sense by factors that depends on membrane permeability 

through temperature, H2 partial pressures and tritium inlet partial pressures.  

 

 
 

                                                                 
14  Uncorrect understanding of H2 counterstream isotopic effects on T permeation drives to the 
assumption that JT flux depends, al high protium partial pressures on pH2

1/2, instead the correct 
dependence of pH2

1/4. 
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5.2.2. C.  Optimisations of gas-coolant chemistry (from permeation through SG p-of-v) 
                 

 
There a deep lack of analysis in the open field´s literature on the important issue of 

optimization of gas coolant chemistry conditions minimizing permeation rates through  the SG 

under operational conditions. Under these circumstances some analyses have been produced 

in [ref. 5.8, Sedano2] repeated here.  

 From the permeation through SG point-of-view15 what we want with the optimization of HCS 

chemistry is: 

1) to guarantee the spinel self-healing conditions of a pre-oxidize SG INCOLOY 800 tube, 

2) to oxidize permeable forms (HT, T2) of tritium by minimum (HTO, T2O production) i.e.: 

by minimum (H2O(v) or O2) additions 

3) to exploit as far as possible isotopic swamping of T2 by H2 addition to the coolant (if 

considered as mitigation mechanisms). 

    First point is essential and should be considered with priority, considering the low values of 

dissociation/recombination constants (Figure 5.6. and Figure 5.7). Swamping and coolant 

oxidation should be considered for widest mitigation margins.  

HCS working at high HTO/T2O concentrations is an issue in terms of WDS processing 

requirements and, related with nominal values of coolant leakages, dose impacts (~ three 

order of magnitudes dose conversion factor higher for oxidized forms than for elementary 

ones).  

   Final gas-coolant optimization should be accomplished through precise and global chemical 

equilibrium analyses considering globally the reactions in Table 5.IV. They are crucial to obtain 

final minimum ranges of tritium permeable forms and oxidation potential ranges guaranteeing 

a permanent quality or self-healing of the oxide at the INCOLOY 800 surface.   

   Manganese oxides should be the considered as the target for spinel stability analyses 

considering its comparative higher difficulty to guarantee its oxidation states. Straight 

thermodynamic arguments give lights to understand how self-healing could proceed.  The 

complete reduction of Mn(IV) oxide to Mn(IV) by MnO2 + 2H2 ßà Mn + 2H2O is very unlikely 

(∆G = 30 kJ @ 400 ºC, with Keq ~ 10-4) as well as MnO3H formation (∆G = 55 kJ @ 400 ºC, 

with Keq ~ 10-6) but reduction to Mn(II) by MnO2 + H2 ßà MnO + H2O is possible and really 

likely to proceed: (∆G = -120 kJ @ 400 ºC with very high Keq ~ 109).   This last reaction is 

crucial to determine the minimum oxidation potential guaranteeing oxide self-healing and note 

that H2O addition would play in the same direction that isotopic swamping displacement. Then, 

small H2O(v) additions could shift back reaction to a phase in which spinel and H2 could 
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remain in equilibrium. Spinel direct loss by oxidation to Mn (VIII) (by MnO2 + O2 ßà MnO4 ) is 

also possible ∆G ~ -48 kJ @ 400 ºC but easily shifted back to  to spinel phase MnO2  spinel 

phase by H2O addition: MnO2 + H2 + 1/2O2 ßà MnO4 + H2O (∆G ~ -230 kJ @ 400 ºC ).   

Gibbs-phase predominance diagrams fro Mn-O-H for a red-ox system obtainable with [ref. 

5.20, HCS Software]  drive to a very important conclusion: SELF-HELING CONDITIONS FOR 

INCOLOY 800 SPINEL COULD BE GUARANTEED WITH RELATIVELY LOW OXIDATION 

POTENTIALS IN HCS REDUCING CONDITIONS (derived from a potential H2 , HT or T2 

presence in primary coolant).   

   MnO2 phase existence (spinel self-healing conditions) is guaranteed by a net oxidation 

potential as low as pox >  10-4 Pa (2.5 10-3 ppm O2/He) obtainable with very low O2 or H2O2 

additions (~ 0.2 mols O2 per day).  The way to obtain such optimised values may appear as 

cumbersome for the present documental review. Details are given in  [ref. 5.8, Sedano2]. 

Reference values for Pa5)( 105.3 −⋅≈eq
HTOp with pH2O := 0.05 Pa for pH2 := 100 Pa (swamping 

factor ~ > 10000, if ) for inlet T2 previous to any optimisation p(0) = 0.02 Pa are obtained.  

  These conclusions are quantitatively consistent with empirical behaviour observed in [ref. 

5.14, Bell & Redman] and in [ref. 5.6, G. Esteban] showing long-term stability (long-term 

PRFs) of INCOLOY 800 performance in reducing media. 

Conservatively, proposed gas composition optimisation analyses are done for lower 

temperature (300 ºC). Note that a finest tuning of the cooling gas chemistry the effect of axial 

temperature variation along helical tube can be considered on chemical equilibrium constants.     

Additionally it is important to emphasize on the fact that these are limiting equilibrium analyses 

assumed to envelope conservatively other essential kinetic arguments.  

 
5.2.2. D. Database on Helium leakages in SG and circuits 
 
   As has been mentioned the revision of database on He-coolant primary coolant nominal 

leakages is essential for a reliable assessment of tritium transfers to the environment.  Leakage 

database (from PWR and CANDU reactors)  in [ref. 2.2, I . Ricapito]  seems not appropriate to 

be considered for the HCS IB-TC analyses DEMO. 

   Two main documentation sources to establish reference values of He leakage for  HCS DEMO 

IB-TC analyses, one internal  to EFDA Programmes (Task TW4-TRP-002-D2b1) for PPCS [ref. 5. 

21, Berton] and another external [ref. 5. 22, C. Wong]. Both provide its own review of leak data 

on He-pressurized fission systems with some discrepancies on Fort Saint Vrain´s data but 

                                                                                                                                                                                                      
15 Additional conditions should be considered to minimize permeation rates from blanket and First 
Wall and CPS performances. 
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establish similar conclusions.  In order to fix reference ranges for coolant leakages for IB-TC 

DEMO such data reviews are compared and  values summarized hereafter.   

    In general, from the operational experience from He gas-cooled reactors primary leakage in 

helium coolant pressurized systems could come well identified and controlled by design. 

Examples are the use of welded joints as far as possible, doble enclosures for penetrations, use 

of pressurized gaps. Wide confidence that required levels of tightness comes established after 

imposing the alowable release rates limits to the environment and comes determined by the 

performance of IB-TC systems (CPS and TES) for given tritium source terms values in the IB-TC 

(permeation rates to HCS). 

   Review of Fort  Saint Vrain´s experience in [ref. 5. 21, Berton] and in [ref. 5. 22, C. Wong]  

it is concluded that the most probable cause of leaks was valve seats and that it is not 

possible to assess the SG contribution to the total (probably existing and placed at the cold re-

heaters working below primary pressures).    

  For a PPCS blanket and divertor circuits [ref. 5. 21, Berton] performed an analysis for 

diverse leakage supposed  terms:  

(1) static seals: contributing in a low extend and potentially reduced by welding,  

(2) rotary seals, potentially reducible to zero,   

(3) valves at isolated components ,  potentially significant contribution to the total, 

(4) maintenance leaks, depending on intervention procedures contributing also significantly 

to the total, 

(5) steam generators, not assessed. 

(6) purification & inventory management systems.  

 

  Main contributions are assessed to come (~60%) from maintenance operations and from 

isolated components (~40%) .  Some potential leakage sources (cold reheater at steam 

generators) are not assessed.  

 A “recapitulated” total leakage rate of 0.02 inv./y for PPCS scale in [ref. 5. 21, Berton]  seems 

too optimistic , at the light of other  reference target data for HTR (GT-MHR): 0.1% inv/d (See 

data compilation in Table 5.V).  

The main question for the conception of IB-TC DEMO design would finally be how to 

integrate nominal leaks into the cycle. Two options seems available.  

A simple and conservative procedure could be based on the assumption i.e.: a constant 

reference value of 0.1% inv/d or parametric fractions of such as reference value for all the 

flow-sheet with tritium transfers to the atmosphere related with mean partial pressures in HCS.  



 
    Table 5.V.  Lessons learned on coolant leaks from He gas cooled reactors  

 Pressures  Recorded leaks [d -1] Other comments 

Peach Bottom (US): 1967-1974, , 40 

MWe 

2.4 MPa 0.4-0.6 % à With criticality 

Fort St. Vrain (US): 1876-1889, 330 

MWe 

4.8 MPa 0.3 % (before criticality) 

< 0.3 % (during  criticality) 

 

à 20 times the design target. 
à Double-closures for diverse systems    (ex.  thermocouple ) with interspaces with high     
    pressure He. 
à It was seen cheaper to pay fresh He than repair leaks, i.e.:  at a given time (early 80´s) 
     data is not relevant 

Germany HTR (AVR): 1966-1989, 15 

MWe 

Germany THT-300: 1983-1990, 308 

MWe 

15 MPa 0.4-0.6 %  

Dragon (GB): 1964-1976 

 

2 MPa 0.4-0.6 %  

Japan HTTR: 1998-, 30 MWth 4 MPa 0.28% (design limit to 

atmosphere) 

 

China HTR-10  critical in 2000-, 10 

MW th 

3.5 MPa 0.19% @ 750 ºC 

à Thermocouple penetration assembly of the reactor pressure:  is 1x10-7 Pa.m3/s 
(specification = 10-5 Pa.m3/s),  mostly from welded joints. 
à The thermocouple penetration assembly of the reactor containment < 1x10-2 Pa.m3/s 
(specification = 10-2 Pa.m3/s). 
Mostly coupled with swage locks. 
 

G-MHR (RSA), 600 MW e  0.1% (design target) à to be built 



 

A second approach would be to attribute, system by system depending on its own 

characteristics a given coolant leakage value and tritium release by leakage. To be reliable 

this option needs on precise circuits system specifications and would be mainly theoretical. 

Large discrepancies are commonly seen between theoretical leakage design estimations and 

empirical data. This second option should be kept as a back-up option for the future. 

The first approach needs of an assessment of the total He inventory. Total Helium coolant 

inventory is an important design parameter difficult to be found in the documentation. Total He 

inventory for PPCS (3790+770 MW th) is estimated to be 2140 m3 (estimated volume of PPCS 

circuits) @ 90 bar (averaging both blanket 80 and divertor circuit pressures 100 bar), i.e. 1.9 

105 Nm3  equivalent to 8.6 106 mols (NTP) of Helium (~ 34.4 tons of coolant). A rough scale 

extrapolation to DEMO can straightforwardly be done by rating power factors to 1407 m3 of 

circuit volume at the same pressure: 5.6 106 mols of Helium (NTP) (~ 22.6 tons of coolant).  

For a constant reference value of 0.1% inv/d it corresponds to a cycle averaged leak rate 

value of 5.65 103mols of Helium (NTP) per day.  

The question now is of course: WHAT IS THE ADMISSIBLE VALUE OF HT PARTIAL 

PRESSURES IN CYCLE DETERMINED BY SUCH LEAKAGE RELATED WITH THE 

ENVIRONMENTAL RELEASE LIMIT (20 Ci/d) ?. And the simple answer :   

         

PaPa

d
Hemol

Tgr
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Tgr

d
Ci
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⋅
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=  

   We keep in mind such reference value of 0.83 Pa for admissible HT averaged partial 

pressures from primary coolant leakages in IB-TC in order to compare it with the previous 

assessment of admissible values by permeation (done in Section 5.1.) and to that derived 

from the proposed scheme for permeation assessment in the following section. Note that the 

corresponding value for HTO would be the same divided by Dose Conversion Factor (DCF) (~ 

103 [ref.5.23,    ICRP-60]) i.e.:  the admissible p.p. limit for HTO is a quite low value: 1.1.10-3 

Pa. It is a very important parameter for the design of IB-TC16. 

 

 

 

                                                                 
16 A molar ratio of H2/H 2O of 41.7 is considered in HCPB-2003 indispensable to produce an oxidation potential 
inside the Helium Coolant System capable of maintaining a thin and stable protective oxide layer on the primary 
side of the steam generator walls.  
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5.3. Review of documentation on existing block diagram models for PCS He-cooled DEMO  
 

As has been enounced, no detailed assessments on tritium release through SG or 

inventories scaled to IB-TC DEMO cycle or similar can be noticed. As a consequence and even 

such analyses are key for IB-TC design, block diagrams for analysis of tritium transfers to the 

enviroment (by permeation and or by primary coolant leakages) can not be reported.   

For a reliable design of IB-TC a precise tritium permeation assessment through SG plus 

transfers of tritium to the environemt linked to coolant leaks is needed.  

It SHOULD BE based on: 

(1) a thermal and structural sizing a compact SG minimizing the exchange surface and 

the coolant (tritium) residence time in the SG providing a temperature profile along 

the inner and outer tube hellicoidal (as proposed in the Section 5.2 ), 

(2) an evaluation of permeation rates (always in surface-limited regime) assuming the 

temperature profile obtained along the inner and outer tube hellicoidal surfaces with 

measured dissociation constants for bare or oxidized INCOLOY 800,  

(3) the analysis of gas coolant chemistry conditions warranting the INCOLOY 800 

spinel stability as the most outstanding permeation control mechanism in the IB-TC 

DEMO SG, 

(4) the study of the potentialities of complementary available permeation control 

countermeasures: coolant gas oxidation (by H2O(v) or O2) and H2 isotopic 

swamping and its optimization for minimal HTO, T2O productions, 

(5) the assumtion of a nominal reference value for coolant leakages (as discussed in 

Section 5.2.2.D) 

 

   Under the scheme for transient assessments proposed at the end of Section 1,  this 

evaluations can additionally quantify easily the reference values for Tritium Residence Time 

(TRT) in SG, i.e.: transient inventories.  If primary coolant leakages not considered, the tritium 

residence time in the system is the largest value of the primary coolant residence time (~ 1 

second) in the SG or the characteristic time-lag τL transport time value for HT in the SG tube: 

 

))()(()( '
111 kkpk

dK

eq

s

σσσ +
                                 (eq. 5.2). 
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    Remark the time-lag dependences in surface-limited regime and the need, together with 

dissassociation rate constants at inner/outer surfaces, of Sievert´s constant solubility data Ks for 

tritium in the INCOLOY 800 (following Figure 5.11).  
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         Figure 5.11.  D2  Sievert´s constant through INCOLOY 800 (11)[ref. 5.6, G. Esteban]) and  
                                comparison with other FM (1- 7) and austenitic steels (8-9), (10) for a-Fe .  
 

 

5.3.1.  Calculation flowcharts for permeation assessments   

 
    The development of a block diagram for SG to integrate the complete IB-TC flow sheet should 

be simply based on a tritium permeation transport assessment under reallistic design conditions  

for 4 SG units in a surface-limited regime for a summatory of hellicoidal tubes (characteristics 

described in Section 5.2) having a steady-state temperature distribution along, and using 

measured data for dissassociation constants.  
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Figure 5.12. Calculation flowchart for tritium permeation assessment  through SG. 
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     Potentialities of permeation control countermeasures are done through chemical equilibrium 

analysis (see considerations in Section 5.2.2.B) at coolant gas level. For a given transport 

assessment an unique equilibrium condition is conservatively considered at extreme 

temperatures (300º C or 500 ºC).  Axial (hellicoidal) discretisation of gas chemistry conditions 

along tube surface has not interest because kinetics of the reactions are slower than coolant 

residence time in the SG. Just an unique tritium pemeable partial pressure at equilibrium is 

considered.   This conclusion can be more clearly ascertained in the future once having more 

kinetic data on basic reactions in Table 5.IV.      

The calculation flow chart for the numerical assessment needed to implement the proposed 

precisions is given in the Figure 5.12.  

Ludwig-Soret effects do not apply for surface-limited regimes. 

The non-symmetric model permits account for both different (He side or steam side) 

surfaces. Steady-state surface-limited permeation rates at a given axial-helicoidal coordinate is 

written as: 
eqp
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kk
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. Note that if we have 2 surface (one bare ´

1)( kσ  and one 

oxidised )( 1kσ ), the minimum value of both represented by the oxidized one prevails in the 

fraction numerator and determines final rates.  The lower possible rates at each side 

temperature, half the value,  correspond obviously to the case of both surface oxidised.  

Before going to the SG block diagram and for comparisons with initial estimations (in Section 

5.1.) it can be useful to recalculate the admissible HT partial pressure values under actual more 

precise conditions. Admissible HT p.p. facing SG are now calculated following flowchart 

evaluation scheme in Figure 5.12 as: 
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  (eq. 5.3) 

 

1-D transport across the thickness of the helical tube is considered. Note that at any 

coordinate (30 discrete values are considered in this estimation) the minimum disassociation 

rate (oxidized) at any working He-side or water-side temperature prevails (Figure 5.6.) and 

determine the HT p.p. admissible value. For bare INCOLOY 800 bare tubes the admissible 

value obtained is 4.3 10-4 Pa. For oxidized INCOLOY 800 tubes at  both He and water surface 

the admissible value would be: 3.37 Pa.   
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 Table 5.VI.  Admissible HT partial pressures and time-lag constants for diverse SG tubes  
                   oxidation conditions.   
      pHT  [Pa]  from (eq. 5.3) τ4    [s] from (eq. 5.2)(*) 

Bare(He)-Bare(water) 4.3 10-4  [0.45-9.1] 106 

Oxide(He)-Bare(water) 1.28 [0.017-3.7] 108 

Bare(He)-Oxide(water) 1.84  [0.089-1.4] 105 

Oxide(He)-Oxide(water) 3.37 [0.41 - 6.6] 108 

(*) Computed at maxumum pHT admissible values  in each case.  (**) Characterist. times for diffusion are D2/∆x~ 103 s  

 

To  oxidized just one surface at Helium or at water side drive to similar values of   1.28 Pa  

and 1.84 Pa, respectively (Table 5. VI). According to eq. 5.2, characteristic time in surface 

limited regimes are significantly (by orders of magnitude !) different. Finally note that admissible 

HT partial pressure in HCS by primary coolant leakages (0.83 Pa) are above bare(He)-

bare(water) case and close to oxide(He)-Bare(water) case. It could be of interest to plot 

transient flux in three reference cases for the proposed SG parameters (Figure 5.13). 

  
Figure 5.13. Transient flux values through SG for three cases (bare-bare case : red lines, 
                    oxidized-bare in blue and  oxidized-oxidized: in green) computed with maximum 

               admissible values for HT p.p. for SG optimized characteristics as in Section 5.2.   

Time [seconds] 

[Ci /day] 
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High characteristic flux kinetic-constants for surface-limited regimes in INCOLOY 800 are 

obtained in a wide range 3 o.o.m varying depending on tube oxidation conditions from days to 

years. 

 

 
   
  Figure 5.14.  Focused parts and variables of HCLL (top) /HCPB(bottom) IB-TC to develop SG 

block diagrams. 
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Figure 5.15.  Block diagram for tritium transfer in IB-TC DEMO through SG.  

   

5.3.2. SG block diagrams for IB-TC   

 

Due to the mentioned (known) lack of specific block diagrams and transient analyses for 

tritium transfers in SG (Figures 5.14), new one need to be developed.  Specific transfer lines 

and modeling variables are made explicit in Figure 5.15. 

Block diagrams for SG should implement a simple tritium permeation transfer model from 

HCS to a secondary circuit (environment or secondary enclosure) and additionally could (should 

?) include the  tritium transfers due to primary coolant leakages of the complete IB-TC.  

The permeation scheme in Figure 5.15 for this specific SG block diagram evaluates:  

(1) Tritium permeation fluxes J(4) with characteristic times (τ4),   

(2) Tritium transfers by primary coolant leakages JL  and  

(3) Tritium transient inventories I4(t)   

    

  from the values of the tritium forms partial pressures at the “non by-passed” coolant flow rates 

(1-α)f through SG:  
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pQ2= (1-α)f  (1)CQ2 τR  p 

pQ2O= (1-α)f (1)CQ2O τR  p 

 

in where 100 α  is the by-passed fraction [in %] of coolant mass flow rates f [Kg/s], (1)CQ2 and 

(1)CQ2 [w%] are the tritiated forms concentration in [w%],   τR [s]  is the coolant residence time in 

the volume of the SG where permeation occurs and  p is the total coolant pressure [Pa] (one of 

the TVS of the state-pint vector (1). 

   From such as partial pressures transfers of tritium could be simply modeled following a 

sophisticate assessment scheme similar to that proposed in Figure 5.12 and simplified in the 

following one: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

  

 

At surface-limited regimes HT (and T2) dissociates and recombines at both SG surfaces, 

building-up fast an homogenous HT bulk concentration in the SG material c(t). The  vector-state 

point  (1) in the block diagram : (1)[CQ2,  CQ2O , TVs] evolves in equilibrium with  c(t) values 

through dissasociation/recombination reactions at surfaces (i.e.: c(t) = (1)CQ2 or pHCS
HT  = (1-

α)fCQ2τR). The mathematical relations between variables of (1)[CQ2,  CQ2O , TVs], and tritium 

transfers follow simple formulae.    
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For the permeation transfer J(4): 
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in where VSG is the SG material volume; As, A´S the He-side and water-side surface and 

)(tp HCS
HT

and )(tp HT
SC the partial pressures in coolants at both sides. This equation (Ricatti-

Bessel´s DEQ) has the form ( 222 )()( EtcB
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tdc =+ ) can be straightforwardly solved.  

Assuming (pSC
Q2  << pHCS

Q2 zero partial pressure at the SC) transient fluxes (per unit surface) 

through SG can be analytically expressed as: 
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(eq. 5.5) 

 

   Transient fluxes due to leakages JL (t) are simply written from the nominal value of primary 

coolant leak rate LRV (see Section 5.2.2. D) (0.1% inv/d) and the variable tritium concentrations 

in the coolant  CQ2+CQ2O  

 

[ ]OQQL CCLRVtJ 22)( )( +=      (eq. 5.6) 

 

and [ ])tanh()( EBtctc f= ,  in where: t is time,  d is the SG tube 1-d thickness and rest of variables 

have been previously defined. The value for the cf   (= c(tà ∞) ) can be easily obtained from a 

given temporary boundary condition at t = t0,  ex. cQ2(t = t0) ≡ c(0) and 2Qp (t = t0) =p0 .   

Then,  tritium transient inventory at SG:  

 

I(4) (t) = VSG c(t)    (eq. 5.7) 

 

The time to have non-zero flux or “time-lag” and characteristic flux kinetic-constants (~ time to 

reach steady-state flux values called in Figure 5.15 as 4τ ) from (eq. 5.5.) is written in eq. 5.2. 
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  High characteristic flux kinetic-constants for surface-limited regimes in INCOLOY 800 are 

obtained and varying in a wide range 3 o.o.m depending on tube oxidation conditions from days 

to years.   

Finally what it can be formally written for SG block is: 
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and all the magnitudes have been presented in an explicit form. Then a routine SGEN 

routine can be easily developed and implemented in a SG block digram with any of the diverse 

visual simulation block diagrams programming tools available (as VisSim5.0, Ref.5.24 ). 

 

  5.4. Concluding remarks  

 

Basic information needed to develop a block diagram for dynamic tritium transfers at SG    

IB-TC DEMO has been reviewed in this section. As has been pointed out, a reliable design of 

SG modules requires design assumptions concerning PCS architecture and specific SG design 

aspects. Conservative design solutions for specific SG [Saint Vrains HTR] having the large 

design and experienced database has been adopted as the design reference for the analyses.  

A tentative design exercise to adapt such SG to DEMO specifications has been carried out. 

Under such design conditions a tritium permeation assessment using well validated tritium 

transport data through INCOLOY 800 in surface-limited regimes has been done.  

Documentation reporting experience on Helium primary leakage is dfficult to be found in past 

and actual He gas-cooled reactos. Just the most  widely diffunded one has been reviewed in 

order to fix a nominal value for primary coolant leakage.  In general, documentation shows a 

certain degree of confidence on the fact that helium leakage reduction can be managed by 

design.   

More advanced assessment schemes, considering potential pemeation mitigation 

countermeasures (isotopic swamping and coolant oxidation) are proposed. A direct 

experimental confirmation on potentialities of isotopic swamping as tritium permeation control 

procedure appears as needed. Finally, SG block diagram for IB-TC is given and inherent 

magnitudes made explicit.        
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6  Reference lay-outs 
 
   Reference lay-outs have been anticipated in Section 2 considering simple and minimal 

schemes. Documents [ref. 2.3] and [ref. 2.4] and [ref. 2.5] and [ref. 2.8] are considered as the 

closest and very valuable start-point documental reference to develop PFD for a IB-TC HCLL for 

DEMO.  

 
7  Documentation review on available tools for the modeling TC for fusion 

 
   These cycle models provide lay-outs (Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3) for an approximate hand-made 

tuning of the main operational steady-state conditions. Other general computational 

characteristics are:  

• for HCPB [ref. 2.3.] the main evaluations done are based on zero-dimensional 

(analytical) steady-state residence time assessments,  

• for HCLL [ref. 2.8]  based on 1-dimensional (analytical) calculations (with 3D 

considerations) and are steady-state  

  For cycle systems assessments are, in the general case, also steady-state assessments are 

based on once-through efficiencies. 

   Programmes all over the world establish lay-outs for TC in general its specific design lines.  At 

present, for the majority of cases, these lay-outs are serving for steady-state analyses. In these 

Programmes just needs to develop dynamic FPD are advanced as purpose.  

   

7.1. TRIMO (ITER) and other existing codes 
 
 

     TRIMO latest performances have been presented recently [ref. 6.1.]. Development of 

accompagning documentation (user´s Guide together and programming/assembling 

characteristics)  is underway [ref. 6.2].   

   As a fuel cycle simulation modelling tool; TRIMO address the following topics: 

 

- assess the behaviour of fuel cycle in properly designed cycle subsystems in dynamic regimes 

(operating scenarios), 

- assess the tritium inventories in each subsystem under different operating conditions, 

considering the tritium inventory history of the subsystems. 

 

  Thus the TRIMO code, a tool developed for the modelling of the tritium fuel cycle systems in 

ITER is the closest reference for the type of modelling tool to be developed for the Inner 

Breeding  Cycle for DEMO.   
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   TRIMO was initially developed by a Canadian company (as CFTSIM programmed in Java) 

and original sources were rewritten and recompiled in Pascal with interface developments in 

DELPHI.   

    In view of the noticed TRIMO characteristics for ITER Fuel Cycle, the developments of a 

modelling tool for DEMO could be based on extensions of TRIMO to IB-TC systems. TRIMO 

basically generate transient fluxes and inventories by solving time-depending mass balance 

equations in finite differences between subsystems.  

     Limitations for TRIMO extensions, for a quick development of a dynamic model for the IB-TC 

DEMO are the rigidity of programming language Pascal/DELPHI, to develop modelling solutions 

for complex interactive and iterative/closed cycles. The last is a technical opinion based on 

experience. In fact, from VisSim it seems easier to make adaptations in the opposite direction.  

       

7.2. Overview of computing requirements of a modelling tool for a TC DEMO PFD  
 
    
   Many modelling tools are available for the development of dynamic block diagrams for Flow 

Process Diagrams. Among other Aspen+v11. [visit Aspen+ website]  is of common use in 

chemical engineering for industrial applications. This tool is very sophisticated but the license is 

expensive. No academic versions are known to be available.  

   Another cathegory of tools are multipurpose dynamic block diagram modelling tools. The most 

widely extended, flexible, user/developer friendly, numerically performant and sophisticate to 

manage complexe dynamic systems is VisSim(R) [ref. 5.25]. The tool is accessible for 

academic and research purposes and has website “demo” solutions and open web-seminars 

[visit VisSim® website: www.vissim.com].  

  The tool has singular characteristics to develop with large flexibility dynamic modelling of 

systems as complex as DEMO and ITER Plant.   

   VisSim is a pure Windows-interface for programming dynamic block diagram models. The 

generated source is made in Visual Fortran and is exportable to other languages (Pascal is one 

of them). Solutions generated with VisSim should in principle be readable and interface with 

TRIMO.   

   It is expected that the degree of definition (in subsystems and components) of the IB-TC will 

progressively increase in the future. Thus, when selecting a tool to develop an application, the 

flexibility of the tool to manage more complex architectures is an important issue.  
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7.2.1. General features, programming and numerical characteristics 
 

Model for TRICICLO and modules will be programmed using Windows based program 

VisSim® (V5.0H), a graphical tool for the modelling and simulation of complex embedded 

systems. VisSim® is basically a windows interface to generate a VFORTRAN source for 

complex linear/non-linear dynamic systems.   

 
  
7.2.2. Capabilities for a DEMO TC PFD  
 
 
   The lay-outs in Figure 2.4. and Figure 2.5. for FPD can be implemented in dynamic block 

diagrams as VisSim interactive modules producing graphical outputs. 

                   
This tool has been selected for the development of TRICICLO according to its well-known 

general characteristics: 

- large powerful performances as simulation engine,   

- intuitive drag-and-drop block diagram graphical interface, 

- flexibility to implement OLE blocks, programming very different modes of operation of 

diverse units of the tritium cycle, in particular Mathcad objects, 

- possibility to include in VisSim “click and wire interface model” Mathcad_OLE 

modules (it could be of interest for the dynamic coupling of results issuing from 

refined tritium transient analyses from blanket design to the tritium cycle),  

- demonstrated reliability for the simulation and control of complex systems, generated 

solutions can be finally exported to VF and VC++ sources,  

- possibility to generate source codes in languages that can be imported from many 

others languages solutions and in-development solutions (ex. Pascal/DELPHI).   

 

Additional details on such characteristics are given elsewhere [ref. 5.24]. 
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 8  Particular conclusions    
 
Specific conclusions obtained from the analysis done in this first deliverable are listed hereafter: 
 
à on tritium analysis at HCLL and HCPB blanket design level (from Section 3) 
 
 
   For HCLL-DEMO design line, the comparison between the physical basis of tritium transport 

models for permeation, extraction and inventory assessments and the set of phenomena  

potentially present, evidence the need to progress on the physical reliability of such as transport 

models.  The main source of  uncertainties for  TPR, Inventory and Extraction assessment are 

related with (1) tritium transport under LM hydrodynamic flow, (2) tritium transport and irradiation 

effects in LM (helium effects and resistive mechanisms), (3) radiation effect on tritium tramsport 

through EUROFER97 steel and (3) permeation barrier behaviour (PRF reallistic ranges). 

  Progresses on this topic, inside and outside COMPU, are seen to be needed for reallistic modes 

of operation on the Inner Breeder Tritium Cycle for DEMO.  

  A first priority is to determine tritium operational diagrams in HCLL DEMO blanket i.e.: precise 

parametrical domains (PRF, extraction flux from blanket, alloy flowing velocities) as was done for 

WCLL-DEMO [ref. 4. 23].  

  As has been discussed in Section 3, diverse quantitative conclusions to be obtained from 

design analysis and from its implementation in a dynamic simulation module in the cycle will 

depend strongly on the reliability of this transport assessment at blanket level. An example is the 

final PRF value would be required for permeation barriers to keep partial pressures in HCS below 

admissible limits.   

   In the same sense, primary data controversy  (2 orders of magnitude in solubility values of 

tritium in Pb15.7Li)  have a large impact on tritium transport assessments at blanket level  and a 

large impact on tritium cycle design and needs to be urgently clarified.    

  Of course, the formal development of modules for simulation of tritium transport magnitudes 

(permeation, extraction, inventories) can be carried out assuming parametrically such 

uncertainties, as will be done.  

   For HCPB, lower phenomenological uncertainties exist for tritium transport analyses and 

residence time analyses in breeding ceramics, where there is a sufficient base of information to 

develop dynamic modules for TPR, Inventory and extraction assessments.  
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à on best available technologies for tritrium recovery from He and Pb17-Li(from Section 4)  
 
   

  Best available technologies to recover tritium from TC fluids (He, Pb15.7Li) have been reviewed 

together with available qualifying results in the open literature. Different options have been 

analyzed for candidate tritium removal from He purge stream in HCPB-DEMO 2003 blanket. 

Using such results and previous analyses [ref. 4.3] additional analyses have been done to qualify 

some of them.  

  For TES from purge gas (HCPB) and TRS(HCLL) a lay-out based on adsorption technology by 

cold traps and specific regeneration modes of MSB (CT+TSA) previously proposed [ref. 4.7.] is 

retained as a recovery method for the specific TC module development (Figure 4.2.6).  

   The conclusion that CT show higher potential performance than TSA is seen to be reallistic and 

the extra complexity penalty for CT could be assumed, considering the present merits achieved 

by CT design.  

  From an strict TC operational point of view and even if requiring multi-step regeneration 

procedure, VPSA shows incomparable better characteristics than TSA, but non-operational 

aspects (lifting,cost, maturity) makes TSA  more suitable than VPSA.  

   No major problems are reasonable forseen to apply (CT+TSA) recovery solutions to less 

demanding HCLL/TRS process requirements (for TRS based on stripping or permeator 

technology).  

   Other options for TES processing are discussed as back up solutions. Among them, particular 

attention is recommended to be paid to a once-through potentially HTO-free process as that 

represented in Figure 4.2.9., conceptually close to process lay-out considered for plasma 

exhaust processing in ITER. An important point for permeators (from TC operational viewpoint) 

is its one-through operation (even if multi-stage processing are required) without regenerations. 

It means operational flexibility to accomodate variation of stream conditions. Neverthelss, the 

high tritium recovering demands at TES flow conditions means very stringent designs demands 

for the pemeator used in IB-TC.   

  For CPS a lay-out based also on adsorption technology (Figure 4.2.1. from [ref. 4.3]) is taken as 

reference base for black diagram development. This lay-out will be assumed as reference for the 

development of dynamic block diagram simulation models. 

  For TES from Pb15.7Li, in the light of all the analysis presented above, stripping packed bed 

columns should be considered a proven technique to recover tritium from Pb-15.7Li in systems 

with size and lay-outs as shown in Figure 4.3.1.5. Optimisation of such system extractors will 

mean compactness optimisations in the global extraction TES system from Pb15.7Li. Among the 
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back-up solutions, other solutions should be developed attending to good characteristics of lay-

out simplicity, operational flexibility and on-line once-through processing.  

  This is the case of array of permeator tubes immersed in flowing Pb15.7Li or combined 

extractor/permeator methods. 

 
à on tritium analysis for steam generators (Section 5)  
 
 
   Analyses at SG level are of key importance for tritium cycle design and development. Some 

precise analyses are given serving as input for the development of transient block diagrams at 

SG level. Further admissible values of p.p. at HCS are proposed.  

  Specific design analysis and  development of SG to integrate the IB-TC DEMO is recomended.  

Precise analysis will results in a net benefit of tritium cycle relliability. More details in Section 5. 

 
à on availability of block diagram models for simulation of Inner Breeding Tritium Cycle units and 

global cycle itself for HCLL and HCPB DEMO reactors (Section 6)  

 

The difference should be pointed out between availability of cycle lay-outs and the existence of 

transient block diagram models for the simulation of cycle lay-out or cycle units.  

Cycle lay-outs can be considered as well established at first conceptual level of specfication  

(as in Figure 2.2 and in Figure 2.3) and once assuming specific units. This cycle lay-out serves 

as reference for steady-state assessments. 

Concerning the existence of block diagram models for dynamic simultation of transient 

magnitudes in the cycle it is noticeable a general poor availability of transient analyses for TC 

units and a general lack of dynamic block diagram models for cycle systems and for the overall 

IB-TC DEMO cycle itself.  An exception is, at ITER scale level, the TRIMO code, which 

accomplishments represent a close reference for a FPD dynamic block diagram development.  

Within the perspective of scaling-down IB-TC from DEMO to ITER-TBM an additional 

requirement of FPD to be developed is a compatible interfacing with TRIMO (transfers to ISS and 

to WPS).    

 Even, in some case, the transient events in cycle systems are not clearly well-defined. It is an 

identified priority for the development of specific block diagram modules.   

Nevertheless,  the basic physical kinetic information concerning constituent materials (MSB, 

Pb15.7Li, INCOLOY 800, permeator materials) for the design of processes in cycle systems 

(blanket, CPS, TES; TRS, ) can be considered as sufficient .  

Anticipating deeper degrees of definition for IB-TC/DEMO and ITER-TBM, a conceptual frame 

has been proposed in this report based on the use of cycle state-point vectors (acting as 
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common variables of the cycle programming tool) and to relate such state-point vectors to tritium 

transient magnitudes in the systems: transfer characteristic and residence time. A proposal is 

made for the use of specific powerful, flexible and TRIMO-interfaceable modelling tool 

(VisSim5.0 ®).  

  

9  Proposal for progress on COMPU Task 
  
    The review of processed information in this review has permitted one to clarify a modus 

operandi for the task progress.  

    It is proposed to develop dynamic simulation modules transient in close exchange with system 

designers  in the following prioritized order:  

- modules for HCLL and HCPB DEMO and blanket design: TRI tium ANAlysis modules, 

- modules for Steam Generator transfer:  SGEN modules, 

- modules for CT+TSA for TES(HCPB) and TRS (HCLL): TES and TRS modules, 

- modules for CPS for both HCPB and HCLL lines: CPS module, 

 
and final integration in a Tritium Cycle FPD (TRICICLO).  Specific (short) documentation will 

describe such modules in coming deliverables.  
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